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ABSTRACT 

In our global attempt to transition our fossil-fuel based economy into a 
sustainable bioeconomy, the field of biotechnology has become a driving force, 
delivering biological solutions to the major challenges of the 21st century: plastic 
waste accumulation, pollution, resource depletion and diseases. Within the field, 
microorganisms – so-called cell factories – are employed as biological 
production platforms to sustainably manufacture a desired product. However, 
host intolerance – hence the inability of a microbial cell to produce a desired 
product due to toxicity effects – is frequently hampering the efficacy of 
bioproduction processes, creating the need to expand our understanding of 
microbial tolerance and adaptation to stress in order to design more robust 
microbial production strains.  

 
Laboratory evolution is a promising approach to facilitate this understanding 
and to elucidate the modes of bacterial adaptation. This thesis, therefore, 
presents the principles of evolution and their recent application in the field of 
modern biotechnology and employs natural evolution mechanisms occurring in 
the structured environment of “ageing” bacterial colonies to advance our 
knowledge of the native stress response of the model bacterium Escherichia coli to 
carbon starvation, heat and protein production stress. 
 
The described work reveals new insights into the adaptation of global regulatory 
networks within the cell and how their perturbation can be compensated by 
DNA supercoiling – demonstrating further evidence for a histone-like role of 
the global bacterial regulator Crp (cAMP receptor protein). Moreover, 
performing laboratory evolution within production strain BL21(DE3), we 
identify RNA stability as a key factor involved in fitness-loss and impaired 
growth during recombinant protein production processes, leading to novel 
strain and plasmid solutions facilitating high yield production of “toxic” 
proteins. Finally, a surface display-based screening approach for identifying 
novel enzyme candidates active on the polyester plastic PET (polyethylene 
terephthalate) was developed – with this contributing to finding more efficient 
and sustainable means to facilitate plastic waste degradation. 
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DANSK RESUMÉ 

I vores globale indsats for at transformere vores fossile brændstof-baserede 
økonomi til en bæredygtig bioøkonomi, er bioteknologien blevet en vigtig 
drivkraft som leverer biologiske løsninger til de største udfordringer i det 21. 
århundrede: akkumulering af plastaffald, miljøforurening, udtømning af 
ressourcer og sygdomme. I dette felt bruges mikroorganismer – såkaldte 
cellefabrikker – som biologiske produktionsplatforme, til at fremstille et ønsket 
produkt på en bæredygtig måde. Værtsintolerance – den manglende evne af en 
mikrobiel celle til at producere et ønsket produkt, på grund af 
toksicitetspåvirkninger – komplicerer ofte bioproduktionsprocessen, hvilket gør 
det nødvendigt at udvide vores forståelse af mikrobiel tolerance og tilpasning til 
stress for at designe mere robuste produktionsstammer. 
 
Laboratorieevolution er en lovende tilgang til at opnå denne forståelse og belyse 
mekanismerne for bakterietilpasning. Denne afhandling præsenterer derfor 
evolutionsprincipperne og deres nylige anvendelse inden for moderne 
bioteknologi, og anvender naturlige evolutionsmekanismer, der forekommer i 
det strukturerede miljø af ”aldrende” bakteriekolonier, for at fremme vores 
viden om det native stressrespons i modelbakterien Escherichia coli til 
kulstofudsultning, varme og proteinproduktionsstress. 
 
Dette arbejde ledte til nye indsigter i tilpasningen af det globale 
reguleringsnetværk i cellen, og hvordan deres forstyrrelse kan kompenseres ved 
hjælp af DNA-supercoiling – hvilket giver yderligere bevis for en histonlignende 
rolle af den globale bakterielle regulator Crp (cAMP receptor protein). Ved 
brug af laboratorieevolution i Escherichia coli-produktionsstammen BL21(DE3), 
identificerer vi desuden RNA-stabilitet som en nøgleårsag for fitness-tab og 
nedsat vækst under rekombinante proteinproduktionsprocesser, og udvikler nye 
stamme- og plasmidløsninger, der faciliterer højt produktionsudbytte af 
“toksiske” proteiner. Endelig blev en membranforankret screeningsmetode 
udviklet til identifikation af nye enzymkandidater aktive på plastictypen 
polyetylen-tereftalat (PET) – hvilket bidrog til at finde mere effektive og 
bæredygtige midler til nedbrydning af plastaffald.  
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INTRODUCTION AND THESIS OUTLINE 

Microbes, such as bacteria, had populated planet earth long before humans 
ever touched the ground. They have evolved to utilise nearly any energy 
source available and inhabited every centimetre of land and ocean, no matter 
how remote or inhospitable. One encounters them in the darkness and cold 
of the ground of the deep sea as well as in the hot sulphur-rich geothermal 
springs of the Yellow Stone National park, and their continuous evolution is 
still ongoing. A great example of such adaptation to a new habitat and energy 
source, is the natural evolution of the bacterium Ideonella sakaiensis – 
discovered in 2016 – to degrade the human-made polyester plastic PET that 
we are continuously leaking into the environment – and to utilise its 
degradation products as sole carbon source. Plastics were introduced by 
humankind into nature billions of years after bacteria first evolved on earth. 
Nonetheless, microbes are capable to adapt and find biological solutions to 
human-made problems, we ourselves are struggling to solve.  
 
Similarly, we have benefited from their capabilities for hundreds of years, 
starting with the early fermentation of foods and beverages. Unknown back 
then, bacteria were already taking a large part in our daily lives: helping our 
gut metabolism by supporting us with essential nutrients in the shape of our 
gut microbiome – today frequently referred to as our “second brain”. In fact, 
within an average adult, microbes represent up to 2 kg of its total body 
weight. That equals 10-100 trillion of microbial cells and makes us likely 
carry 150 times more microbial DNA in us than our own human DNA. 
 
Since both our personal health and our attempt to transition into a bio-based 
economy greatly depend on utilising microbes for our purposes, it is 
important to understand how bacteria function, evolve and adapt. Utilising 
this knowledge will enable the design of more efficient and robust cell 
factories which will advance biotechnology and help develop new 
medications, novel CO2 emission-free energy sources, alternative food and 
enzyme solutions and – ultimately – will lead to a more responsible and 
synergistic way of human life on planet earth.  
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The work conducted within this PhD thesis aims to contribute to a better 
understanding of the fundamental changes in bacteria when adapting to 
extreme conditions – such as carbon starvation, heat stress, or toxic protein 
production – as well as, how to harness the power of natural evolution in the 
laboratory set-up to develop more robust cell-factories that tolerate 
industrially relevant conditions and enable the production of the 
biomedicals, enzyme solutions and commodity chemicals of the future. 
 
Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the principles of evolution and their 
application in modern biotechnology. Starting with the most important 
evolutionary theories developed within the past centuries, it outlines the 
efforts within the field of microbiology to elucidate how these principles can 
be translated to understand the continuous adaptation of microorganisms to 
their environments and with that to improve protein production strains – 
herein stressing the importance of the model bacterium Escherichia coli for 
modern molecular and synthetic biology as well as industrial biotechnology.  
 
Chapter 2 describes how laboratory evolution experiments in the 
spatiotemporal surrounding of ageing bacterial colonies can be explored to 
elucidate principles of different modes of gene regulation and provides 
evidence for a histone-like role of the global transcription factor Crp in 
Escherichia coli. 
 
Chapter 3 illustrates the importance of selection and setting the right 
restrictions for laboratory evolution experiments leading to the successful 
isolation of a desired Escherichia coli mutant strain suited for toxic protein 
production. It further describes how investigation of the underlying 
mechanism uncovers a key role for RNA stability in gene expression toxicity. 

 
Chapter 4 describes how the modern biotechnology toolbox can be used to 
develop a simple yet efficient screening approach to detect naturally evolved 
enzyme variants capable of degrading the common polyester PET. 
 
Chapter 5 summarises the work conducted within this thesis and puts it into 
the perspective of recent developments within the field of biotechnology and 
synthetic biology while emphasising future opportunities and challenges. 
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Chapter 1    ¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾¾ 

EVOLUTION AND ITS APPLICATION IN 
MODERN BIOTECHNOLOGY 

In biology, the process of evolution constitutes the very basis of life and results 
in the development of new forms and functions. Novel organisms that 
develop new features, unique enzymes that catalyse specific reactions, and 
materials with yet unknown properties are explored and harnessed by 
modern biotechnology to be turned into valuable products advancing 
humankind. Evolution has been studied in a variety of organisms – e.g., 
finches on the Galapagos islands1 or fruit flies2 in the laboratory – but 
nowhere is evolution acting as fast as in microorganisms3. Due to their rapid 
generation time and large population sizes4, microbes are extremely fast to 
adapt to changes in their environment, observable when following, e.g. the 
development of antibiotic resistance5 in bacteria or host adaptation of 
viruses6.  
 
This constant emergence of novelty within natural systems is both a blessing 
and a curse. From an engineering point of view – one that favours the 
rational and controlled design of such systems – uncontrollable change is 
inherently problematic. This stresses the importance of understanding 
biological systems and how they adapt to their environments, to better utilise 
and rationally design them for new purposes within biotechnology. With 
computational prediction tools becoming more advanced, attempts are made 
to engineer the bacterial cell into a device that can be programmed like a 
computer, introducing logical circuits, biosensors, and modular parts such as 
BioBricks7–9. Since nature has fine-tuned the functioning of organisms over 
millions of years, rational rewiring of complex metabolic pathways or 
regulatory circuits within a cell, which seems logical to us, is not necessarily 
the best solution and often leads to suboptimally performing cell factories, 
creating the increasing need for a better understanding of how these complex 
interplays evolved. 
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1.1. Brief history of evolutionary theories and 
how microorganisms adapt to their 
environment 

Today, evolution is understood as the change of heritable characteristics of 
living organisms over successive generations, with its very foundation laying 
within the genetic information passed on from the parent generation to the 
offspring during the act of reproduction. Evolution is both an extraordinarily 
slow but, at the same time, relentlessly ongoing process that will continue for 
as long as life exists. However, as simple as this natural drive might seem, to 
explain the underlying mechanisms and its very nature, has over the course 
of evolutionary history given rise to the development of multiple plausible 
theories revolving around the importance and function of competition, 
mutation, and selection within the concept of evolution. The most famous of 
these evolutionary theories, that have substantially shaped our current 
understanding of the topic, are presented in the following paragraphs and 
are summarised in Figure 1.1. 
 
Lamarck. One of the earlier evolutionary theorists, whose ideas never found 
broad public acceptance at the time but today are acknowledged as the first 
full theoretical evolutionary framework, was Jean-Baptiste Lamarck at the 
beginning of the 19th century. He believed that life on earth had developed 
over time and that all living organisms progressively advance towards greater 
complexity. Within his theory10, he proposed that an organism’s adaptation 
to its surroundings is caused by inherited changes from the parent 
generation, depending on the use or disuse of a trait. More specifically, he 
speculated that the production or function of a new organ within an animal 
was triggered by the arising need for it and driven by stimuli from the 
environment. Today, his idea of evolutionary change occurring through the 
inheritance of acquired characteristics instructed by environmental factors is 
widely dismissed11. Nonetheless, within the field of epigenetics12,13 or 
CRISPR14,15 – where specific acquired characteristics get transferred to the 
next generation – new relevance of the Lamarckian evolution theory is 
discussed. 
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Darwin and Wallace. Not much later – and revolutionary at the time – 
Darwin and Wallace published their joint theory of adaptive evolution 
directed by natural selection, further elaborated on by Darwin in his book 
On the Origin of Species16. Darwin, who extensively studied the geographical 
distribution of fossils and wildlife, believed that all species of life are 
descendants from common ancestors and that their unrestrained population 
growth would lead to a struggle for existence within which favourable variations 
would be preserved whereas injurious variations would be rejected – a 
process he described as natural selection16,17. Adaptive evolutionary changes are 
hence the result of the environment selecting from random, naturally 
occurring variation, which then gets passed on to the next generation. 
Today, Darwinism is understood as “the theory that evolutionary change 
results from natural selection of the random genetic variations generated by 
mutation and recombination”11 and is accepted as a key mechanism of 
evolution within modern evolutionary sciences.  
 

              
 

Figure 1.1. Overview of the three key theorems of evolutionary history: 
Lamarckian instructed evolution, Darwinian evolution guided by natural 
selection, and Wright’s genetic drift theory. Figure adapted after Wendel18. 
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Wright. Alongside Haldane and Fisher, Wright was one of the first scientists 
to combine evolution with genetics – laying the ground for the field of 
population genetics and shaping the concept of genetic drift19,20. Genetic drift 
refers to the random change in allele frequencies within populations and can 
both cause genetic variations to disappear – in that reducing overall genetic 
variation – or rare alleles to become more frequent and, as such, to eventually 
get fixed onto the genome. This way, “genetic drift, together with mutation 
and recombination, randomly produces the gametes that [natural] selection 
can act on. Or, if there is no selection, allele frequencies can change by 
mutation and genetic drift alone.”21 

The model organism Escherichia coli 
The bacterial model organism named after the German-Austrian 
paediatrician and bacteriologist Theodor Escherich22, who discovered the 
bacterium nearly 150 years ago (1885) in a human faecal sample, is today, 
without doubt, the best-understood microorganism of all. The Gram-
negative rod-shaped bacterium capable of both aerobic respiration and 
fermentation in the absence of oxygen – a facultative anaerobe – is an 
indispensable part of modern molecular and synthetic biology23. Years of 
fundamental research in the microbe have led to ground-breaking 
discoveries, such as unveiling the nature of the genetic code24, understanding 
DNA replication25, and how genes are organised and regulated26,27. Early 
work by Luria and Delbrück set course for the fundamental basis of 
understanding the nature of mutations and ultimately the evolution of 
organisms themselves28,29. It is, therefore, of no surprise that the first-ever 
fully sequenced bacterial genome published in 1997 was that of E. coli 
laboratory strain K-12 derivative MG165530, contributing greatly to the 
understanding of bacterial adaptation we have today. Multiple other reasons 
have added to the long-lasting success of the bacterium. Fast growth and 
duplication time31, high cell  density32, inexpensive culturing and cloning 
conditions, availability of numerous expression vectors, and the 
detailed knowledge of its genetics, physiology, and metabolism33–35 for fast 
and easy genetic manipulation, make it the key element of the “molecular 
biologist’s toolbox”36 and the “workhorse” of both molecular and 
evolutionary biology37.  
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Bacterial adaptation to environmental changes 

That bacteria continuously adapt to their environment is today off the 
question. However, which fundamental mechanisms pave the way for it and 
how to best explain them is, on the other hand, still up for discussion. 
Definitions of adaptation such as “the process by which new mutations arise 
under selective conditions regardless of the mechanism”38 best illustrate the 
careful wording needed when describing the matter. This is greatly 
influenced by a long-lasting controversy within the field that laid the ground 
for different theories developed within the past 150  years39 to explain this 
underlying mechanism. 
 
Luria & Delbrück: Spontaneous mutation and natural selection. 
First experiments investigating patterns and mechanisms of arising mutations 
for phage-resistance in bacterial populations conducted by Luria & 
Delbrück29 (Fig. 1.2), and replica plating tests by Lederberg28 in the first half 
of the 19th century, demonstrated that mutations could arise without the 
influence of selective stress – specifically, that “[…] neither the adaptive 
change nor its inheritance depends upon a specific environment […]”28. This 
supported Darwin’s theory of natural selection and led to the development 
of the still applicable Luria-Delbrück fluctuation test to quantify mutation 
rates in bacterial populations.  
 
Cairns & Foster: Preadaptation and directed mutation. In 1988, John 
Cairns and Patricia Foster performed experiments to explain how bacteria 
adapt to their environment40,41 investigating E. coli cells lacking the 
chromosomal region of the lac operon (lac-), necessary for lactose 
fermentation, and therefore unable to establish colonies on lactose-
containing medium (Fig. 1.2). Cells were supplemented with a plasmid 
containing a non-functional replacement of the same operon harbouring a 
single reversible frameshift mutation. On lactose medium, selection was 
made for mutants that regained a functional lac allele (lac+) by reverting the 
presented mutation. To explain the appearance of full lac+ revertants within 
a few days, they introduce a model of adaptation in which mutation is 
directed, proposing that bacteria have mechanisms to choose arising 
mutations dependent on their needs40. Hence, within the increased mutation 
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rate in a bacterial cell when experiencing stress, mutations are specifically 
directed to genes that would be beneficial to mutate40–42.  
 
The model was later challenged by the hypothesis that a subpopulation of 
the plated cells become hypermutators in response to the applied stress43,44, 
and out of these randomly arising mutations, the most beneficial ones get 
fixed onto the genome. Others argued that the reason for mutations arising 
in the lac allele lies within the fact that it is artificially amplified within cells 
harbouring a plasmid-version of the operon and that this surplus increases 
simply the likelihood that mutations arise within it45. As reviewed by Roth 
and colleagues, a combination of the previous theories (enhanced growth of 
subpopulations and amplification of the plasmid-born gene), along with 
induction of an error-prone DNA polymerase causing mutations during gene 
amplification, comes closest to resolve the controversy39 – thus, combining 
quasi-Lamarckian stress-induced mutagenesis, and Darwinian growth 
promoted by natural selection to account for the adaptive mutations 
occurring. 
 
Lenski & the LTEE. Another important experiment that contributed 
greatly to our present understanding of long-term evolutionary adaptation of 
bacteria to environmental changes – thus natural selection – is the Long-
Term Evolution Experiment (LTEE) carried out by Richard Lenski and 
colleagues (Fig. 1.2). Started in 1988, he and colleagues have for the past 33 
years serially propagated 12 identical E. coli B strain populations for over 
70,000 generations in the same glucose-limited minimal salt medium46. 
Besides numerous parallel phenotypic changes within the populations, a 
steady increase in competitive fitness of the evolved strains was observed over 
the course of the experiment, altering derived strains ~35% fitter than their 
ancestors already after the first 2,000 generations46, followed by ~50% fitness 
gain at 10,000 generations47 – along with a shorter lag phase when 
transferred and a higher maximum growth rate. Examining the same 
populations after 50,000 generations, the correlation of these continuously 
increasing fitness trajectories was found to follow the relationship of a power-
law model with a seemingly unlimited mean fitness increase48 and parallel 
evolution of numerous genomic loci across the replicate populations49.  
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The experiment is still ongoing today and has not only helped to decipher 
long-term dynamics of asexual bacterial adaptation, but it has also been 
fundamental for understanding the evolution of global regulatory networks 
in the model organism, highlighting the importance of the two highly 
interconnected networks of DNA superhelicity and stringent response50. 
Enabled by large scale genome sequencing becoming available at low cost 
and high throughput, an average of ~75 mutations could be identified within 
every non-hypermutator genome51. Parallel evolving mutations in the topA 
and fis gene that developed within 20,000 generations introduced global 
DNA topology as a key target for selection in evolving bacterial populations 
and defined a new class of fitness-enhancing mutations52,53. Moreover, 
E. coli’s stringent response – mediated by the stress alarmones (p)ppGpp54–56 
shown to affect the transcription of over 500 genes in the model organism57 
– has found to be another global regulatory system prominently mutating 
during long-term evolution. Mutations within the spoT allele – responsible 
for the synthesis and hydrolysis of the effector molecule – evolved 
independently in eight out of the twelve populations and accounted for many 
of the global transcriptional changes detected within the evolved 
mutants50,58,59.  
 
Remarkably, today – three decades after the start of the LTEE and more 
than 70,000 generations later – the 12 populations derived from the same 
ancestor keep developing new mutations that lead to novel yet unknown 
beneficial phenotypes. One of the most surprising mutations was likely 
the tandem duplication of the citT gene evolving in one of the populations 
after ~31,000 generations. E. coli cells of the Cit+ phenotype overcame their 
fundamental inability to grow aerobically on citrate and gained the ability to 
utilise the compound as a novel sole carbon source51. 
 
The experiments summarised in this section are a great example of how far 
our understanding of microbial evolution has come in the past decades and 
give a glimpse on how experimental evolution will likely advance our 
understanding of bacterial adaptation in the coming years.   
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Figure 1.2. Key experiments investigating bacterial adaptation to 
environmental changes. a, Phage-resistance spontaneously arising within 
bacterial populations demonstrating the rise of genetic mutations in the 
absence of selection. b, E. coli Lac- mutants supplied with a plac- plasmid 
harbouring a non-functional but revertible lac allele regain Lac+ phenotype 
by reverting the presented mutation on plac- to plac+. Genomic alterations 
within the lac allele are indicated as dark red circles. c, Long-term 
evolutionary adaptation of serially propagated bacterial cultures via natural 
selection in glucose-limited minimal medium at 37°C. Throughout the 
experiment, 1% of the previous culture is transferred daily into fresh culture 
medium.   
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1.2. Cellular basics important for evolution and 
heterologous protein production 

DNA is the common denominator of all living organisms. Within its specific 
and unique sequence of base pairs, the molecule encodes all information 
needed to build and maintain a cell – the smallest entity of life – and to sustain 
life itself. Moreover, it forms the fundament for the “Central dogma of 
molecular biology”60, explaining the flow of genetic information from DNA 
to RNA to create a functional protein. Every E. coli cell carries a 4.6 million 
base pair-long chromosome encoding the information for close to 4,300 
proteins61. A DNA molecule of that size has an absolute length of ~1.5 mm62 
when laid out straight and must be fitted into the envelope of a bacterial cell 
comprising a total volume of only 0.6-0.7 µm3. 

Organisation of the bacterial genome 

The bacterial genome is organised within the cell in the form of a highly 
condensed and functionally organised structure – the nucleoid62. This 
facilitates two essential aspects: (1) the condensation of the multiple million 
base pair-long circular DNA molecule into the restricted space of the cellular 
envelope and (2) the functional organisation of three-dimensional 
macrodomains assisting frequent physical interactions between DNA sites 
within the same domain62.  
 
Supercoiling. In E. coli, the DNA molecule itself is maintained as a 
negatively supercoiled structure, whose global supercoiling level is finely 
controlled by the dynamic equilibrium between two key topoisomerase 
enzymes: DNA gyrase and Topoisomerase I (TopoI)63. While DNA gyrase 
introduces negative supercoils in an ATP-depended manner (underwinding 
DNA; linkage number reduction by 2)64,65, TopoI counterbalances the 
negative supercoiling by relaxing the bacterial chromosome (linkage number 
change of 1) without the requirement of ATP63,66. TopoI receives the energy 
to drive its reaction from the DNA substrate itself; the cutting of one DNA 
strand releases free energy utilised by the enzyme to pivot around the intact 
strand, thereby relaxing the molecule67.  
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Supercoiling is a global and ancestral anchor in bacterial gene regulation, 
and chromosomal supercoiling response to environmental stress conditions 
is conserved among distant bacterial species68,69, often demonstrated to be 
closely connected to bacterial virulence68,70. Due to the helical structure of 
DNA, virtually all DNA interactions – such as transcription or gene 
regulation – either face substantial topological constraints71 or cause torsional 
stress themselves, which consequently results in changes of the local DNA 
supercoiling state. These changes manifest as “the deformation of the 
molecule either by rotation around its helical axis (over- or under-twisting) 
or by the winding of this helical axis itself (writhing)”68 (Fig. 1.3).  
 

 
 

Figure 1.3. Supercoiling state of the bacterial chromosome. Environmental 
stress influences the global supercoiling state of the bacterial genome by 
altering the fine balance between DNA gyrase-mediated negative DNA 
supercoiling and Topoisomerase I-facilitated DNA relaxation. These 
changes translate into twisting or writhing of the DNA molecule. Figure 
inspired after Martis et al., 201968. 

 
The underlying mechanisms of DNA supercoiling are complex. Changes of 
the cell’s energy charge depictable through the ratio of [ATP]/[ADP] 
modulate gyrase activity and lead to the introduction of more ([ATP]) or 
less ([ATP]¯) negative supercoils65,72,73. Additionally, nucleoid-associated 
proteins (NAPs), such as histone-like HU, H-NS, Dps, and Fis, and factors 
modulating topoisomerase activity (expression regulators, post-translational 
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modifications, inhibitors74) contribute to shaping the supercoiling distribu-
tion along the bacterial chromosome. 

Gene regulation – digital vs analogue 

Gene expression in bacteria involves multiple layers of regulation. One 
distinguishes hereby digital genetic control as predominantly pairwise and 
specific – such as the high-affinity binding of transcription factors (TFs) in 
promoter regions – from analogue control, which is continuous in nature and 
varying in strength and distribution – i.e., supercoiling and NAP 
organisation53,75. Unlike the definite “on/off” mode of digital regulation, 
supercoiling regulates gene expression in a more dynamic fashion76.  
 
Analogue transcriptional regulation. That supercoiling is a central 
regulatory factor in bacterial gene regulation is evident from the fact that 
more than half of all genes in E. coli are sensitive to DNA supercoiling77. 
Supercoiling modulates transcription predominantly in three ways 
(Fig. 1.4): Firstly, it allows the local unwinding of DNA facilitating 
transcription initiation. Gyrase-mediated underwinding of the bacterial 
DNA78 confers free energy to the duplex structure that can be utilised by 
enzymes such as the RNA Polymerase (RNAP)79 for the thermodynamic 
process of opening a promoter structure and initiate transcription. This way, 
the formation of the transcription bubble in bacteria is – as opposed to in 
eukaryotes – a non-ATP dependent process79.  
 
Secondly, supercoiling relaxation due to environmental stimuli, such as heat 
stress, modulates TF binding affinities, which often don’t only recognise a 
specific DNA sequence motif but also its three-dimensional shape. 
This contribution of DNA deformation to the otherwise sequence-selective 
recognition of regulatory proteins is referred to as indirect readout70. 
Computational modelling supports a strong role of indirect readout for 
sequence recognition of global regulators, such as Fis and Crp, and suggests 
that DNA sequence-encoded mechanical properties are likely the stronger 
determinant for DNA-binding than their loose sequence selectivity80. On the 
other hand, both regulators – along with many other regulatory proteins – 
induce conformational changes themselves when binding DNA. This leads 
to DNA bending by ~50-90° upon Fis binding81 and ~90° upon binding of 
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the Crp dimer82 – the latter having initiated speculations over a potentially 
NAP-like role of the master regulator and its involvement in the global 
organisation of the bacterial chromosome75,83,84. New evidence supporting 
the chromatin-shaping role of Crp is presented in Chapter 2.  
 

                
 

Figure 1.4. How supercoiling modulates gene expression within analogue 
transcriptional regulation. From top to bottom: (1) Gyrase-mediated 
negative supercoiling confers free energy into the DNA helix utilised for 
transcription initiation by RNAP. (2) The three-dimensional structure of the 
chromosome modulates binding of regulatory proteins. (3) Transcription-
coupled DNA supercoiling caused by the movement of RNAP along the 
DNA string.  
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Lastly, the elongation process of RNAP during transcription introduces 
strong negative supercoils downstream and positive supercoils upstream of 
the enzyme’s binding site85 – a process called transcription-coupled DNA 
supercoiling (TCDS) that causes local changes in the DNA supercoiling level, 
which influence transcription of neighbouring genes depending on their 
orientation68,69 (Fig. 1.4). The local supercoiling level of a promoter can 
therefore strongly differ from the global supercoiling state of the bacterial 
genome69,86,87. While TCDS provides a strong explanation for positive 
coupling of spatiotemporal gene expression patterns, it is also likely to be the 
driving force for the evolution of chromosomal gene re-arrangement in 
bacteria69. 
 
Digital transcriptional regulation. Whereas supercoiling is sufficient for 
basal level gene expression control by chromosome structure and co-
expression of gene clusters in close vicinity, to couple the expression of more 
distant gene segments or specific gene groups (regulons), the complex 
interplay of TFs and sigma factors (SFs) is needed (Fig. 1.5)87,88.  
  

      
 

Figure 1.5. Network of global gene regulation in Escherichia coli. Illustrated 
is the interplay of transcription and sigma factors. All seven sigmulons (light 
blue) and the seven biggest regulons (blue) are displayed. The size of the 
circles is proportional to the number of promoters directly regulated by the 
factor (RegulonDB,16/02/2021)89. Figure adapted after Frendorf et al.90. 
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Transcription factors. The transcriptional regulatory network in E. coli 
comprises 147 TFs controlling the expression of 1,538 transcription units 
that encode 1,764 genes91. TFs regulate gene expression by direct binding to 
the DNA molecule in a sequence-specific manner, thereby either recruiting 
RNAP to a nearby gene (activation) or blocking its binding, thus preventing 
transcription (repression)92. In E. coli, seven regulatory proteins of this type – 
Crp, Fnr, Fis, Ihf, ArcA, NarL and Lrp – are sufficient to modulate gene 
expression for half of its genes (51%)93. Within these, the by far best 
characterised TF is “master regulator” Crp, functioning both as activator 
and repressor and by that controlling the expression of hundreds of genes93. 
The regulator has been the foundation for early studies of genetic regulatory 
mechanisms26 and is best known for its global regulatory role in carbon 
catabolism90. An elaborate summary of the role of Crp in global bacterial 
gene regulation is given in the introduction of Chapter 2. Within the seven 
TFs mentioned in this paragraph, only Fis regulates the majority of its 
regulon independently93. Co-regulation of multiple TFs and local effector 
proteins, auto-regulation, and the need for specific co-factor binding prior to 
activation further amplifies transcriptional control and introduces multiple 
layers of complexity to bacterial gene regulation93.  
 
Sigma factors. Whereas TFs recruit E. coli RNAP to the gene of interest, 
SFs associate with the polymerase core complex (a2bb’w) as its sixth 
accessory subunit constituting the active enzyme and are therefore essential 
to mediate promoter binding of RNAP and initiation of transcription94. 
E. coli possesses seven distinct SFs (Fig. 1.5 and Table 1.1) that – when 
associated with RNAP – specifically alter promoter sequence recognition of 
the holoenzyme95. Most genes in E. coli are under the control of housekeeping 
SF s70 (RpoD) that specifically recognises -10 and -35 promoter 
motifs TTGACA and TATAAT with precisely 17 nucleotides of spacing94,95. 
Changes within the recognition sequence or the distance of the two promoter 
elements, thus alteration of their spatial orientation along the DNA helix and 
the addition of rotational distortion to the recognition site, reduce binding 
efficiencies dramatically67,96. Whereas s70 is essential for general gene 
expression in exponentially growing cells and the transcription of 
housekeeping genes, replacement with alternative SFs allows RNAP 
association with a smaller subset of promoters coordinating the expression of 
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gene groups/regulons needed during stationary phase (s38), stress response 
(s38, s32, s24), flagella biosynthesis (s28), nitrogen metabolism (s54) or iron 
uptake (sfecI)97. 
 
Table 1.1. Sigma factors of Escherichia coli98 
 SF Gene Recognition motif Regulated genes Sigmulon* 

s70 rpoD TTGACA(N17)TATAAT Housekeeping  1162 

s38 rpoS TTGACA(N12)TGTGCTA 

TACT 

Stationary phase/ 

Stress response 

284 

s32 rpoH CTTGAA(N14)CCCCATNT Heat shock  114 

s24 rpoE GAACTT(N16)TCTGA Extreme heat shock 88 

s54 rpoN CTGGCAC(N5)TTGCA Nitrogen metabolism 54 

sfecI fecI GGAAAT(N17)TC Iron transport 5 

s28 fliA TAAA(N15)GCCGATAA Motility 34 

*
 Number of regulated promoters according to RegulonDB (16/02/2021)89. 

 
Constant competition between stress- and stationary-phase-specific SF s38 or 
RpoS and house-keeping SF s70 for binding the RNAP core enzyme is 
essential to balance robust growth of the bacterial cell with the general 
survival under stressful conditions99 – a trade-off commonly referred to as the 
‘self-preservation and nutritional competence’ (SPANC) balance100–102. The 
specific promoter sequence motif for Es38 is thereby difficult to distinguish 
by sole sequence analysis from that of principal SF s70 67. Nonetheless, s38 
and s70 drive the expression of clearly distinct genes in vivo96. Besides the fact 
that both holoenzymes exhibit different preferences for salt 
concentrations103, Es38-driven expression is less affected by sub-optimal 
spacer lengths96 or partial degeneration of the -35 sequence95 and has 
opposed to Es70 no preference for negatively supercoiled transcripts, 
suggesting additional importance of the specific DNA supercoiling state of 
the immediate promoter surroundings95,104,105. The latter is supported by the 
fact that, upon s38 binding, RNAP is reprogrammed to recognise promoters 
of relaxed DNA95 – the supercoiling state of stationary phase cells or cells 
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experiencing, e.g., heat stress68 – with much higher efficiency than when in 
complex with s70. This, along with an extensive induction of the rpoS gene 
under such conditions106, makes E. coli RNAP subunit s38 the key regulator 
of transcription for cells in stationary phase and during general stress 
response. Genome-wide sequence analysis identified 10% of all E. coli genes 
to be either under direct or indirect control of the sigma factor, making it the 
master regulator of a regulon comprising presently 284 identified 
promoters106,107. Whereas the activation pattern of most s38-controlled genes 
simply follows s38 levels in the cell, some s38-dependent genes are only 
transcribed under specific stress conditions demonstrating the complex 
interplay of multiple regulatory networks within the cell108. A prominent 
example for this is the csiD gene – specifically expressed under carbon 
starvation – and thus only transcribed by s38-associated RNAP upon 
promoter-binding of the cAMP-Crp complex109.   
 
Another important stress response in E. coli controlled by the SF duo s32 
(RpoH) and s24 (RpoE) is the adaptation of the bacterium to sudden 
temperature upshift, also referred to as heat shock110. Whereas the s32-
regulated response to heat shock is well understood, less is known about the 
exact role of the “extreme heat shock sigma factor” s24: s24 is required for 
envelope stress response involved in maintaining the integrity of both inner 
and outer membrane111, positively autoregulates its own transcription112 and 
can initiate transcription of “heat shock sigma factor” s32 113. Accumulation 
of s32 leads to the upregulation of a specific set of heat shock proteins (HSPs) 
involved in global protein homeostasis and membrane integrity114,115. The 
regulation of the SF is rather complex and happening on multiple levels 
(Fig. 1.6). rpoH expression is (1) directly regulated by the changes in DNA 
supercoiling level during temperature increase (DNA relaxation) via 
supercoiling-sensitive rpoH promoter P2116, (2) further mediated by a 
structural transition of its mRNA at high temperatures unmasking the 
otherwise blocked Shine Dalgarno sequence and transcription start site (TSS) 
allowing translation of the rpoH mRNA115, and (3) is indirectly enhanced by 
s32-dependent activation of the topA heat shock promoter encoding TopoI, 
further increasing DNA relaxation upon activation117. Negative regulation 
is, on the other hand, facilitated by rapid degradation of the SF during 
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steady-state growth118 and feedback inhibition mediated by free chaperone 
levels in the cell115.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.6. Schematic illustration of the complex regulatory network 
around E. coli heat shock sigma factor s32. Activated via heat shock 
mediated changes in DNA supercoiling and sigma factor s24, accumulation 
of s32 leads to the upregulation of the E. coli heat shock proteins (DnaK/J, 
GrpE, GroEL/S and FtsH) that prevent the accumulation of misfolded 
proteins. Positive regulation/activation is indicated with arrows; negative 
regulation/feedback inhibition is illustrated by perpendicular line ends. 

  

The bacterial life cycle and GASP phenotype  

Traditionally, the bacterial cell cycle constitutes three distinct growth phases: 
Lag phase, exponential or logarithmic growth phase, and stationary 
phase119,120. Bacterial cells that are continuously incubated beyond stationary 
phase in a closed culturing system where nutrients are only added in the 
beginning – a classical batch culture – will, after exhaustion of all available 
nutrients, start to lose viable counts, hence transition into death phase120 
(Fig. 1.7). Within this phase, dying cells lyse and release metabolites – 
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carbohydrates, lipids, amino acids, and DNA – that surviving cells can feast 
on (also known as the scavenging phenomenon)120. Since bacterial life is 
following this ‘feast or famine’ model121,122, bacteria can not only convert 
almost any available nutrient into biomass and energy, but they can also 
persist prolonged periods of starvation upon exhaustion of all available 
nutrients119. E. coli cultures can be maintained in this so-called long-term 
stationary phase for extended periods of time120. In fact, the sole addition of 
fresh sterile water to an entirely nutrient-exhausted E. coli batch culture is 
sufficient to remain viable cell counts for several years120,123. During this time, 
cells undergo continuous rounds of adaptation and evolved mutants with 
increased fitness supersede previous phenotypes123–125. These cells obtain a 
so-called GASP (Growth Advantage in Stationary Phase) phenotype that can 
typically be observed from day 10 in ageing E. coli stationary phase 
cultures125,126. In competition experiments, cells with GASP phenotype 
outcompete the parent generation and previous mutants due to the fixation 
of stable mutations that enable increased ability to metabolise scavenged 
amino acids as new carbon and energy source120,124,127. 
 
Whereas a wide range of mutation types can be found in GASP mutants, 
selection favours genetic perturbations altering overall gene expression levels 
rather than novel gene function124. The four best-characterised GASP 
mutations are located in general stress response and stationary phase SF s38 

108,111, the leucine-responsive protein Lrp124,128 and the ybeJ–gltJKL 
locus124,127,129, encoding high-affinity ABC-type transporters for aspartate 
and glutamate. Whereas faster growth on amino acids is a shared trait 
amongst the different GASP mutations – with Lrp being essential for 
regulating the balance between amino acid anabolism and catabolism130, and 
the latter two mutations (ybeJ–gltJKL) being directly connected to enhanced 
amino acid uptake129 – the growth advantage conferred by the frequently 
found reduced function mutations in rpoS is not yet fully understood124,125,128,131. 
Mutations in rpoS arise surprisingly frequent in nutrient-deprived 
environments and lead to the rapid replacement of wild-type bacteria in 
glucose- or nitrogen-deprived populations132. The fitness advantage of 
attenuated s38 function is as such a paradox. It strongly depends on whether 
external stresses are applied additionally, since it is closely connected with 
the regulatory trait-off of between nutritional competence (hunger response) 
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and resistance to environmental challenges (stress response)102,123 – the 
bacterial SPANC balance explained earlier. Nevertheless, these findings 
present joint evidence that prolonged nutrient starvation selects for enhanced 
scavenging phenotypes as the most beneficial trait for survival by shifting the 
SPANC balance from stress back to metabolism, re-entering s70-mediated 
nutrient acquisition and consequently allowing faster growth102,125,132,133.  
 

     
 

Figure 1.7. Bacterial growth phases and GASP phenotype. Population 
density (blue line) of an exemplary E. coli batch culture growing in lysogeny 
broth (LB) liquid medium followed over the course of 5 years. After the 
initial lag period, cells grow exponentially until entrance into stationary 
phase. High cell density remains in this phase for up to 3 days, then cell 
viability decreases as ~99% of the population dies (death phase). After ten 
days, cells expressing the growth advantage in stationary phase (GASP) 
phenotype start to arise. Cells surviving the death phase can be maintained 
in long-term stationary-phase for months or years. While the total 
population density remains constant during this time, the population is 
highly dynamic – alternating between different newly arising GASP 
phenotypes (grey lines) that outcompete earlier GASP mutants – keeping 
birth and death rate of the culture balanced. Illustration inspired after 
Finkel120.  
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1.3. Modern biotechnology and experimental 
evolution 

Microorganisms have been utilised by humankind for centuries134–136 and 
long before their actual discovery. The conservation of food and beverages 
via microbial fermentation secured our survival in meagre times and led to 
the creation of products such as bread, cheese, and yoghurt, or beer, wine, 
and kombucha, which have become essential to our way of life. Louis Pasteur 
was the first to demonstrate how fermentation works. His experiments in the 
middle of the 19th century laid the ground for understanding the basic 
principles of alcoholic137 and lactic acid fermentation138, but also 
demonstrated that microorganisms are the cause of food spoilage and 
diseases, which lead to the development of the process of pasteurisation to – 
at the time – “fight the disease of wine”139. About sixty years later, in 1917, 
Chaim Weizmann successfully performed large-scale acetone and butanol 
fermentation in Clostridium acetobutylicum140. His work is today considered as 
the first use of a pure microbial cell culture for an industrial fermentation 
process and, with that, established the field of industrial biotechnology. His 
success was followed two decades later by the realisation of large-scale 
penicillin production141. The production process of the antibiotic discovered 
by Alexander Fleming in 1928 is often seen as the birth point of medical 
biotechnology and was followed by numerous considerable examples that 
contributed to the rise of modern biotechnology142.  

 
Over the past decades, the field of biotechnology has developed with vast 
speed. Its success was mostly aided by the continuous development of novel 
tools for DNA and host cell manipulation143–145, whole-genome sequencing 
technologies146 – enabling to read the genetic code of virtually any organism 
– and the increasing popularity of the field of bioinformatics147,148. Today, 
industrial biotechnology utilises microbial cell factories, such as bacteria and 
yeast, for the industrial processing and production of countless commodity 
chemicals149,150, pharmaceutical proteins145,151,152, and biofuels153–155. The 
importance of big data and the creation of biofoundries to harness the data 
lakes continuously fed by omics analyses conducted worldwide, and the 
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accompanying need for high-throughput screening and automation, is no 
longer deniable.  
 
Cell factory design principles. Metabolic engineering of microbial cell 
factories typically follows the simple design framework of the DBTL 
engineering cycle, short for Design, Build, Test, and Learn. This iterative 
process starts with a design phase, in which the basics of the experiment are 
outlined and planned. The best-suited host organism and production 
pathway is chosen depending on the choice of substrate, the hosts strain 
physiology, metabolism, and tolerance spectrum, as well as the desired end 
product156. Computational analysis tools such as genome-scale 
modeling157,158 can further accelerate the identification of bottlenecks in the 
production pathway and aid the selection of target genes for 
optimisation159,160.  
 
Within the next phase – the build phase – the designed cell factory is 
assembled. This step is accelerated by the availability of inexpensive gene 
synthesis and aided by a range of synthetic biology tools that enable fast and 
efficient genetic manipulation, such as lambda red161 or CRISPR-optimised 
MAGE (CRMAGE)  recombineering162 for precise genome engineering in 
E. coli163. Additionally, promoter164 and terminator165 libraries or 
Transcription Initiation Region (TIR)-optimisation166 can be employed to 
control and optimise expression strength of individual pathway elements.  
 
The build phase is followed by the test phase, in which the engineered 
microbial cell factory is tested for the production of the desired product. 
Since biological engineering is a complex endeavour, improvements to the 
initial design are likely needed, and problems with the original designs will 
be detected in this phase. The performance of the constructed pathway and 
strain can be assessed via rather labour-intense analytical analysis methods, 
such as High-Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Mass 
Spectrometry (MS), and Gas (GC-)/Liquid-Chromatography(LC)-MS156, or 
via high-throughput screening approaches that couple product formation to 
antibiotic resistance or fluorescence output (e.g. biosensors)156,167. Different 
types of so-called omics analysis – genomics, transcriptomics, or metabol-
omics – further aid to shape a holistic picture of cell physiology during the 
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production process and support the identification of bottlenecks and design 
flaws156 – the focus of the learn phase. All data obtained from the previous 
phases are then evaluated and utilised to design a more robust cell factory 
with improved yield or tolerance to the parameters that have been identified 
to hinder crucial steps within the production pathway. To improve the design 
and build steps for iterative rounds of the DBTL framework, results from the 
test phase can be used for optimising multiple parameters by in-silico Design 
of Experiment (DoE)168–170 or to train machine-learning algorithms to find 
genetic alterations that further advance production171.  
 
In contrast to this rational and hypothesis-driven engineering approach, 
evolutionary engineering harnesses the natural ability of cellular systems to rapidly 
adapt to imposed selection regimes – and in this – can be pictured to 
complement or entirely replace the build step of the DBTL paradigm with an 
evolve phase (Fig. 1.8). The most prominent workflows within the field of 
evolutionary engineering will be elaborated on in the following sections. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.8. The hypothesis-driven Design-Build-Test-Learn cycle how the 
build phase can be aided or replaced by the target-oriented evolution of the 
desired host organism within evolutionary engineering techniques.  
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Evolutionary engineering  

Today we are at a level of understanding of fundamental synthetic biology, 
where we can rationally design microorganisms, and scientists around the 
world are getting closer to building them de novo172,173. Nonetheless, the 
incredible complexity of biological systems still prevents us from simply 
engineering any desired trait174,175. As noted in a review by Yang et al., 
“[e]specially, the complex functions required for industrial strains such as 
optimised production pathway[s], tolerance of product[s], and genomic 
stability are difficult to [obtain] with rationally assigned modifications 
only.”176 Experimental laboratory evolution techniques are important tools 
to exploit the process of natural selection to understand and obtain new 
microbial phenotypes – thereby slowly closing the genotype-to-phenotype 
knowledge gap177. Research within the field of evolutionary engineering is 
utilizing the basic evolutionary principles of genetic modification – random 
or directed mutagenesis – followed by selection and screening to generate 
new adapted phenotypes178. This makes it an effective tool for the 
engineering of complex characteristics in intertwined and not fully 
understood regulatory networks179, as illustrated in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
Evolutionary engineering has been used within early agricultural breeding, 
as animals and plants were selected depending on desired traits, and has led 
to the first industrial evolutionary engineering success of high yield penicillin 
production after repeatedly selecting Penicillium chrysogenum cultures that 
produced higher amounts of the antibiotic178.  
 
Experimental evolution techniques are powerful to generate enzymes with 
novel functions within protein-engineering disciplines via Directed Evolution180 
or to improve performance of microbial phenotypes such as growth, 
tolerance, and stability, in the meanwhile uncovering how evolutionary 
forces influence these parameters by Adapted Laboratory Evolution181 – or put 
more generically: laboratory evolution is about speeding up the natural 
process of evolution while directing it towards a pre-defined goal. The great 
potential of laboratory evolution has recently been emphasised by awarding 
the 2018 Nobel Prize for Chemistry to Frances Arnold, George P. Smith, 
and Gregory P. Winter – honouring their pioneering work within the field. 
Thanks to the increasing availability of high throughput DNA sequencing 
and the emergence of advanced bioinformatics tools to decipher arising 
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mutations, experimental laboratory evolution has gained great popularity in 
the past decade for the acquisition of microbial strains containing beneficial 
mutations for desired bio-production processes177,182,183. In this thesis, 
laboratory evolution was employed to develop an improved E. coli protein 
production strain suited for the expression of toxic gene types and helped 
uncover a key role for RNA stability in gene expression toxicity (Chapter 3).  
 
Adapted Laboratory Evolution (ALE). In a classical ALE experiment, 
microbes are cultured for a prolonged period in well-defined batch 
cultures under selective conditions to enrich for superior variants with 
improved fitness, growth, or tolerance184. ALE can be performed in serial 
dilutions as well as continuous chemostat cultures182 (Fig. 1.9). Serial 
propagation of an aliquot of the ancestral culture into fresh growth medium 
at given time points, allows repeated cycles of natural selection to enrich for 
mutations that confer a fitness benefit under the chosen selection regime and 
favours sweeps of more sensitive phenotypes185–187. Mutants that obtained a 
growth advantage in the chosen environment will dominate the population. 
A chemostat set-up, on the other hand, allows the maintenance of constant 
conditions such as pH, oxygen levels and cell density and favours higher 
population diversity188–191. Independently of the method employed, 
improved variants are subsequently identified via whole-genome sequencing 
and can further be characterised, re-engineered or utilised for downstream 
processes, such as large-scale protein production183,185,187. Since the 
evolutionary rewiring of a cell for increased yield of a desired end product is 
more challenging than its adaptation to a given stress or new energy source, 
different growth-coupling strategies – artificially linking cell growth to 
product formation – can be utilised to optimise evolutionary engineering for 
increased production of a target chemical174,177.  
 
Even though applications of ALE are diverse – ranging from the 
improvement of production parameters, such as growth rate, tolerance, 
substrate utilisation, or product yield to fundamental research – multiple 
ALE studies have found parallel evolving mutations within genes of global 
regulators, the E. coli RNAP complex (especially subunits rpoB and rpoC, and 
sigma factor rpoS) and the termination factor rho to provide improved growth 
or survival133,185,187,192–194. This again stresses the evolutionary benefit of 
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large-scale regulatory network changes as an important mechanism for 
bacterial adaptation58,185,192,195. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.9. Within the Adaptive Laboratory Evolution workflow, cells are 
propagated either under nutrient fluctuation via sequential serial passage of 
growth cultures into fresh medium or within a chemostat culture where 
nutrients and population size stay constant. Fitness of the culture increases 
over time as new mutants that express a growth advantage under the 
selected conditions take over the population, which is subsequently whole-
genome sequenced. Mutations conferring improved phenotypes are 
characterised and eventually re-engineered into the parental strain. 
Improved strain variants can be used for downstream processes or subjected 
to further rounds of ALE. 

 
Despite its versatility, with an average of ~10-70 mutations per genome, a 
major bottleneck remains the high number of mutations generally identified 
in adapted mutants during a classical ALE experiment196. Depicting 
causative mutations via manual reintroduction of hundreds of individual 
mutations is a time-consuming endeavour that creates the need for multiplex 
automated genome engineering approaches and technologies such as array-
based discovery of adaptive mutations (ADAM) or alternative laboratory 
evolution approaches to find causative mutations in a less timely 
fashion197,198.  
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In a laboratory evolution experiment performed on agar plates by Sekowska 
et al.199, no more than 3-4 mutations per genome were needed to establish a 
beneficial adaptation phenotype to carbon starvation in a cAMP-deprived 
E. coli population. Similarly, an average of 1.2 mutations was found sufficient 
to establish beneficial phenotypes in the evolution experiments that lead to 
the manuscript described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. These findings 
demonstrate that the structural environment of a colony – the majority of 
cells within the colony possibly being in a dormant state – can drastically 
reduce the amount of arising mutations by favouring strong dominant 
mutations that confer a direct fitness benefit, thus allowing outgrowth from 
the colony. 
 
Laboratory Evolution on plate. Opposite to bacterial cells growing in the 
well-mixed environment of a liquid growth culture, laboratory evolution 
experiments conducted on agar plates add an additional spatiotemporal 
factor whose importance is often overlooked200,201. While in a batch culture 
format, every cell must compete with all other cells in the test tube for the 
limited resources available, spatially structured environments change the 
selection pressure by adding the element of space and thus, timing becomes 
more important. Any adapted cell that is first (factor of time) at gaining the 
ability to populate and survive in a previously unpopulated area (factor of 
space) will have an evolutionary advantage and will therefore be able to 
outgrow the colony202,203. Analysing microbial evolution dynamics of cells 
evolving along a gradient of increasing antibiotic concentrations on a MEGA 
plate supported the fact that evolution is not necessarily led by the most 
resistant phenotype and showed that highly resistant mutants could get 
spatially trapped by less resistant lineages due to the added spatial 
component201. These fewer resistant mutants were able to fix genetic changes 
faster due to lower competition in areas with higher stress because of the 
smaller population size in these areas200.  
 
Under restricted conditions, e.g. when encountering applied stresses such as 
carbon starvation, heat stress or the expression of toxic proteins, bacterial 
colonies reduce their growth rate and metabolic activity131 (Fig. 1.10). After 
prolonged incubation of these non-dividing “ageing” colonies, 
subpopulations that have gained the ability to grow under the restricted 
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condition start to outgrow their parent colony131. These secondary colonies 
are commonly referred to as papillae204 and have gained beneficial mutations 
that allow re-entrance into growth phase.  
 
One way the accumulation of adaptive mutations in non-growing or resting 
bacterial colonies can be explained via transcription-associated mutagenesis 
(TAM) active during stress205,206. Resting cells almost stop division and DNA 
replication entirely but still maintain low levels of gene expression to endure 
sustained periods of stress – hence, the transcription and translation 
machinery is still active. During the process of transcription, only the 
transcribed strand (TS) enters a complex with RNAP and the growing RNA 
transcript38,206,207. This leaves the single-stranded non-transcribed strand 
(NTS) unprotected and vulnerable towards mutagens accumulating in the 
cytosol of stressed stationary cells resulting in an increase of mutational 
events on the NTS208. Whereas these types of mutations can only exert their 
effect after an additional round of replication during which they are 
transferred onto the coding strand of the daughter cell, the mechanism of 
retromutagenesis209,210 proposes an alternative route. If DNA lesions arising 
during transcription on the TS yield a mutant protein that presents a fitness 
benefit for the cell and allows re-entrance into replication – assuming both 
RNA and DNA polymerase misread the lesion in an analogous manner – the 
mutation is preserved by its fixation onto the coding strand and allows the 
cell to escape selection and to form a viable secondary colony38.  
 
Independent of the mechanism, mathematical models suggest that TAM 
plays a crucial role in evolution experiments performed in the structured 
environment of a bacterial colony and that it increases protein sequence 
diversity with higher efficiency than random mutagenesis207. 
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Figure 1.10. Schematic workflow of a laboratory evolution experiment on 
agar plates. The classical workflow is illustrated in the top row. Colony 
formation happens during application of a selected stress – e.g., heat stress, 
carbon starvation or toxic protein production. Only cells that have obtained 
a beneficial mutation are able to form a colony. Lower row: laboratory 
evolution in ‘ageing’ bacterial colonies. Bacterial strains are plated on 
growth medium, and colony formation is allowed before cells are exposed to 
the selected stress condition. Mutations that allow re-entrance into 
replication state outgrow their parental colonies as mutant secondary 
colonies (papillae). In both workflows, mutants are subsequently isolated, 
characterised, and whole-genome sequenced.  

 
Directed evolution. Whereas previously described experimental evolution 
approaches facilitate the adaptation of a microbe to a new environment or 
task, allowing nature to find the best possible combination of mutations 
within the evolutionary space of the entire genome, directed evolution is, as 
the name implies, concentrating the evolutionary force in a more controlled 
and focused way, typically targeting a specific gene for mutagenesis and then 
screening acquired variants for a desired phenotype177. Within the first step 
of the directed evolution workflow (Fig. 1.11), greatly diversified phenotype 
libraries are generated out of which, in the second step, improved variants 
are identified via high throughput screening or selection imitating the 
evolutionary principle of natural selection176. These two fundamental steps can 
be repeated within the iterative process of cycling series of mutagenesis, 
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selection, and amplification to drive protein evolution towards a user-defined 
goal211.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.11. The Directed Evolution workflow is an iterative process in 
which genetic material encoding a desired enzyme is in a first step subjected 
to diversification through random or targeted mutagenesis. The obtained 
variant library is subsequently expressed in a microbial host organism and 
screened for desired variants. Whereas all non-desired mutants are 
discarded, the variant of choice is amplified and either isolated or used as 
starting material for successive rounds of Directed Evolution.  

 
Since beneficial mutations are rare, directed evolution creates the need for 
high throughput screening approaches to find improved phenotypes or 
desired enzyme functions within large mutagenesis libraries. One possibility 
to reduce this time-consuming process is the creation of smaller so-
called smart or knowledge-based libraries that utilise information on protein 
sequence, structure, and function, combined with computational predictions, 
to focus on specific target sites that are more likely to yield beneficial 
mutations212,213. Different synthetic tools developed to aid the creation of 
genotypic perturbations, enabling the screening for desired phenotypes, are 
described in the following section and are summarised in Table 1.2.  
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Perturbation of transcriptional regulation via global transcription machinery 
engineering (gTME), creating mutational transcription regulator (TF or SF)  
libraries that randomly bind endogenous DNA and by this globally disturb 
the balance of the cell’s regulatory networks214,215, was one of the first 
approaches to randomize gene expression levels. CRISPRi/a216 – a tran-
scriptional interference/activation system that utilises a nuclease-deficient 
Cas9 protein – represents another popular tool to modulate target gene 
expression. While both aid the creation of mutations during transcription, 
rationally designed degenerate 5’ UTR libraries and sRNA libraries217–219 
allow simultaneous control of translation efficiency of multiple target genes, 
introducing perturbation on the translational level220,221. A popular approach 
for directed evolution of coding sequences that introduces combinatorial 
sequence changes at multiple loci within the bacterial genome, is CRISPR-
optimised MAGE-recombineering (Multiplex Automated Genome 
Engineering)162,197. Whereas error-prone or proof reading-deficient DNA 
polymerases can be utilised to generate mutations both during replication in 
vitro and in vivo, allowing genome-wide random mutagenesis222,223, MutaT7 
and EvolvR are tools that come in handy to introduce random mutations at 
specific target locations224,225. While EvolvR consists of the fusion of an error-
prone DNA polymerase with a mutagenesis-enhancing nCas9 and can be 
directed via gRNA binding, MutaT7 is based on the combination of 
a cytidine deaminase (rApo1) and the lambda-derived T7 RNAP that 
specifically directs the complex to T7 promoter regions that contain the T7 
promoter.  
 
For detection of improved phenotypes, TF- or RNA-based biosensors can 
subsequently be employed226–228. Combined with, e.g., FACS sorting, they 
are a useful tool to enrich cultures with cells exhibiting the desired 
phenotype226,228. 
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Table 1.2. Overview of synthetic biology tools for genomic perturbation during 
directed evolution 

 Tool Feature Perturbation 

gTME Global transcription machinery 
engineering utilising mutated                  
TF-/SF- libraries  

Transcription 

CRISPRi/a Transcriptional interference/activation 
system utilising dCas9 

Transcription  

5’ UTR/sRNA 
libraries 

Randomly altered translation efficiency       
of target genes 

Translation 

Error-prone DNA 
polymerases 

In vitro/in vivo mutagenesis during 
transcription/replication 

Replication 

MAGE Iterative evolution process introducing 
mutations via synthetic DNA oligos 

Directed evolution 
of specific CDSs 

MutaT7 T7 RNAP-targeted cytidine deaminase Targeted genes 

EvolvR nCas9-targeted error-prone DNA 
polymerase  

Targeted genes 

 

PETases – natures evolutionary response to a global 

problem 

Even though plenty of tools are available today to engineer existing proteins 
or create new enzyme functions in the laboratory, the most successful creator 
of all times is still nature – continuously shaping organisms and within that 
enzymes to an optimum of adaptation. As pointed out recently by F. Arnold, 
most enzyme functions that will be needed in the future are already available 
in nature today but are simply not utilised yet180. “Thus, new enzymes are 
built from promiscuous or side activities that become advantageous in a new 
biological context, such as when a new food source becomes available. Thus, 
a conservative process of accumulating beneficial mutations can innovate 
because the innovation is already there!”180 One way to harness the potential 
wealth of naturally evolved enzymes available in yet uncultured bacteria is 
metagenomics229–231, a culture-independent method to genomically analyse 
microbial communities for new enzyme candidates, putative functions, and 
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novel products by extracting DNA directly from environmental samples, 
such as sediment, soil or water232–234.  
 
Alternatively, microbial consortia isolated from environmental samples can 
be cultured directly to screen for a desired phenotype235,236. A prominent 
example for such a desired phenotype was discovered in the quest for finding 
a biological solution to the growing global plastic waste problem237–239. 
Screening for microorganisms capable of degrading low-crystallinity 
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) films in PET-contaminated sediment 
samples collected at a PET recycling site in 2016, Yoshida et al. isolated 
Ideonella sakaiensis – a novel bacterium that is able to grow on PET as its main 
carbon and energy source236,240. For the hydrolysation of PET into the two 
monomers, terephthalic acid (TPA) and ethylene glycol (EG), which are 
metabolised by the microbe, the bacterium employs an aromatic 
polyesterase, termed PETase, that works in synergy with a mono-2-
hydroxyethyl terephthalate (MHET)-digesting enzyme (MHETase)236. 
 
Although a variety of optimised PETase variants have been engineered that 
possess enhanced activity and thermostability241–243, PETase production in 
industrial relevant scale remains challenging244. To overcome the limitation 
of inefficient intracellular expression and enzyme secretion35,244 when using 
E. coli as a production host and to allow fast and easy screening of future 
enzyme candidates, a surface-display approach for PETase expression was 
developed in Paper 3 and is described in more detail in Chapter 4.  
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1.4. Heterologous gene expression in E. coli 

Heterologous gene expression refers to the expression of a gene or gene 
fragment that is non-native to the chosen host organism. The inserted gene 
can either be genomically integrated into the host chromosome or expressed 
via a small extrachromosomal DNA molecule, the expression vector245. In 
both cases, it is framed upstream by a transcriptional promoter sequence to 
initiate gene expression, followed by translational initiation regions (TIRs) 
facilitating binding of the ribosome, as well as downstream by transcriptional 
and translational terminators to end expression246,247. Many different host 
organisms are used to produce recombinant proteins, such as bacteria, yeast, 
insects, plants, and animals. Due to E. coli’s high efficiency to incorporate 
foreign DNA and ability to express recombinant proteins in a rapid fashion, 
the microorganism remains the most popular choice for recombinant protein 
production37,247. In 1977, the human peptide hormone somatostatin was the 
first recombinant protein ever produced in genetically modified E. coli 
cells248, followed shortly after by the successful production of human 
insulin249 in the same microbe. Today, applications are widespread – 
including pharmaceuticals, biofuels, and other biochemicals250. 

BL21(DE3) and the T7/pET expression system 

When it comes to the efficient production of various types of proteins, E. coli 
B strain derivative BL21(DE3) developed by Studier and Moffatt in 1986251 
has become the preferred and most frequently used host247. Its roots trace 
back to the early 19th century, originating from a Bacillus coli strain exploited 
by d'Herelle in his studies of bacteriophages in 1918 at the Institut Pasteur in 
Paris252. The very same strain was later used by Luria & Delbrück for the 
adaptation experiments253 described earlier (Section 1.1). BL21(DE3) cells 
offer faster growth kinetics than other E. coli strains254 – partially due to a 
large fli gene deletion254, altering B cells non-motile while at the same time 
removing the cost-intensive process of flagella synthesis and assembly –, 
produce lower amounts of acetate when cultivated on glucose255, are less 
likely to degrade foreign proteins due to deficiencies of Lon256 and OmpT257 
proteases, and have improved secretion resulting from a second type II 
secretion (T2S) system integrated into the strain254. 
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Additionally, BL21(DE3) carries a genomic copy of the λ bacteriophage 
derived T7 RNA polymerase (T7 RNAP)251,258. T7 RNAP exclusively 
recognises the T7 promoter and transcribes eight times faster than the native 
E. coli RNA polymerase (RNAP), enabling high yield production of soluble 
protein259. The T7 RNAP gene is under the control of a lacUV5251 promoter 
– a stronger version of the native lac promoter inducible with IPTG – 
providing the user with full control of the induction of a protein of interest 
when supplied under the control of a T7 promoter. Despite some design 
flaws recently reported260, the corresponding pET (plasmid for Expression 
by T7 RNAP) expression vector series – likewise developed by Studier and 
co-workers258,261 in the late 1980s – is still the most popular choice for over-
expression of heterologous genes in E. coli and has laid the foundation for 
more than 200.000 research publications260 citing the use of the pET/T7 
expression system today, and 86% of all resolved protein structures in the 
Protein Data Bank (PDB) refer to E. coli as expression host. In Paper 2 of this 
thesis, BL21(DE3) was subjected to restricted laboratory evolution 
experiments on agar plates that led to the isolation of derivative Evo21(DE3), 
a strain exhibiting improved production yields specifically optimised for the 
expression of challenging gene constructs. The design of the experiment and 
connected findings are described in detail in Chapter 3.  

Challenges of recombinant protein production 

Despite the huge success of recombinant protein production in E. coli, 
impaired growth and fitness-loss due to host intolerance are still a major 
bottleneck when it comes to the creation of economically viable cell factories. 
This has led to the establishment of a great variety of BL21(DE3) strain 
derivatives and plasmid tools to tackle this multifaceted262 and highly gene-
specific problem263. Proteins that are difficult to produce are often referred 
to as “toxic” proteins. This toxicity for the production host manifests within 
consequences such as cells carrying the expression vector becoming non-
viable or showing a strong fitness deficit and impaired growth with low to no 
production of the desired recombinant protein upon induction264. This can 
be the result of a multitude of factors, such as accumulation of target gene 
mRNA, plasmid instability, impaired disulfide bond formation, protein 
misfolding and cytoplasmic aggregation, insufficient secretion, or inclusion 
body formation, and displays the challenges of recombinant protein 
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production in bacteria263–266(Fig. 1.12). An overview of available BL21(DE3) 
derivatives and plasmid tools addressing these problematics is given in the 
following sections and summarised in Table 1.3 at the end of this chapter.  
 

 
 

Figure 1.12. T7 RNAP-mediated expression of recombinant genes in 
E. coli protein production strain BL21(DE3) and connected bottlenecks. 
T7 RNAP is expressed upon IPTG induction. The polymerase specifically 
activates transcription of any gene of interest provided, e.g. on a plasmid 
backbone, when under the control of a T7 promoter. Common challenges 
frequently arising when producing recombinant proteins in E. coli causing 
fitness loss or impaired growth are illustrated in the outer panels. 
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Unbalancing transcription and translation. As mentioned earlier, 
T7 RNAP travels along the DNA helix eight-times faster than the native 
E. coli RNA polymerase, disbalancing the naturally well attuned bacterial 
transcription and translation process in DE3 strains264. This imbalance can 
lead to the accumulation of mRNA of the protein of interest, eventually 
causing ribosome destruction and cell death33. As demonstrated in Paper 2, 
the sole existence of the λDE3 locus causes upregulation of the RNA 
degradation machinery – identifying RNA stress as a key factor to be 
considered when determining the toxicity and productivity of recombinant 
protein production in E. coli.  
 
BL21(DE3) derivatives available that tackle this problem are 
BL21Star(DE3)267 and Evo21(DE3), as well as plasmid tool pLysS-Max. The 
latter two have been developed within this thesis and are described in more 
detail in Chapter 3. Whereas both BL21Star(DE3) and Evo21(DE3) harbour 
a truncated version of the rne gene within their genome267 encoding essential 
E. coli endoribonuclease RNAse E268, pLysS-Max – an advancement of the 
pLysS258 vector described below – encodes a mutated rne gene 
accommodating a point mutation in a metal ion-chelating amino acid 
residue essential for the catalytic activity of the enzyme269,270. RNase E is 
involved in most aspects of bacterial RNA processing and degradation267,271 
and provides the scaffolding for additional enzymes, such as ATP-dependent 
RNA helicase (RhlB), enolase and polynucleotide phosphorylase (PNPase), 
shaping a multi-enzyme complex referred to as the RNA degradosome272–

276. To avoid redundancies, detailed information on the described enzyme 
modifications and their postulated involvement in decelerated RNA decay 
and general mRNA stress relief for the cell can be found in Paper 2 
(Chapter 3).  
 
A related but well-known impediment, often resulting in plasmid and 
expression instability, is the leakiness of the T7 RNAP promoter. Co-
expression of low levels of T7 lysozyme supplied via plasmids pLysS or 
pLysE258 – compatible with the pET expression vectors – is sufficient to 
counteract the basal expression of the lacUV5 promoter, stabilising most 
target plasmids while allowing high-level target protein production upon 
induction264. A yet more elegant option for tuneable control of T7 RNAP 
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levels in the production host is presented with derivatives like Tuner, Lemo21 
and BL21-AI that allow the adjustment of T7 RNAP levels via rhamnose277 
or arabinose247,278 addition. Fine-tuning these parameters, RiboTite 
combines T7 lysozyme expression with the introduction of an orthogonal 
adenine-sensing riboswitch that can be activated via pyrimido[4,5-
d]pyrimidine-2,4-diamine (PPDA) and is integrated into the 5’ UTR of both 
the genomic copy of the T7 RNAP gene and the GOI on the respective 
expression vector279. Upon binding of the effector molecule, the intricate 
structure of both riboswitches resolves proportional to PPDA concentrations 
added, allowing fine-tuned translation of the target gene. 
 
Other tools supporting heterologous protein production on the translational 
level (CodonPlus, RosettaTM and SixPack)280–282 enable the co-expression of 
rare tRNAs to counterbalance codon bias – differences in the frequency of 
codon usage283–285 – of the GOI and can positively impact the translation of 
target proteins. Whereas this has proven especially useful when aiming to 
express eukaryotic genes in E. coli that commonly contain rare codons286, 
design flaws, e.g., in the plasmid used to co-express tRNAs in RosettaTM, 
have been shown to limit the usability of the system287. 
 
Protein misfolding and cytoplasmic aggregation. The high yield 
protein production facilitated by the T7/pET system causes accumulation of 
the desired protein within the cell at high concentration, making it 
challenging for the target protein to fold into its native conformation, thus 
causing its segregation into inclusion bodies247,264,288. In fact, the target 
protein constitutes about 40-50% of the total cell protein when using classical 
BL21(DE3) for expression264 and leads to > 99.9% cell loss within expression 
cultures289. Since expression at low temperature culturing conditions favours 
functional protein folding, cold-shock promoters, such as cspA, are one 
solution to counteract inclusion body formation290. Another approach that 
has proven helpful to avoid protein aggregation and which facilitates proper 
folding, is the parallel expression of chaperones291, such as in the BL21(DE3) 
derivative ArcticExpress(DE3) that co-expresses psychrophilic chaperones to 
assist protein folding at low-temperature expression292.  
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The magnitude of the protein misfolding problem comes into focus when 
attempting to produce inner membrane proteins (IMPs) in E. coli production 
hosts, since their proper insertion into the membrane is crucial for the 
production of active protein293,294. This frequently causes an overload of 
the cytoplasmic membrane protein translocation machinery and severely 
hampers protein homeostasis in the cytoplasm, leading to accumulation of 
cytoplasmic aggregates of proteases, chaperones, and overexpressed protein, 
plus, additionally, decreases key respiratory chain complex levels 
and seriously alters the cell’s central metabolism revolving around 
respiration263,265,291. IMPs constitute 20-30% of all proteins encoded in the 
pro- as well as eukaryotic genome295 and are one of the most important 
protein classes when it comes to cellular function and maintenance of “cell 
health”. This makes them prominent drug targets (70% of all drugs on the 
market or in development (2007)296), and numerous attempts to create a 
robust E. coli production host for the protein class have generated a range of 
strain variants34,297–300. Mutations within the T7 expression apparatus that 
cause lower levels of T7 RNAP and therefore decrease overall protein 
production rates are key to successful IMP production in these strains289,297–

301 and are due to mutations in either the T7 polymerase itself 
(Mutant56(DE3), C44(DE3) and C45(DE3))298,299 or the lacUV5 promoter 
driving its expression (C41(DE3) and C43(DE3))300–302.  
 
Within Paper 2 of this thesis, we explored laboratory evolution techniques to 
restrict the solution space for BL21(DE3) to evolve a strain for high yield 
production of toxic proteins, such as IMPs, that is free of mutations altering 
T7 RNAP affinity and activity, or the expression level of the polymerase. We 
isolated mutant strain Evo21(DE3) – introduced in the preceding section – 
that can produce IMPs at high yield due to a truncation of the essential 
RNAse E gene. This finding revealed RNA stress as a potentially even more 
important factor to consider when expressing IMPs than counterbalancing 
protein misfolding or the overload of the membrane translocation 
machinery. 
 
Secretion stress. After tackling the bottleneck of functional protein folding, 
secretion of the desired protein into the culture supernatant is the last step in 
the bio-production process – greatly facilitating downstream processing and 
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reduction of production costs, but regularly introducing additional 
challenges303–305. Bacterial secretion works in two ways – either by utilization 
of the Sec pathway or via export through the twin-arginine translocation 
(Tat) pathway – and is rather inefficient304. BL21(DE3) derivatives expressing 
additional copies of enzymes employed in either of these protein export 
systems, e.g., via upregulation of the Tat secretion pathway in 
TatExpress BL21, can assist the process and facilitate, e.g., enhanced 
secretion of human growth hormones306. Exploration of signal peptide 
libraries244 generally assists the identification of the optimal Sec- or Tat-
specific signal peptide but is no universal key to success307. The expression 
and functional secretion of, e.g., PETases – a popular enzyme class 
introduced earlier (see section 1.3) – remains challenging306 and hampers the 
process of engineering more efficient PETase variants for industrial-scale 
PET degradation. Paper 3 of this thesis, therefore, explores functional 
surface-display as an alternative approach for fast and easy activity screening 
of novel PETase variants while overcoming the dependency on secretion of 
intracellularly expressed enzyme candidates (see Chapter 4). 
 
As illustrated throughout this section, potential reasons for the toxicity of a 
desired protein to the production host are widely spread. Even though 
multiple strategies for the reduction of the various stresses – arising during 
the production process – are available, none is universally applicable, and 
the best strain solution must be found for every individual protein. It is, 
moreover, important to note that high expression levels do not necessarily 
correlate with the functional activity of the produced protein and thus need 
to be assessed separately. The functionality of membrane proteins after 
purification has been shown to vary, e.g., depending on the chosen E. coli 
protein production strain302. 
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Table 1.3. BL21(DE3) derivatives to address the different challenges of 
recombinant protein production 

Strain Feature/mechanism 

BL21(DE3)pLysS/pLysE Basal expression control/T7 lysozyme expression 

CodonPlus, RosettaTM, SixPack Codon bias correction/Co-expression of rare 
tRNAs 

Origami, Shuffle®, CyDisCo Assisted disulfide-bond formation/Reductase 
deficiency for oxidant cytoplasmatic conditions 
(Origami); additional co-expression of isomerases 
(SHuffle) and oxidases (CyDisCo) 

Tuner, Lemo21, BL21-AI Tunable induction and uniform entry of 
IPTG/adjustable levels of T7RNAP via 
rhamnose or arabinose addition 

OverExpressTM C41(DE3) & 
C43(DE3), Mutant56(DE3), 
C44(DE3) & C45(DE3) 

Toxic protein production/Lowered overall GOI 
expression rates due to mutations in T7RNAP 
(Mutant56(DE3), C44/45(DE3)) or lacUV5 
promoter (C41/43(DE3)) 

ArcticExpress(DE3) Prevention of protein aggregation/Co-expression 
of psychrophilic chaperones 

TatExpress BL21 
 

Enhanced secretion/Upregulation of Tat 
secretion pathway 

RiboTite Basal expression control and tunability/T7 
lysozyme expression plus  orthogonal riboswitch 
for tight T7RNAP expression 

BL21Star(DE3), Evo21(DE3), 
BL21(DE3)pLysSMax 

Lowered RNA stress/Decelerated RNA decay 
due to RNase E mutations 
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Abstract  

How do hierarchical gene regulation networks evolve in bacteria? Nucleoid-
associated proteins (NAPs) influence the overall structure of bacterial 
genomes, sigma factors and global transcription factors (TFs) control 
thousands of genes, and many operons are regulated by highly specific TFs 
that in turn are controlled allosterically by cellular metabolites. These 
regulatory hierarchies have been shaped by millions of years of evolution to 
optimize fitness in response to changing environmental conditions, but it is 
unclear how NAPs and TFs relate and have evolved together. Cyclic AMP 
receptor protein (Crp) is the paradigmatic global TF in Escherichia coli, and 
here we report that mutations in the topA gene compensate for loss of cAMP, 
showing that the interplay between Crp and the supercoiling status of 
promoters is key to global stress response. Furthermore, we observe an effect 
of apoCrp on gene expression in the absence of its effector cAMP. This 
provides support for the proposed histone-like role for Crp, suggesting that it 
represents an intermediate point in the evolution of a ligand-controlled TF 
from a NAP. 
 
 
Keywords: Experimental evolution, global gene regulation, Crp/CAP, 
Topoisomerase I, DNA supercoiling, Nucleoid-associated proteins, E. coli  
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2.1. Introduction 

Regulation of gene expression is central to the adaptability of bacterial cells 
in response to changes in the environment. In the model bacterium 
Escherichia coli (E. coli), the cyclic AMP (cAMP) receptor protein (Crp) plays 
an overarching role1. Modulating the expression of hundreds of genes2 in the 
E. coli genome, mostly involved in carbon metabolism1, Crp is a global 
transcription factor (TF) that can act both as an activator or a repressor upon 
binding its ligand cAMP. Crp is one of the most thoroughly studied TFs, and 
provided one of the first examples that gene regulation is more complex than 
suggested by the Jacob-Monod operon model3. The E. coli genome contains 
several thousand putative binding sites for Crp4, of which only a fraction is 
known to affect promoter activity. Combined with observations of unspecific 
DNA binding affinity and bending of DNA by ~90° upon binding5, an 
additional role of Crp as a nucleoid-associated protein (NAP) involved in the 
global organization of the bacterial chromosome has been hypothesized3,6,7. 
This would suggest that Crp plays a decisive role on both the digital and 
analogue level of transcriptional regulation.  
 
Digital genetic control is predominantly pairwise and involves the specific 
interaction between protein and DNA such as TF binding in promoter 
regions with a binary signal output, whereas analogue control is continuous 
in nature and varies in strength and distribution of e.g. DNA supercoiling 
and NAP organization8,9. The genome structure of E. coli is under the control 
of a homeostatic network comprising DNA topoisomerases, abundant NAPs, 
and components of the transcriptional machinery, coordinating both genes 
mediating stress adaptation and genes of the central metabolism. The 
interplay between global and local TFs, and digital and analogue control, is 
particularly important when bacteria experience stress that calls for a 
substantial reset of the transcriptional machinery. For example, temperature 
upshift from 30°C to 42°C leads to rapid induction of more than 20 heat 
shock proteins (HSPs), including the molecular chaperones DnaK, 
DnaJ/GrpE, and GroEL/GroES, as well as multiple proteases10. HSPs are 
essential for survival of the cell since they protect other proteins from thermal 
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inactivation and reactivate aggregated proteins. Transcription of HSP genes 
is positively controlled by the sigma factor s32, encoded by the rpoH gene11.   
 
DNA supercoiling is an important sensor for changes in the physical 
environment. s32  expression is sensitive to changes in the supercoiling state 
of the bacterial chromosome12, and is actively controlled by DnaKJ and 
GroEL/S, while s32 levels are reduced via degradation mediated by the FtsH 
protease13. The topA gene, encoding E. coli DNA topoisomerase I (TopoI), is 
also controlled by a s32-dependent heat shock promoter14. TopoI relaxes 
negatively supercoiled DNA, while its antagonist DNA gyrase introduces 
negative supercoiling into relaxed DNA15. During heat shock, relaxation of 
DNA is facilitated by a tight interplay of both enzymes, which is essential to 
counterbalance the DNA unwinding that occurs at high temperatures in 
E. coli16,17.  
 
The DNA topology in promoter regions is directly influencing gene 
expression. Biosynthetic genes are preferentially transcribed under 
conditions of high negative supercoiling, whereas transcription of catabolic 
genes involved in energy production are activated under conditions of DNA 
relaxation8. The effective level of supercoiling is thereby determined by 
competition between NAPs, such as H-NS and Fis, as well as RNA 
polymerases, balancing the compaction and availability of DNA18. Both Fis 
and Crp regulate the expression of numerous genes, needed for carbon and 
nucleic acid catabolism, and impact DNA topology in a growth-phase 
dependent manner. While the cAMP-Crp complex activates expression of 
the gyrA gene and increases the negative supercoiling level of reporter 
plasmids, Fis inhibits DNA gyrase and tightly regulates topA expression19,20. 
Expression of both crp and fis strongly responds to changes in DNA topology, 
with fis expression being maximal at high levels of negative supercoiling, and 
crp transcription being achieved by oscillation of multiple regulatory 
nucleoprotein complexes in response to the physiological state of the cell, 
tightly linking the two global regulatory processes of Crp regulation and 
DNA supercoiling21,22. However, while the specific influence of Crp on 
transcriptional control of genes is well-documented, to what extend 
unspecific or low-affinity Crp-DNA interactions directly influence global 
gene regulation in a NAP-like, chromatin shaping fashion is less clear.  
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Several previous studies have characterized the evolution of E. coli strains 
with deletions in the cya gene that encodes the enzyme adenylate cyclase, 
responsible for the formation of cAMP from ATP23–27. cya mutants typically 
experience starvation stress as they are unable to ferment a range of Crp-
dependent sugars such as maltose and lactose. The most frequently observed 
compensatory mutations occur in crp and render Crp cAMP-independent. 
Such Crp* mutations are easily identified by improved growth on e.g., 
maltose. Here, in order to elucidate global effects of Crp inactivity, we sought 
to identify different types of cya compensatory mutations by isolating mutants 
that grow better at different temperatures but remain unable to efficiently 
ferment maltose. We sequenced the genomes of 48 mutant E. coli strains 
selected this way and identified new hotspot mutations that provide insights 
into the role and evolution of digital and analogue gene regulation by Crp. 

2.2. Results 

Identification of two new mutational hotspots in an 
adenylate cyclase knockout strain by changing the 
selection regime 
Prolonged incubation of E. coli K12 MG1655 cya colonies on maltose 
MacConkey agar plates at 37°C previously led to the identification of 
mutations in several genomic hotspots such as crp, cmk, rpoS, and malT28. 
These mutants were selected by picking secondary colonies that 
spontaneously outgrew their parental colonies and turned red due to maltose 
fermentation and a pH indicator in the agar plates (Fig. 2.1)28. Mutations 
within the crp gene dominated under these conditions, leading to partial 
cAMP-independence of the TF. However, we also observed a different 
colony phenotype: the formation of white secondary colonies (Fig. 2.1) that 
were more pronounced and rapidly occurring when elevating the incubation 
temperature to 44°C. To explore the evolutionary response to perturbations 
in the cAMP-Crp global stress response in greater depth, we isolated over a 
period of 20 days such white secondary colonies formed on maltose 
MacConkey at 37°C and 44°C. The isolates were restreaked several times 
on MacConkey agar supplemented with maltose or mannitol, and strains 
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that were unable to efficiently ferment both sugars were selected for whole 
genome sequencing (WGS).  
 

        
 

Figure 2.1. Mutational hotspots and phenotypes obtained in an E. coli 
adenylate cyclase mutant during evolution at different temperatures. a, 
Illustration of the experimental set-up for the evolution experiment. 
Representative pictures of red and white papillae showing the two different 
phenotypes when secondary colonies develop on agar plates. b, Schematic 
of mutational hotspots detected within the genome of K12 MG1655 cya 
after prolonged incubation on maltose MacConkey plates in the former 
study by Sekowska et al. (left plot) and in this study (right plot). Number of 
identified mutations is given in brackets. n: total number of evolved 
secondary colonies sequenced in the two studies. 

 
In total, 48 strains were selected – 15 isolated at 37°C and 33 isolated at 44°C 
– and a total of 58 mutations identified, presenting an average of only 1.2 
mutations per genome (Supplementary Table 2.1). Mutations in rpoS were 
the most frequently observed under this selection regime, constituting 30 out 
of the 58 mutations identified and occurring in 58% of the sequenced strains. 
39 were insertion or deletion mutations of which the majority led to frame 
shifts within gene coding sequences, and 19 were single nucleotide mutations. 
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Two new mutation hotspots, defined as a mutation that occurred more than 
once, were identified in the topA gene (5 mutations) and in an intergenic 
region between ygdH and sdaC (4 mutations) (Fig. 2.1b). In 24 of the isolates, 
we only identified a single mutation; 19 of these were rpoS mutations and two 
of these were in topA suggesting that single mutations in these loci are 
causative for the phenotype. Thus, this different approach towards selecting 
cya compensatory mutants, results in the identification of fewer genomic 
mutations and new mutational hotspots. 

Rare cis-acting mutations enable improved utilization of 
available carbon sources  
Alignment of the mutations identified upstream of the sdaC gene with the 
E. coli wildtype sequence verified that the four mutant strains (termed cya 
sdaC*) represented two distinct mutations in close vicinity to apparent 
promoter elements of the sdaC promoter (Fig. 2.2a). One of these mutations 
changed the -10 box to the consensus sequence for s70 recognition 
(TATATT to TATAAT) pointing at increased promoter activity. To verify 
the growth benefit facilitated by these mutations, we tested all isolated cya 
sdaC* strains both on maltose MacConkey agar (Fig. 2.2b) and in liquid 
culture (data not shown) comparing their growth at 37°C and 44°C to the 
parental cya strain as well as wildtype E. coli. For all cya sdaC* mutants, the 
impaired growth phenotype characteristic for the cya mutant was restored 
back to wildtype level, except for the red colour characteristic of the maltose 
fermentation phenotype. 
 
sdaC encodes a serine-H+-symporter and overexpression may result in an 
increased rate of L-serine import into the cell29–31. sdaC is part of an operon 
with the sdaB gene, encoding a serine deaminase which has previously been 
suggested to have a degradative, energy-providing role, implying that L-
serine imported via SdaC is likely used primarily for energy production 
(Fig. 2.2c)29,32. To explore whether the mutations in the sdaC locus enable 
growth on L-serine, growth drop tests at different cell densities were 
performed on M9 minimal medium supplemented with L-serine as the sole 
carbon source. At high density inoculation, most pronounced at 44°C, the 
evolved cya sdaC* mutants grew better than the parent cya strain (Fig. 2.2d).  
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Figure 2.2. Characterization of cis-regulatory mutations identified in sdaC 
and malT. a, Alignment of sdaC promoter mutations with the native sdaC 
promoter. b, Growth phenotype of four evolved cya sdaC* mutant strains (1-
4) compared to the ancestral strain cya and wildtype K12 MG1655 (wt) on 
maltose MacConkey agar at 37°C and 44°C. c, Illustration of the sdaCB 
operon, L-serine import mediated by the sdaC-encoded serine-H+-
symporter, and degradation of L-serine to pyruvate and NH4+ catalysed by 
the serine deaminase SdaB.  d, Serial dilution drop tests of cya and cya sdaC* 
mutants on M9 minimal medium agar supplemented with (+) and without 
(-) L-serine as the sole carbon source, detected after 24 h of incubation at 
37°C or 44°C. e, sdaC wildtype and mutant sdaC* promoter variants 1/2 
(+AAT) and 3/4 (+A) driving gfp expression on the illustrated reporter 
plasmid in wildtype K12 MG1655 cultured at both 37°C and 44°C. 
Promoter activity was followed over the course of 20 hours in a microtiter 
plate reader. f, malT wildtype and malT* promoter driving gfp expression on 
a similar reporter plasmid (illustrated) in K12 MG1655 wildtype and cya 
grown at both 37°C and 44°C. Cell growth and promoter activity was 
followed over the course of 20 hours. All measurements were performed in 
biological triplicates. Error bars represent the standard error of 
measurement (SEM). 
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Next, we investigated how the PsdaC mutations affect promoter activity at 
37°C and 44°C. To this end, we made reporter constructs with gfp controlled 
by either the native E. coli sdaC promoter or the two different mutant 
sequences isolated in the evolution experiment. For both sdaC* promoter 
variants, gfp expression was highly increased compared to the wildtype 
promoter at either temperature (Fig. 2.2e). Occurring in one out of 96 
sequenced mutant genomes, a similarly presumed cis-acting malT mutation 
PmalT* – harbouring a mutation 73 bases upstream of the malT start codon – 
was reported in the former evolution experiment by Sekowska et al. that 
selected for efficient maltose utilization. Again, using a gfp reporter construct, 
we found that the wildtype version of the malT promoter was completely 
inactive in a cya strain background due to unavailability of cAMP needed for 
its activation by cAMP-Crp. In contrast, PmalT* was active in both the 
wildtype strain and cya background (Fig. 2.2f). Together, these observations 
show that in a mutant deprived for the global stress signal cAMP, single, cis-
acting mutations influencing the digital level of individual gene control are 
sufficient to enable better growth under the conditions tested. 

Trans-acting mutations that compensate for the inactivity 
of the global regulator CRP dominate  
In contrast to the rarely occurring cis-acting mutations, trans-acting 
mutations in global regulators such as Crp and the stress sigma factor RpoS 
are highly dominating. The so-called Crp* mutations, active in the absence 
of cAMP, were previously identified in 94 out of 96 sequenced genomes, 
selected as red papillae outgrowing the initially formed colonies on maltose 
MacConkey28. Here, by selecting only white papillae (Fig. 2.1), unable to 
efficiently ferment maltose and mannitol, we completely removed Crp* 
mutants from the observed evolutionary solution space.  
 
A large fraction of the previously sequenced 96 genomes also contained 
mutations in rpoS (49 mutations identified) and these increased in frequency 
with the age of the isolated papillae.28 Under the new selection regime 
exploited here, rpoS mutations increased in frequency when considering the 
age of the isolated mutants: 58% of the sequenced strains contained rpoS 
mutations and these had a maximum age of 19 days in the incubator. In 
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contrast, only 3 rpoS mutations were previously identified in 25 red papillae 
isolated in the first 19 days28. Inactivation of RpoS happens frequently under 
laboratory conditions33–35 and the majority of mutations identified in rpoS 
here were also frame shift mutations. Exemplary restreaking of two of the 
rpoS mutants isolated and sequenced here, both containing only a single 
mutation in their genomes, confirmed that the rpoS mutations conferred a 
growth advantage on the maltose MacConkey agar (Supplementary 
Fig. S2.1). 
 

    
 

Figure 2.3. Characterization of trans-regulatory mutations in the topA gene. 
a, Structural representation of Topoisomerase I (grey, cartoon) bound to 
DNA (yellow) [NDB: NA3316]36. Mutated residues are indicated together 
with the experimental condition they were isolated under (blue: frameshift 
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mutations isolated in papillae evolved at 37°C, red: SNVs (single nucleotide 
variations) leading to the indicated amino acid changes evolved at 44°C). b, 
Growth phenotypes of the five evolved cya topA* mutant strains (1-5), the 
parental cya strain, and wildtype K12 MG1655 on maltose MacConkey 
agar at 37°C and 44°C. c, Growth competition assay on SM agar plates 
comparing cya and wildtype (wt), and cya and cya topA* 4. All strains carry 
the same plasmid encoding either gfp (green/left column) or rfp (red/right 
column) under control of a constitutive promoter to discriminate between 
the different strains. cAMP was supplemented in the agar at the 
concentrations indicated. Cultures were grown individually in liquid growth 
medium, adjusted for cell density and mixed (as indicated) prior to plating 
and incubation for 24 h at 44°C (lower panel: representative picture of 
fluorescence on plates). d, Relative DNA supercoiling levels in five isolated 
cya topA* strains (1-5) compared to the parental cya strain and K12 MG1655 
wildtype in stationary phase at 44°C using a previously described in vivo 
supercoiling reporter plasmid37. e, Relative DNA supercoiling levels of K12 
MG1655 wildtype, cya, cya crp, cya topA* and cya topA* crp and the effect of 
cAMP addition in stationary phase at 44°C. DNA relaxation increases in 
the direction of the arrow indicated on the right. RSU: relative supercoiling 
units. All measurements were performed in biological triplicates; SEM-
error bars are indicated. 

 
A surprising new mutational hotspot unaccounted for under our new 
selection regime is topA. To understand the mutations obtained in the topA 
locus, we first mapped the alterations onto the crystal structure of the 865 
amino acid-long E. coli DNA topoisomerase I (TopoI) enzyme (Fig. 2.3a). 
Mutations isolated from papillae evolved at 37°C caused frameshifts close to 
the C-terminal end of the protein hosting the DNA binding domain. 
Mutations isolated at 44°C, on the other hand, were single amino acid 
substitutions in domain I (V73G) and IV (R168H, I187N) of the enzyme. 
The latter mutations located in close vicinity to a recently described R168 
mutation shown to cause a more than 80-fold loss of relaxation activity and 
that was found to be crucial to hold the DNA substrate in proper 
conformation for cleavage and religation38,39. These findings point towards 
reduced TopoI function in the evolved cya topA* strains compared to the 
ancestral cya topA+ strain. 
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To explore the growth and relative fitness of the topA* mutations, we first 
compared the growth of topA mutants to the wildtype and the parental cya 
strain on maltose MacConkey agar (Fig. 2.3b) as well as in liquid culture 
(data not shown) at both 37°C and 44°C. In four out of the five cases, 
mutations in topA resulted in increased growth relative to the topA+ cya 
ancestral strain. The exception was cya topA*1 that harbours an additional 
mutation in the gyrA gene (Supplementary Table 2.1). Next, competition 
between the wildtype and cya, and cya and cya topA* strains were assayed: two 
strains, distinguished by expressing either gfp or rfp, were mixed at the same 
optical density and plated onto minimal medium supplemented with maltose 
and different concentrations of cAMP. Following overnight incubation at 
44°, cells were harvested, and relative growth estimated by quantifying GFP 
and RFP fluorescence in a microtiter plate reader. While the wildtype as 
expected outcompeted the cya mutant, the cya topA*4 (R168H) strain likewise 
outcompeted the ancestral cya strain. This fitness benefit of cya topA* over the 
parental cya strain could, however, be reversed by supplementation of cAMP 
(Fig. 2.3c). These observations point towards a compensatory effect of topA 
mutations in a cya background in our experimental evolution set-up.  

Effect of topA mutations on the supercoiling status of the 
cell  
Knowing that topA is expressed during heat shock conditions16 and observing 
that topA mutations compensate for the lack of cAMP, we sought to 
investigate the consequences of topA mutations found during the evolution 
experiment on the catalytic activity of the enzyme using an in vivo 
supercoiling genetic reporter37. The reporter plasmid carries both a 
constitutive promoter driving tdtomato expression and the supercoiling-
sensitive rdsA promoter controlling gfp. In all cases, the evolved cya topA* 
strains, transformed with the reporter plasmid, showed reduced TopoI 
activity, resulting in increased negative supercoiling, compared to the 
parental cya topA+ strain (Fig. 2.3d). For comparison, wildtype E. coli was 
included in the analysis and showed supercoiling levels similar to the cya topA* 
mutants. This suggests that one way topA* mutations compensate for the lack 
of cAMP, is by increasing negative supercoiling in the cell. In line with this, 
addition of cAMP restored supercoiling back to wildtype level (Fig. 2.3e). We 
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additionally examined supercoiling in a crp cya topA+ background, to 
investigate whether the presence of Crp has an impact on the structure of 
DNA in the absence of cAMP. Surprisingly, plasmid relaxation was higher 
in the crp strain than in the crp+ cya topA+ background and was comparable to 
the supercoiling level observed in wildtype (Fig. 2.3e). This suggests that 
apoCrp plays a role in determining the structure of DNA in the cell. 

Carbon starvation during heat stress triggers global 
transcriptional changes  
Crp and topoisomerase activity appear to be closely linked and Crp has 
repeatedly been suggested to participate in the spatiotemporal organization 
of the bacterial genome3,6,7. To explore this connection on a systems level, 
we analysed the global changes in gene expression caused by the cya-
compensatory topA* mutations by transcriptomics. Triplicate cultures of the 
evolved cya topA*4 strain, the parental cya strain, as well as wildtype, cya crp, 
and cya topA* crp were grown until late stationary phase, harvested, snap-
frozen in liquid nitrogen and send for RNA extraction and sequencing by a 
commercial vendor. Principal component analysis (PCA) of the total 
transcriptomics data confirmed reproducibility between the triplicate 
samples and illustrates general trajectories in the evolution of the different 
strains. For each strain, the data cluster differently dependent on the 
temperature (Fig. 2.4a). Data from the evolved cya topA* strain at 44°C locate 
far from the unevolved cya strain but close to cya samples isolated at 37°C, 
indicating systemic compensation of gene regulation through the acquired 
topA mutation.  
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Figure 2.4. Global gene expression analysis of topA* and crp mutants. a, 
Principal component analysis (PCA) of RNAseq data from wildtype K12 
MG1655, cya, cya crp and cya topA* isolated from stationary-phase grown 
cultures at 37°C or 44°C. b, Volcano plot of differentially expressed genes 
in the cya topA* and cya topA+ data set at 44°C. Upper left plot: All 
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differentially expressed genes (DEGs), 1: genes downregulated in cya vs 
wildtype but upregulated in cya topA* vs wildtype or vice versa, 2: genes that 
are less differentially expressed in cya topA* vs wildtype than in cya vs 
wildtype, 3: genes only differentially expressed in cya topA* vs cya topA+ but 
not differentially expressed in cya topA* vs wildtype. FC: fold change c, 
DEGs in the RpoE, RpoH and Crp regulons, as well as all genes 
investigated in this study as internal control. Only the fraction of DEGs in 
each regulon is displayed. Upregulation to the left (pink), downregulation to 
the right (blue). d, Transcript per million (TPM) values for rpoE and rpoH in 
the RNAseq dataset at 44°C for the wildtype, cya, and cya topA* strains. e, in 
vivo rpoE and rpoH GFP reporter data in different strains indicated on the   
x-axis with or without addition of cAMP. f, Venn diagram of DEGs in cya, 
cya crp and cya topA* all relative to K12 MG1655 at standard growth 
conditions. Genes only differentially expressed in cya crp vs wildtype but not 
in cya vs wildtype at 37°C are highlighted in light grey colour. g, Volcano 
plot of genes identified in 4f (light grey). The DEGs are displayed in light 
grey, while the 10 genes with highest and lowest fold change are highlighted 
in blue, and the fdhF and topAI genes are indicated in orange. h, Relative 
DNA supercoiling levels comparing cya and cya crp strain in stationary phase 
under standard growth conditions (37°C). 

 
Different models can be proposed to explain the basis of the compensatory 
effect of the topA mutation. The global DNA supercoiling changes caused by 
topA* could either (1) up- or downregulate the expression of specific genes 
needed to reinstate/support growth in the cya background or (2) enhance 
overall gene expression across the genome to compensate for the 
unavailability of active cAMP-Crp complexes. To explore these hypotheses, 
we carried out differential expression analysis. Transcript levels were 
determined using the CLC Genomics Work bench suite, and changes 
associated with a p-value ≤ 0.01 and fold changes of  > 1.5 and < - 1.5 were 
considered significantly differentially expressed. At 44°C, comparing cya 
topA* with cya topA+, we identified a total of 1809 differentially expressed 
genes (DEGs, Fig. 2.4b) – almost half of the genes in E. coli. We next explored 
how these DEGs compared to wildtype levels and grouped them into those 
that were (1) downregulated in cya vs wildtype but upregulated in cya topA* vs 
wildtype or vice versa, (2) less differentially expressed in cya topA* vs wildtype 
than in cya vs wildtype, or (3) only differentially expressed in cya topA* vs cya 
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topA+ (Fig. 2.4b). This analysis showed that 896 of the DEGs represented 
reversions in cya topA* towards more wildtype-like expression levels. This 
suggests that topA* mutations cause a major rewiring of global transcription 
in stationary phase to compensate for the lack of cAMP. 
 
We further investigated DEGs in cya vs. cya topA* at the two temperatures by 
grouping them according to their regulation by Crp or the heat stress sigma 
factors E and H. More Crp-regulated genes were differentially expressed in 
the cya topA* strain at 44°C than at 37°C (Fig. 2.4c), again indicating that 
topA* compensates for the missing cAMP at the elevated temperature. One 
Crp-regulated gene whose expression was consistently different between 
wildtype and cya, but similar between wildtype and cya topA*, was rmf 
encoding a ribosome modulator factor (Supplementary Table 2.2). We used 
this gene to validate the transcriptomics data set, by constructing an in vivo 
genetic reporter, fusing the rmf promoter region with gfp on a plasmid and 
monitoring fluorescence under different growth conditions. In both liquid 
culture and on agar plates, gfp levels from this reporter plasmid were high in 
the wildtype strain and in cya topA* strains, but low in the cya mutant 
(Supplementary Fig. S2.2). This represents an independent demonstration of 
a Crp-regulated gene that is reversed to wildtype expression level by a topA* 
mutation.  

rpoH and rpoE are more highly expressed in cya but 
expression is reversed to wildtype level by topA* and crp 
mutations 
In contrast to Crp-regulated genes, such as rmf, the transcriptomics data 
showed that more RpoH and RpoE regulated genes were down-regulated in 
the cya topA* strain at 37°C than at 44°C (Fig. 2.4c). Both RpoE and RpoH 
are known to be essential during heat stress and are controlled via cAMP-
Crp40,41. To study in more detail the effect of the topA* mutation on rpoE and 
rpoH expression, we compared their total transcript levels (transcripts per 
million, TPM) in cya topA+, cya topA* and wildtype and found that they were 
increased in the cya background, but closer to wildtype level in the cya topA* 
strain (Fig. 2.4d).To validate this finding with more dynamic in vivo genetic 
reporter systems, we constructed two plasmids hosting the rpoE or rpoH 
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promoters driving expression of gfp. Fluorescence levels were highly elevated 
in cya compared to all other strains and this effect disappeared when cAMP 
was supplied from the outside (Fig. 2.4e). This confirms high expression of 
both rpoH and rpoE as major perturbations in the cAMP-synthesis deficient 
mutant, which is compensated by mutations in topA and suggests that the 
supercoiling status of the cell significantly affects expression of the two sigma 
factors.   
 
Inspired by the observation that apoCrp affects the supercoiling status of the 
cell, we additionally monitored the behaviour of the rpoH and rpoE reporter 
plasmids in the cya crp mutant strain. In this strain, at 44°C, the fluorescence 
from the rpoE reporter was only slightly elevated compared to the wildtype 
strain, and for rpoH, levels were not significantly different from wildtype 
(Fig. 2.4e). As expected, fluorescence levels in the cya crp strains were not 
affected by addition of cAMP. This provides an independent confirmation 
of a role for apoCrp in global gene regulation: deletion of the crp gene seems 
to reinstate wildtype level expression of the rpoE and rpoH promoters in a 
similar way as higher levels of negative supercoiling facilitate this via the 
mutant TopoI* variants.  

Global analysis of expression of genes affected by apoCrp  
The re-appearing pattern of different behaviour of the cya and cya crp strains 
prompted us to look further into differences in gene expression in these two 
strains. We focused on the data obtained from stationary cultures grown at 
37°C, as expression changes potentially caused by apoCrp and related 
chromosomal rearrangements could be overshadowed by global heat stress 
response at 44°C, and we wanted to depict genome-wide effects under 
standard conditions to understand the role of Crp as a potential nucleoid-
associated protein.  262 genes were found to be significantly differentially 
expressed in cya crp compared to wildtype, but not when comparing cya and 
wildtype (Fig. 2.4f). We plotted these in form of a volcano plot to visualize 
the DEGs (Fig. 2.4g). Looking at the top 10 DEGs with the highest or lowest 
fold change compared to their expression in the cya vs wildtype data set, two 
genes stood out: i) topAI, encoding an inhibitor of TopoI42, was among the 
highest upregulated genes and ii) fdhF, encoding E. coli formate 
dehydrogenase H previously reported to be upregulated upon gyrase 
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inhibition43 (i.e. downregulated by negative supercoiling), was among the 
most downregulated genes. This suggests increased negative supercoiling 
upon removal of apoCrp, since upregulation of the TopoI inhibitor TopAI 
leads to decreased TopoI activity, which would result in more negative 
supercoiling and reduced expression from supercoiling sensitive genes such 
as fdhF (Fig. 2.4h). This is in line with the supercoiling reporter plasmid data 
as plasmid DNA was 2-fold more negatively supercoiled at 37°C in cya crp 
than cya (Fig. 2.4i). 

2.3. Discussion 

Despite the strong effect of simple cis-acting mutations, such as those 
identified here in sdaC and previously in malT, it is striking how mutations in 
global gene regulation dominate the picture in experimental evolution. RpoS 
and Crp* mutations have been described numerous times, but to our 
knowledge the current study is the first of its kind reporting that topA 
mutations compensate for loss of the global stress signal cAMP. On the other 
hand, supercoiling has previously been suggested to have broader 
significance in stress-induced transcription44,45 supported by experimental 
evolution experiments that previously demonstrated the importance of DNA 
topology as a global factor in bacterial gene regulation and its sensitivity to 
adaptive mutations. In Lenski’s Long Term Evolution Experiment, parallel 
changes in topology were detected in 10 out of 12 initially identical 
populations propagated in a defined environment for 20,000 generations46. 
The level of DNA supercoiling was increased due to mutations in the genes 
of the global regulators topA and fis. Competition assays showed that both 
mutations caused direct and substantial fitness benefits. Further 
investigations of the ancestor and evolved clones from all 12 populations 
showed high levels of molecular and genetic parallelism, harbouring 
mutations in multiple genes involved in DNA supercoiling47. Several other 
experiments conducted in E. coli under different selection regimes describe 
mutations in the topA gene, further emphasizing the importance of selection 
of DNA topology traits48–51.  
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Recently, point mutations in the topA gene were described to give rise to 
mutator phenotypes influencing the mutational spectrum of E. coli to allow 
for fast emergence of drug resistant genotypes38. In that study, a single 
substitution in the conserved residue R168C in TopoI resulted in an 
accelerated rate of tandem duplications, known to be a source of genetic 
instability, and playing a significant role in bacterial evolution. Here, we 
identify a different mutation (R168H) in the same position in TopoI, with a 
major effect on global gene regulation. These findings point toward a new 
class of fitness-enhancing mutations and confirm that the control of DNA 
supercoiling is a hotspot for selection in evolving bacterial populations.  
 
Considering the frequency of observed mutations related to DNA topology 
in experimental evolution, and the proposed role of Crp as a nucleoid-
associated protein3,6,7, our finding that topA mutations compensate for the 
lack of cAMP is not surprising. We find that almost half of the genes in E. coli 
change expression when comparing the cya mutant with the cya topA* 
mutants, which restores growth and expression of many genes back to 
wildtype level. Among these genes are global factors such as the sigma factor-
encoding rpoH and rpoE, and rmf encoding a ribosome modulator factor. Our 
suggestion that the supercoiling status of the cell influences expression of 
these factors is supported by earlier findings that showed supercoiling 
to affect the promoter activity of rpoH12 and that expression of rmf is growth-
phase dependent52 – a process directly influenced by supercoiling itself53. To 
our knowledge, no direct connection between rpoE expression and the 
supercoiling state of the cell has been reported so far, while our data strongly 
suggests such a connection.  
 
It is interesting to note that we also isolated a strain with a single mutation in 
the genome in the gene encoding the FtsH protease, which is involved in 
controlling the stability of RpoH13. Thus, it is possible that this ftsH mutant 
is counteracting the perturbed expression of rpoH in the cya strain. The 
simultaneous occurrence of a topoisomerase and a gyrase mutation in 
another of the evolved strains, strongly suggests a complete loss of TopoI 
function in this mutant. Complete loss of function mutations in topA are lethal 
for E. coli, but can be compensated by a gyrA deletion creating a viable but 
growth-impaired strain54,55. 
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Crp was previously suggested to represent an example of a TF that has 
evolved from a NAP3. In this model, Crp evolved from being a NAP with the 
role of shaping the genome by unspecific binding to binding more frequently 
in vicinity to promoters and assisting in recruiting the RNA polymerase. 
However, this model did not discuss the role of the cAMP ligand and how 
this allosteric control mechanism entered the picture in evolution. The 
different effects of apoCrp observed here, expand on this model suggesting 
that during evolution, apoCrp served a histone-like role that preceded both 
the role of cAMP as an allosteric regulator and the binding to high-affinity 
sites in the DNA. This model is in good agreement with the paradoxical 
observation that Crp homologs exist in bacteria like Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
that contain little or no cAMP56. Possibly, the sensing of cAMP and the role 
of Crp in carbon catabolite repression, is a special case in the model 
bacterium E. coli and homologs more commonly serve histone-like roles in 
the bacterial kingdom. 

2.4. Methods 

Bacterial strains.  
All experiments were performed using E. coli strain K12 MG1655 fnr cya 
(cya::cat delta fnr) originating from Sekowska et al.28. The strain harbours a 
deletion of the cya gene introduced via lambda Red-induced 
recombination, as well as a deletion of the fnr gene, a homologue of crp. 
 
Secondary colony formation assay.  
For growth on plates, MacConkey medium was used (Difco MacConkey 
Agar Base) supplemented with 1% maltose as carbon source and 5 mg/L 
chloramphenicol. To obtain isolated colonies on the plates, early stationary-
phase bacterial cultures grown in liquid Lysogeny Broth (LB, Thermo 
Fischer Inc.) medium (growth for 7 hours at 37°C) were diluted in sterile 
water containing 9 g/L sodium chloride to the concentration of 2.5 × 104 
bacteria/ml and 100 μL of the bacterial suspension was spread onto 
MacConkey plates containing respective antibiotics. The plates were 
subsequently placed in closed plastic containers containing beakers with 
water to ensure constant humidity and incubated for the duration of the 
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experiment at either 37°C or 44°C. Papillae were purified by restreaking 3-
times on fresh plates supplemented with the same carbon source and 
antibiotic as in the secondary colony formation assay. 

Plate reader experiments.  
For growth assays of evolved and non-evolved K12 MG1655 cya strains, in 
vivo supercoiling assays with the supercoiling reporter plasmid pSupR37 and 
gfp promoter reporter assays cells were inoculated from single colonies and 
cultured for 7 hours in 5 mL liquid growth medium (LB) supplemented with 
2% glucose to minimize the risk of mutations arising during the cultivation 
time. Dilutions of 1:50 were grown subsequently for 20 hours in 96-well 
plates and 200 rpm at 37°C or 44°C, respectively, covered with a Gas 
Permeable Adhesive Seal (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) to avoid 
evaporation. Optical density at 600 nm (OD600) and fluorescence (GFP: 
excitation at 485 nm, emission at 528 nm; RFP: excitation at 488 nm, 
emission at 588 nm) was measured in 10 min intervals with continuous 
shaking using a Synergy H1 plate reader (BioTek Instruments, Inc.). All 
measurements were performed in biological triplicates.  

Sequencing.  
DNA purification for whole genome sequencing was performed using 
DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit 50 (Quiagen, Inc.) starting with 1 mL overnight 
culture according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Isolated DNA was 
eluted twice using 200 µL 10 mM Tris (pH = 8.5). The genomic libraries 
were generated using the TruSeq DNA HT Library Prep Kit (Illumina Inc.). 
48 independent papillae were selected for whole genome sequencing using 
Illumina sequencing adapters D701 (ATTACTCG) and D501 
(TATAGCCT). Data analysis was performed using the breseq software 
developed by D. Deatherage and J. Barrick57. 24 out of 48 strains sequenced 
carried an additional mutation in an unstable IS2 element previously shown 
to cause high genetic variation in different E. coli strains58, and these 
mutations were excluded from the total number of mutations. For 
transcriptomics analysis, cells were grown in LB liquid medium until 
stationary phase at 37°C or 44°C respectively. After 12 h of growth, cultures 
were normalized to OD600 and 1x 107 cells harvested via centrifugation. 
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Pellets were immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and RNA extraction, 
library preparation as well as RNA sequencing was performed by Novogene 
Inc., Cambridge, UK. All data analysis was performed using CLC Genomics 
Workbench 20. 

Genome engineering  
To generate crp knock-out strains MG1655 cya and MG1655 topA* (topA* 4: 
R168H)  cells were transformed with plasmid pSIM1959, harbouring heat-
inducible lambda-RED recombination proteins, and recombineering was 
performed using a tetA integration cassette flanked by 50-bases long 
homology areas for the crp locus. Colonies were screened for the desired crp 
knock-out (crp::tetA) by Sanger sequencing. 

Fitness competition assays  
To monitor fitness competition within two strains in a mixed culture each 
strain was transformed with an expression vector harbouring either a gfp or 
rfp gene under the control of a constitutive promoter. Pre-cultures for each 
strain were grown individually in liquid medium for 7 h, before CFU was 
calculated for each culture based on OD600. Equal CFUs for each strain to 
be compared were subsequently mixed and plated onto simple MacConkey 
(SM) agar supplemented with maltose and up to 0.5 mM cAMP. SM 
medium composition for 300 ml was soybean peptone (70178-100G Sigma 
Aldrich, 5.1g), protease peptone (P0431-250G Sigma Aldrich, 0.9 g), NaCl 
(Sigma Aldrich, 1.5 g), and agar (Sigma Aldrich, 4.05 g). Colony formation 
was allowed overnight at 44°C. Colonies were subsequently harvested from 
the plates and resuspended in sterile 0.9% sodium solution, and the 
fluorescence signal for both GFP and RFP channel was measured. To control 
for plasmid inflicted differences on growth, all experiments were repeated 
with reverse plasmid combinations.  
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2.6. Supplementary materials 

                         
 

Supplementary Figure S2.1. Characterization of rpoS mutants on 
MacConkey agar. Growth phenotype on MacConkey + maltose agar of two 
cya rpoS* mutants harbouring frame shift mutations in the rpoS gene 
compared to the ancestral cya strain at 37°C and 44°C. 

 
 

 
 

Supplementary Figure S2.2. Characterization of rmf expression in 
different strain backgrounds. a, Transcript per million (TPM) values for rmf 
RNA detected in the RNAseq analysis conducted in this study. RNA was 
extracted from stationary phase-grown cultures of the wildtype, cya, and cya 
topA* strains grown at 37°C. b, Relative fluorescence intensity of the cya 
topA* mutant strain and control strains carrying a rmf reporter plasmid 
(illustrated) in which gfp expression is under the control of the rmf promoter. 
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Supplementary Table 2.1. Mutations identified via NGS in in secondary colonies 
isolated at 37°C and 44°C, respectively. SNV: Single Nucleotide Variation, MNV: 
Multiple Nucleotide Variation, FS: Frameshift, LOF: Loss of function, Del: Deletion, 
AA: amino acid, TP: Truncated protein, NCA: non-coding area. 
 
Papillae isolated at 37°C: 

 
               To be continued ► 

 

 
► Table continues here 
  

Position Type Mutation Gene Gene Info Change
417673 SNV C→T PhoR response regulator in two-component regulatory system with PhoR E178 -> stop
1332949 Deletion Δ2 bp topA DNA topoisomerase I, omega subunit I634/635 FS
1333524 Deletion Δ1 bp topA DNA topoisomerase I, omega subunit K826 FS
1666079 SNV G→A clcB H(+)/Cl(-) exchange transporter A255A
1913754 Deletion Δ25 bp prc carboxy-terminal protease for penicillin-binding protein 3 E355 FS
1915504 Deletion Δ1 bp proQ RNA chaperone, putative ProP translation regulator K11 FS
2866729 Deletion Δ499 bp rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor A275 Del
2867080 Insertion +G rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor I158 FS
2867115 Deletion Δ68 bp rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor A146 Del + FS
2867186 SNV C→A rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor E122D 
2867303 SNV C→G rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor A83P
2867365 Deletion Δ1 bp rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor G63 FS
2927928 Insertion +ATT NCA downstream ygdH; upstream sdaC, putative serine transporter promotor 
3319685 SNV T→A argG argininosuccinate synthetase W351R
3878983 Insertion (CGGGCA)2→3 gyrB DNA gyrase, subunit B Insertion A379 + R379
3907909 Deletion (AG)5→4 pstB phosphate ABC transporter ATPase S153 FS

Abbreviations: SNV: Single Nucleotide Variation
MNV: Multiple Nucleotide Variation
FS: Frameshift
LOF: Loss of function 
Del: Deletion
AA: amino acid 
TP: Truncated protein 
NCA: non-coding area

Consequence SUM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
TP (truncated protein) 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Reduced function 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Reduced function 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
none 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
? LOF 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LOF 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TP 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
? LOF 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
? LOF 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Single AA change 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Single AA change 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
? LOF 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
increased activity 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
Single AA change 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 AA addition 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
? LOF 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 17 1 1 1 1 3 0 1 1 2 0 1 2 0 0 3
Number 15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Average 1,1333

RpoS 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
SdaC 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
topoA 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

RpoS, 1 mutation 6 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 0
SdaC, 1 mutation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
topoA,1 mutation 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0

total 1 mutation 7
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Papillae isolated at 44°C: 

 

 
               To be continued ► 

 

 

 
 
► Table continues here  

Position Mutation Type Gene Gene Info Change Consequence SUM 16
13355 C→T SNV dnaK chaperone Hsp70, with co-chaperone DnaJ S398F Single AA change 1 0
366919 (CCAG)3→4 Deletion LacI lactose-inducible lac operon transcriptional repressorL198 FS ? LOF 1 0
703139 C→A SNV nagB glucosamine-6-phosphate deaminase R158L Single AA change 1 0
1331265 T→G SNV topA DNA topoisomerase I, omega subunit V73G Single AA change 1 0
1331550 G→A SNV topA DNA topoisomerase I, omega subunit R168H Single AA change 1 0
1331607 T→A SNV topA DNA topoisomerase I, omega subunit I187N Single AA change 1 0
2141267 G→A SNV asmA suppressor of OmpF assembly mutants Q116 -> Stop TP 1 0
2466383 Δ10,215 bp Deletion CPS-53 cryptic prophage CPS-53 Deletion of cryptic prophage CPS-53? 1 0
2866577 +C Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor A326 FS ? LOF 1 0
2866755 A→C SNV rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor L266R Single AA change 1 0
2866828 (T)5→4 Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor L242 FS ? LOF 1 0
2866852 Δ23 bp Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor L234 FS ? LOF 1 0
2866961 C→A SNV rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor E197D Single AA change 1 1
2866997 +A Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor S186 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867068 T→G SNV rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor T162P Single AA change 1 0
2867112 Δ1 bp Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor T147 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867155 +T Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor L133 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867180 T→A SNV rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor D124Y Single AA change 1 0
2867194 +A Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor I120 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867265 +CG Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor E96 FS ? LOF 2 0
2867337 Δ96 bp Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor 32 AA deletion (L40 - A73)? 4 0
2867359 Δ8 bp Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor L62 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867377 G→A SNV rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor Q59 -> Stop Truncated protein 1 0
2867425 +A Insertion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor E42 FS ? LOF 2 0
2867525 Δ1 bp Deletion rpoS RNA polymerase, sigma S (sigma 38) factor D10 FS ? LOF 1 0
2867572 T→G SNV NCA upstream rpoS PM 21bp upstream rpoS? 1 0
2927924 +A Insertion NCA sdaC promoter area promoter activity increase 2 0
2927928 +ATT Insertion NCA sdaC promoter area promoter activity increase 1 0
2942633 (T)7→8 Insertion NCA upstream gcvA ? ? 2 0
3326142 Δ12 bp Deletion ftsH protease, ATP-dependent zinc-metallo 4 AA Del ? LOF 2 0
3665481 T→C SNV gadX acid resistance regulon transcriptional activator E110E none 1 0

3948244 Δ54 bp Deletion yifE stresss-induced mutagenesis 18 AA Del ? LOF 1 0

4477287 C→T SNV NCA downstream yigL ? ? 1 0

Total 41 1

Number 33 1

Abbreviations: SNV: Single Nucleotide Variation Av mutations 1,242424242

MNV: Multiple Nucleotide Variation

FS: Frameshift RpoS 1

LOF: Loss of function SdaC 0

Del: Deletion TopoI 0

AA: amino acid 

TP: Truncated protein RpoS, 1 mutation 13 1

NCA: non-coding area SdaC, 1 mutation 0 0

TopoI,1 mutation 2 0

total 1 mutation 17

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 3 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 2 1 0 1 2 4 3 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 4 3 0 1 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 1 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Supplementary Table 2.2. RNA sequencing analysis data plotted in Figure 2.4b. 
 
Section 1: 

 

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value

adeP -0,82 3,368556 hslR -1,61 13,45223 rsfS -1,65 15,95468 ydiL 0,83 1,39794
adk -1,74 16 hybO 1,47 3,578396 rspB 1,47 6,863279 ydiM 1,1 2,131944
agp 1,1 7,562249 intE 0,59 2 rssA 1,84 11,98716 ydjF 1,56 10,49621
amiD 1 6,623423 ispD -0,76 2,623423 rssB 0,86 4,228413 yebB 0,94 2,052076
aqpZ 0,99 3,471083 katE -1,38 11,02091 rsxA -1,19 5,44855 yecD -1,69 12,64397
araC 0,61 2,467246 ldtC -0,75 2,07263 rsxB -1,28 6,850781 yecH 0,64 1,69897
ariR 1,3 3,530178 lgt -0,58 1,69897 rsxD -0,77 3,055517 yedL 1,24 4,958607
aroE 0,89 2,712198 lhgD 1,09 7,962574 sbmC 0,77 2,204815 yegR 0,79 1,522879
atoC 0,95 3,272459 lldR 0,66 2,181774 sdhA 1,36 5,115771 yeiP -0,7 3,19382
bfd 0,87 3,318759 maa 0,95 4,149354 sdhB 0,94 3,272459 yfcH 0,82 3,946922
can -0,61 2 maeB 1,09 6,269218 sdhD 1,27 4,181774 yfdC 0,67 2,427128
casE 1,6 5,224026 malT 0,88 4,247952 sdiA 1,13 6,468521 yfdX 0,74 1,39794
clcB -1,14 5,869666 marB -2,06 13,0048 sfmA 1,75 6,12436 yfeD 0,86 3,67162
cmoM -0,64 2,578396 mazE 0,65 2 sfsA 1,05 6,156767 yfiL 1,18 5,60206
cnoX -0,62 2,224754 mcrB 1,29 8,08831 smg 1,1 4,372634 ygbE -1,59 13,7986
cpsB -0,83 1,522879 menH -1,31 3,899629 sodB 1,12 5,647817 yhdV -3,34 16
csgB 1,49 1,522879 mepK -1,35 7,269218 soxS -1,05 4,886057 yhiJ 1 5,754487
cspI -0,72 2,496209 metB -0,59 1,69897 spy -2,22 10,92082 yiaA 1,02 2,391474
cstA 0,66 2,638272 mhpC -1,15 3,319664 sstT 1,33 3,730487 yiaD -1,2 7,390406
cysB 1,24 9,332547 mioC -0,65 2,88941 tapT -0,86 3,16813 yibA 1,27 8,198596
cysD -0,61 1,30103 mntR 0,83 2,946922 tatE -1,19 5,625252 yidD -0,89 2,585027
cysJ -1,54 4,306273 mprA -0,78 3,950782 tauC -1,4 2 yidX 0,68 2,06098
cysK -1,52 4,361511 mqsA 0,87 3,522879 tcyP -0,81 2,081445 yieE -0,74 3,034328
cysP -2,56 16 mrdA -0,91 5,882729 thiP -1,75 5,559091 yieF -0,62 2,158015
cysU -1,82 6,442493 mtfA 1,28 10,26841 treA 0,82 3,408935 yihM 0,9 2
cysW -1,02 2,022734 murJ -0,86 3,910095 trpR 0,69 2,686133 yijF -0,87 1,69897
cysZ -0,69 2,643974 mutM -0,82 2 ubiG -1,5 12,61979 yjbF -2,01 1,69897
dacA -0,99 3,721246 nagB 0,62 2,850781 uspF 0,87 4,349692 yjcB -1,73 9,224026
dacC 1,14 6,31158 nagE 0,95 4,478862 uxaA 0,71 2,886057 yjeM -0,76 3,79588
degP -1,25 7,467246 nanM 0,81 2,856985 uxaC 1,06 4,310691 yjeO -0,69 1,69897
dfp -0,65 2,732828 nanX 1,15 6,393619 uxuR 0,89 4,02365 yjgN 0,73 2,5157

dgcT 1,37 10,45346 nanY 1,76 15,35262 wcaB -0,84 1,69897 yjhR 0,7 1,39794
dgoK 0,61 1,69897 nmpC 1,59 9,376751 wcaL -0,87 2 yjiT 0,68 2,117475
dgoR 0,59 1,69897 opgC 0,84 3,106238 wecH 0,76 2,31158 ykfI -0,93 2,121478
dinD 0,87 3,686133 pabA 0,89 1,522879 yacC -1,93 16 ymgA 1,32 5,665546
dnaX -0,83 3,496209 pdeC 0,77 3,453457 yadM 0,9 2,027334 ymgC 1,32 5,136083
dusB -1,15 7,340084 pgrR 1,08 5,747147 yaeH 0,62 2,266001 ymjC 1,53 4,020907
eutB -0,75 3,508638 phoB -1,53 10,37882 yafN 0,99 3,394695 yneG -0,63 2,261219
exbB -0,89 2,343902 phoR -0,98 5,732828 yafO 1,51 5,390406 ynfQ -0,98 3,327902
exoX -0,96 5,701147 phoU -0,89 3,91364 yafQ 1,03 6,497573 yniA 1,31 8,122629
fadL 1,2 5,359519 poxB -0,66 1,39794 yafX -1,09 4,728158 yodB 0,8 2
fes 1,43 11,91721 ppiC -1,55 9,063486 yahO 1,68 4,74958 yoeF 0,87 2,55752
fimB 1,58 10,55129 proV 2,76 16 yaiZ 1,02 2,127844 yoeG 1,24 3,017729
fkpB -0,98 4,74958 putP 0,78 2,55752 ybcW 1,3 2,841638 ypdI 1,09 1,30103
fliC 0,69 2,863279 qmcA 0,94 4,962574 ybfE -1,58 8,974694 ypjD -0,99 5,518557
frdD 0,6 2 queD -1,78 12,67985 ybgC -0,98 4,496209 yqaE 0,84 1,69897
ftsX 0,66 3,110698 raiA 0,99 2,071092 ybgO 0,7 2 yqeH 0,84 2,533132
glaH 1,66 13,451 rbbA 0,67 2,548214 ybhB -0,6 2 yqgC -1,75 7,010105
gloC -0,65 1,69897 rbsK 0,86 4,673664 ybhM 1,17 4,570248 yqhG 0,61 1,69897
gltA 1,21 3,806875 rclB 1,52 4,402305 ybjD 1,29 9,368556 yrfG -1,01 5,677781
gnsA 1,29 2,266001 rcsF -1,1 6,728158 ybjQ 0,8 3,413413 ysaB 0,59 1,30103
grcA 0,76 2,559091 renD -1,3 3,966576 ycgZ 0,77 1,39794 ytfA 0,94 1,30103
gspC 0,84 1,69897 rflP 1,02 4,266001 yciW -1,6 8,782516 ytfI 0,67 2,352617
gspE -0,74 1,39794 rhtB -0,61 2 yciX 0,58 1,39794 zinT 1,89 9,928118
guaC -1,35 6,896196 ribF -0,77 3,759451 ycjS -0,62 1,39794
hcaR 0,68 1,522879 rihA 0,98 3,575118 ycjX -0,84 3,616185
hemB -1,02 5,69037 rlmC -1,22 3,928118 ydbD 0,68 2,087778
hha 2,11 16 rlmH -1,51 9,546682 ydcA 2,09 2,187087
hisQ 0,72 1,30103 rnpA -0,97 4,228413 ydcD 1,17 5,25649
hns 0,73 1,39794 rnt -0,59 2 ydcL 0,78 3,374688
hprR 1,3 6,718967 rob 0,71 3,042393 yddA 1,55 6,227678
hpt -0,7 2,12436 rplA -0,63 1,39794 ydeM 0,71 1,30103

hsdR 0,63 2,519993 rplK -0,75 2,838632 ydfJ 0,97 4,188425
hslO -0,82 4,133713 rplY -1,31 7,79588 ydhS 1,83 15,65365
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Section 2: 

 
 
Section 3: 

 

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
acrE -1,42 4,576754 rhaD -1,64 3,002177
arpB 3,85 16 rluC 1,58 9,473661
asnB 1,36 8,213959 rpmE -1,65 8,314258
bglF -2,64 16 rrlB -5,42 12,37366
borD 4,79 16 rrsH -2,41 5,339135
caiT -2,3 4,488117 rttR -2,38 6,145087
ccp 3,46 16 sibD -1,84 3,318759
citT -1,26 4,030118 tehB 2,18 16
coaE 0,91 5,181115 thpR 1,26 6,540608
cra 2,9 16 uvrC 2,14 13,66756

csgD 3,13 16 yaaY -1,38 7,966576
csgE 3,43 16 yabP 2,24 16
cvrA 1,7 13,40561 yabQ 1,99 8,630784
cyoA 3 16 yajQ 1,49 5,191114
cyoB 3,18 16 ybaA -1,48 11,38616
cyoC 2,65 16 ybdG 1,1 5,208309
cyoE 1,95 16 ybdZ 2,02 14,12205
dcuA 2,52 11,2993 ybgA 1,73 10,85387
dcuD -1,39 4,047208 ybjH -3,1 16
dgcZ 0,89 5,097453 ycaK 1,77 5,319664
efeB 2,1 16 ycaO 2,03 16
elaA 2,29 9,468521 yccE 3,78 16
elaD 2,15 16 yceF 1,37 10,9914
entF 1,99 9,161781 ycfJ -2,44 16
evgA 0,99 5,175224 ycgJ 3,09 16
fepA 1,55 13,17263 ycgM 1,68 16
fimA -1,43 11,39147 ychS -5,31 16
fimI -2,26 9,531653 yciG -1,84 9,01055
frvR -1,33 4,403403 ydeJ 1,55 15,35262
frwC -3,54 9,399027 yeaY -1,12 6,735182
gcvR 1,45 9,723538 yeeN 1,92 13,24872
gdx -1,05 6,468521 yeeO -1,12 6,737549
hchA 1,75 5,954677 yehL -2,07 5,387216
hemX 1,05 3,372634 yeiS 1,52 7,769551
hiuH 1,26 5,950782 yfjH 1,43 9,769551
hlyE 3,4 16 yheO 1,06 4,500313
htpX -1,46 5,051587 yhhN 1,89 16
ibpB -4,38 16 yhjB 1,18 5,548214
ilvH 2,18 10,91364 yhjG -0,93 3,395774
iraM 2,13 8,774691 yieK -1,81 4,872895
leuO 3,98 16 yigI -2,39 14,74958
maeA 1,46 10,76195 yiiS 2,36 16
malP -2,34 16 ynfE -1,1 5,9914
minD 3 16 ypjI -2,75 3,701147
nhoA -1,32 6,251812 ytfK -2,48 7,238824
nlpD -1,48 13,03621
nupC 1,22 6,59346
ompT 3,78 16
osmF -1,19 7,377786
paaF -1,54 4,342944
pal 1,3 3,709965

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
aaeA -0,86 3,441291 cmk -0,67 2,054039 fdnG -0,85 2,787812 grxA 0,88 2,416801
aaeB -0,8 3,005243 cmoB 0,59 1,522879 fdnI -1,22 6,048177 grxB 1,1 2,772113
abpA 0,96 5,735182 cmoM -0,64 2,578396 fdrA -0,92 1,39794 gspB 1,71 5,536107
abpB 0,9 4,607303 codB -0,8 1,69897 fepE 1,05 2,247952 gspC 0,84 1,69897
aceE 1,11 3,416801 cof -0,68 3,50724 fes 1,43 11,91721 gspE -0,74 1,39794
aceF 1,05 3,03105 comR -1,1 6,673664 fhuA 0,69 1,39794 gspO 0,91 3,974694
acnB 0,8 2 cpdB 0,6 2,21467 fic 1,36 6,150581 guaC -1,35 6,896196
acrD -0,91 4,156145 cpoB 0,95 3,473661 fimB 1,58 10,55129 gudP -1,25 2,422508
acrF -0,77 3,041436 cpsB -0,83 1,522879 fimF -1,33 1,69897 hcaF -0,9 2,196543
adeP -0,82 3,368556 cpsG -0,94 2,619789 fis -1,51 12,80967 hcr -0,68 1,39794
adiC -0,73 2,391474 crp 1,1 3,294992 fixC -1,5 2 hcxB 0,78 3,643974
aegA -0,97 4,387216 csgA 1,42 4,238072 fkpB -0,98 4,74958 hdfR 1,49 8,79588
afuB -1,42 1,69897 csgB 1,49 1,522879 flgN 0,87 3,141463 hdhA 1,41 7,69897
afuC -1,53 5,254925 csgC 1,17 1,69897 flhA -1,06 4,850781 hemB -1,02 5,69037
agaC -1,25 1,39794 csgF 1,95 3,970616 flhB -1,25 2,179799 hemC 0,7 3,29243
allS -0,99 2,402305 cspC 1,39 3,548214 flhE -1,73 2,31158 hemD 0,71 2,645892
alsA -1,32 3,600326 cusA -1,38 6,950782 fliC 0,69 2,863279 hemY 0,72 3,219683
alx -0,7 2,03105 cusC -0,99 1,522879 fliK -0,87 1,30103 hinT 0,73 3,151195

amtB -1,53 8,721246 cydB 1,35 2,590067 fliL -1,06 1,39794 hns 0,73 1,39794
anmK 0,97 4,66354 cyoD 2,24 16 fliO -1,31 1,39794 hofB -0,88 3,299296
ansP -0,75 2,705534 cyuP -1,14 3,060481 flxA 1,29 3,716699 hofC -0,69 2
aphA 1,25 5,383 dacD -0,8 2,636388 focB -2,17 11,01368 hofP -1,67 1,39794
araJ 0,6 2,034798 dcyD 0,84 3,906578 folA 0,84 4,130768 hprS 2,16 16
arcB 0,91 4,191114 ddpC -1,13 3,79588 folB 0,64 1,69897 hsdR 0,63 2,519993
arfB -0,86 3,787812 ddpF -0,86 3,179799 folX 0,65 2,616185 hslJ -0,75 3,931814
argC 0,68 2,038105 deaD -1,26 2,463442 frmB -0,7 2,355561 hslV -0,62 1,69897
argD -0,78 2,562249 deoA 0,71 2,160522 frsA 0,62 2,759451 hsrA 0,77 3,222573
argE 1,35 9,920819 deoC 0,74 3,233587 frvA -1,65 2,359519 htrL 0,59 1,69897
ariR 1,3 3,530178 dgcI 1,82 16 frvB -1,05 2,974694 hycB -1,63 1,30103
aroE 0,89 2,712198 dgcN 0,74 3,040005 frvX -2,34 16 hycC -1,24 2,638272
arsR 0,75 1,522879 dgcQ 0,71 3,694649 frwD -1,32 1,522879 hycD -1,48 2,173277
aslB -1,46 4,440093 dgoT -0,79 2 fryA -0,77 2,374688 hycE -0,92 2,570248
asmA 0,82 4,343902 dgt 0,63 2,143876 fsr 0,61 2,279014 hycG -1,14 4,79588
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Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
aaeA -0,86 3,441291 cmk -0,67 2,054039 fdnG -0,85 2,787812 grxA 0,88 2,416801
aaeB -0,8 3,005243 cmoB 0,59 1,522879 fdnI -1,22 6,048177 grxB 1,1 2,772113
abpA 0,96 5,735182 cmoM -0,64 2,578396 fdrA -0,92 1,39794 gspB 1,71 5,536107
abpB 0,9 4,607303 codB -0,8 1,69897 fepE 1,05 2,247952 gspC 0,84 1,69897
aceE 1,11 3,416801 cof -0,68 3,50724 fes 1,43 11,91721 gspE -0,74 1,39794
aceF 1,05 3,03105 comR -1,1 6,673664 fhuA 0,69 1,39794 gspO 0,91 3,974694
acnB 0,8 2 cpdB 0,6 2,21467 fic 1,36 6,150581 guaC -1,35 6,896196
acrD -0,91 4,156145 cpoB 0,95 3,473661 fimB 1,58 10,55129 gudP -1,25 2,422508
acrF -0,77 3,041436 cpsB -0,83 1,522879 fimF -1,33 1,69897 hcaF -0,9 2,196543
adeP -0,82 3,368556 cpsG -0,94 2,619789 fis -1,51 12,80967 hcr -0,68 1,39794
adiC -0,73 2,391474 crp 1,1 3,294992 fixC -1,5 2 hcxB 0,78 3,643974
aegA -0,97 4,387216 csgA 1,42 4,238072 fkpB -0,98 4,74958 hdfR 1,49 8,79588
afuB -1,42 1,69897 csgB 1,49 1,522879 flgN 0,87 3,141463 hdhA 1,41 7,69897
afuC -1,53 5,254925 csgC 1,17 1,69897 flhA -1,06 4,850781 hemB -1,02 5,69037

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
agaC -1,25 1,39794 csgF 1,95 3,970616 flhB -1,25 2,179799 hemC 0,7 3,29243
allS -0,99 2,402305 cspC 1,39 3,548214 flhE -1,73 2,31158 hemD 0,71 2,645892
alsA -1,32 3,600326 cusA -1,38 6,950782 fliC 0,69 2,863279 hemY 0,72 3,219683
alx -0,7 2,03105 cusC -0,99 1,522879 fliK -0,87 1,30103 hinT 0,73 3,151195

amtB -1,53 8,721246 cydB 1,35 2,590067 fliL -1,06 1,39794 hns 0,73 1,39794
anmK 0,97 4,66354 cyoD 2,24 16 fliO -1,31 1,39794 hofB -0,88 3,299296
ansP -0,75 2,705534 cyuP -1,14 3,060481 flxA 1,29 3,716699 hofC -0,69 2
aphA 1,25 5,383 dacD -0,8 2,636388 focB -2,17 11,01368 hofP -1,67 1,39794
araJ 0,6 2,034798 dcyD 0,84 3,906578 folA 0,84 4,130768 hprS 2,16 16
arcB 0,91 4,191114 ddpC -1,13 3,79588 folB 0,64 1,69897 hsdR 0,63 2,519993
arfB -0,86 3,787812 ddpF -0,86 3,179799 folX 0,65 2,616185 hslJ -0,75 3,931814
argC 0,68 2,038105 deaD -1,26 2,463442 frmB -0,7 2,355561 hslV -0,62 1,69897
argD -0,78 2,562249 deoA 0,71 2,160522 frsA 0,62 2,759451 hsrA 0,77 3,222573
argE 1,35 9,920819 deoC 0,74 3,233587 frvA -1,65 2,359519 htrL 0,59 1,69897
ariR 1,3 3,530178 dgcI 1,82 16 frvB -1,05 2,974694 hycB -1,63 1,30103
aroE 0,89 2,712198 dgcN 0,74 3,040005 frvX -2,34 16 hycC -1,24 2,638272
arsR 0,75 1,522879 dgcQ 0,71 3,694649 frwD -1,32 1,522879 hycD -1,48 2,173277

aslB -1,46 4,440093 dgoT -0,79 2 fryA -0,77 2,374688 hycE -0,92 2,570248
asmA 0,82 4,343902 dgt 0,63 2,143876 fsr 0,61 2,279014 hycG -1,14 4,79588
asnC 0,9 3,001305 dkgA 0,87 3,369572 ftnA 1,82 14,72354 hyfB -1,02 2,69897
asr -1,5 7,018181 dmsA -0,65 2,244888 ftnB 1,02 4,756962 hyfC -1,65 3,297569
atoA -1,27 1,39794 dnaA -1,3 10,43652 ftsA 0,76 3,575118 hyfD -1,63 6,525784
atoB -1,23 3,357535 dnaN -0,76 3,677781 ftsB -0,62 2,184422 hyfF -0,82 3,37059
bamB -0,85 1,69897 dnaQ 0,61 2,882729 ftsQ 0,65 2 hypA -1,69 1,69897
bcsC -0,75 3,325139 dpiA -1,34 6,372634 ftsX 0,66 3,110698 hyuA -0,93 3,438899
beeE 0,96 1,39794 dsbG 0,81 3,500313 ftsY -0,68 2,617983 ibpA -2,3 15,65365
bfd 0,87 3,318759 dtd -0,76 3,876148 ftsZ 0,82 3,076238 idi 0,66 2,360514
bfr 2,14 10,02965 eamB -0,95 3,970616 gabD 1,09 5,806875 idnR 0,81 2,667562

bioA 0,67 1,522879 ecpC -0,69 2,669586 gabP 0,92 3,879426 ihfB 1,44 5,019997
bisC 0,68 2,823909 elbB 1,13 4,122629 gabT 1,03 5,189767 ilvM -2,52 2,286509
cadC 2,45 16 elfA 1,57 8,241845 galK 0,71 3,761954 intB 0,86 4,623423
caiD -2,81 2,640165 elfG 0,91 2,387216 galM 0,98 4,69897 intE 0,59 2
carA -1,51 4,197911 emrA -1,54 8,869666 galR 0,72 3,283997 iraP 1,06 3,935542
carB -0,66 2,395774 emrB -1,13 5,37059 gfcD -0,98 2,869666 iscX -0,97 4,187087
cas1 0,72 1,69897 emrD -1,04 6,686133 ghoS 1,42 3,159894 ispD -0,76 2,623423
casB 1,47 2,954677 emtA 0,7 2,50724 ghxP -1,54 4,950782 ispH -1,06 6,500313
casC 1,05 2,974694 entD 1,75 9,632644 glmS 1,09 3,809668 kdgT -0,69 2,30103
casD 0,72 1,39794 eptB -0,91 4,686133 glmU 0,85 3,774691 kdpC -1,13 5,554396
casE 1,6 5,224026 eutA -0,74 1,522879 glnK -3,29 2,540608 kdsC -0,72 3,568636
cbrB 2,13 13,60033 eutB -0,75 3,508638 glpC -0,71 1,522879 kdsD -0,65 2,754487
cedA -0,75 1,39794 eutH -0,93 2,521434 glpQ 0,62 2,665546 kefC 0,59 2,50724
chaA 0,67 2,025488 exuR 0,85 4,025488 glsA -1,53 11,57025 kefG -1,08 3,88941
chbR 1,13 6,376751 fabB 0,75 2,823909 gltB -2,23 16 kgtP -0,88 1,69897
cheA -0,99 2,806875 fabD 0,9 3,162412 gltD -1,86 15,95468 kptA 1,43 10,08619
chpB 0,72 1,39794 fabG 0,71 1,522879 gltK -1,07 3,21254 kup 1,79 13,11126
citG -0,95 1,522879 fabH 0,75 2,917215 glvB -1,39 2 ldtC -0,75 2,07263
clcA 0,7 2 fadM -0,66 2,416801 gmhB 0,66 1,522879 letA 1,03 7,021819
clcB -1,14 5,869666 fbaA 0,74 1,69897 gpmA 0,8 1,39794 leuB 0,61 2,030118
clpA 1,38 4,146302 fbp 0,77 3,570248 gpmM -0,86 4,302771 leuC 0,59 1,69897
clsC 0,82 3,761954 fdhE 0,87 4,203426 gpsA 0,73 2,542118 lgoT -0,84 2,962574
lhgD 1,09 7,962574 nohA -1,51 2,07263 puuA 1,15 3,407823 slyA 1 3,703335
lipA -0,94 4,677781 npr -2,03 16 pykA 1,38 8,004365 smg 1,1 4,372634
lolE 0,65 3,202732 nrfC -1,97 2 pyrE 0,75 1,69897 smrB 0,73 3,500313
lpd 0,81 2,974694 nrfE -1,61 4,779892 pyrS 0,63 2,211125 sodA -1,36 4,142065
lspA -0,77 3,213249 nrfF -2,49 4,131356 queD -1,78 12,67985 sodB 1,12 5,647817
lysO 1,31 6,730487 obgE 1,17 2,531653 radD 0,65 2,692504 speF -0,74 2
macA 0,81 3,146302 ompF 2,91 16 raiA 0,99 2,071092 sroH -1,32 1,522879
malF -0,69 1,522879 ompN 0,88 2,134304 rapA -1,04 5,252588 ssuD -1,24 3,540608
malK -1,94 3,790485 omrA -5,15 1,522879 rapZ -0,83 3,90309 stpA -0,79 2
malQ -1,34 7,462181 otsB -0,92 2,38405 rarD -0,8 2 sucA 0,94 2,866461
map 0,81 2,215383 paaG -1,47 1,69897 rbbA 0,67 2,548214 sucB 1,06 3,328827
marA -2,01 16 paaH -0,87 1,522879 rbsR 0,71 2,595166 sucC 0,97 2,545155
marB -2,06 13,0048 pabA 0,89 1,522879 rcdB 1,25 5,703335 suhB -1,91 15,95468
marR -5,05 16 panE 0,68 3,365523 rclA 2,06 13,70333 sxy 1 5,251037
mazF 0,63 2 parE -0,59 2,560667 rclC 2,04 11,23807 tabA 0,86 2,279014
mcbR 0,89 4,785156 pdeA 0,62 2 rcnB -1,28 6,216811 tap -0,71 1,522879
mcrB 1,29 8,08831 pdeG 1,44 8,476254 rcnR 1,06 2,312471 tapT -0,86 3,16813
mcrC 1,17 4,222573 pdeK 0,89 4,489455 rcsA 0,59 1,69897 tauC -1,4 2
mdh 0,98 2,657577 pdeL 0,82 2,872895 rdcB -1,24 1,522879 tcdA -1,08 5,075204
mdtA -1,98 16 pdeN 0,69 2,815309 recF -1,38 9,935542 tcyL 0,91 3,143876
mdtG -0,83 3,107349 pdxK 0,8 3,821023 rfbB -0,62 2,643974 tdcE -0,85 2,019997
mdtN -1,48 4,995679 peaD -1,87 1,69897 rfbC -0,7 3,576754 tdcF -0,63 1,30103
mdtO -1,08 2,899629 pepA 0,72 2,739929 rffG -0,61 2 tdcG -0,78 2
mdtQ -1,28 3,058986 pepQ 0,61 2,36251 rhaB -1,6 2,485452 tdk 1,1 6,686133
menH -1,31 3,899629 pgrR 1,08 5,747147 rhtA 1,01 4,431798 tesB -0,59 2,271646
mepS 0,6 2,120904 phnC -2,37 3,767004 rhtB -0,61 2 tfaX 1,15 1,30103
metB -0,59 1,69897 phnJ -1,09 1,39794 ribD -0,67 2,50307 tff -2,98 1,522879
metC 0,75 3,551294 phnO -0,68 2,518557 rimJ 0,82 3,818156 thiB -1,72 8,377786
metI 0,72 2,777284 phnP -0,62 2,043832 rlmC -1,22 3,928118 thiC -0,82 3,440093
mgsA 0,89 5,363512 phoA -1,34 4,238072 rlpA -0,73 3,896196 thiM -1,2 2,882729
mhpA -0,67 1,39794 phoE -0,66 2 rne 0,83 2,258061 thiP -1,75 5,559091
mhpB -1,1 2 phoP 1,43 8,616185 rnpB -1,18 2,228413 thiQ -1,49 4,962574
mhpC -1,15 3,319664 phoQ 1,05 5,080399 rnr 0,86 3,413413 thrB 0,62 1,522879
minE 2,54 16 phoR -0,98 5,732828 rpiB 0,98 2 thrC 0,88 3,388277
mlaA 0,91 5,166853 phoU -0,89 3,91364 rpoS -1,01 2,769551 tldD 0,72 2,236572
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Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
mdtG -0,83 3,107349 pdxK 0,8 3,821023 rfbB -0,62 2,643974 tdcE -0,85 2,019997
mdtN -1,48 4,995679 peaD -1,87 1,69897 rfbC -0,7 3,576754 tdcF -0,63 1,30103
mdtO -1,08 2,899629 pepA 0,72 2,739929 rffG -0,61 2 tdcG -0,78 2
mdtQ -1,28 3,058986 pepQ 0,61 2,36251 rhaB -1,6 2,485452 tdk 1,1 6,686133
menH -1,31 3,899629 pgrR 1,08 5,747147 rhtA 1,01 4,431798 tesB -0,59 2,271646
mepS 0,6 2,120904 phnC -2,37 3,767004 rhtB -0,61 2 tfaX 1,15 1,30103
metB -0,59 1,69897 phnJ -1,09 1,39794 ribD -0,67 2,50307 tff -2,98 1,522879
metC 0,75 3,551294 phnO -0,68 2,518557 rimJ 0,82 3,818156 thiB -1,72 8,377786
metI 0,72 2,777284 phnP -0,62 2,043832 rlmC -1,22 3,928118 thiC -0,82 3,440093
mgsA 0,89 5,363512 phoA -1,34 4,238072 rlpA -0,73 3,896196 thiM -1,2 2,882729
mhpA -0,67 1,39794 phoE -0,66 2 rne 0,83 2,258061 thiP -1,75 5,559091
mhpB -1,1 2 phoP 1,43 8,616185 rnpB -1,18 2,228413 thiQ -1,49 4,962574
mhpC -1,15 3,319664 phoQ 1,05 5,080399 rnr 0,86 3,413413 thrB 0,62 1,522879
minE 2,54 16 phoR -0,98 5,732828 rpiB 0,98 2 thrC 0,88 3,388277
mlaA 0,91 5,166853 phoU -0,89 3,91364 rpoS -1,01 2,769551 tldD 0,72 2,236572
mlaD 0,63 1,69897 pinH -2,4 2,196543 rseA -0,76 1,522879 tomB 2,82 16
mliC -0,97 4,29243 plaP -1,23 6,995679 rssA 1,84 11,98716 torZ -0,72 2,548214
mltD -1,04 6,954677 pldB -0,86 4,323306 rstA 0,74 2,790485 treC -1,03 2,978811

mmuP -0,75 2 pliG 2,32 16 rstB 1,37 7,832683 trkG 1,8 15,17653
mntP -1,05 1,522879 plsY 0,86 2,293282 rsxB -1,28 6,850781 trmL -1,45 5,554396
mntR 0,83 2,946922 pntB -0,67 2,58838 rsxC -0,87 3,777284 trpR 0,69 2,686133
modF 1,02 6,332547 polA 0,82 4,467246 rsxD -0,77 3,055517 truA -0,84 4,097997
mog 0,64 2 potI -0,7 1,39794 rsxG -0,82 2 ubiG -1,5 12,61979
motB -1,3 2,424812 poxB -0,66 1,39794 rutB -0,85 1,69897 ubiI -0,58 2,016825
mppA 1,76 15,47756 ppiC -1,55 9,063486 rutC -1,62 2,806875 ubiU -1,17 1,522879
mrdB -1,05 4,462181 ppk 0,94 3,636388 rutD -1,06 2,129596 ubiV -0,88 2,355561
mreD -1,18 7,454693 ppnN 1,45 10,10182 rutE -1,01 2 udp 1,4 12,63639
mscL 1,21 7,244125 ppx 0,84 3,443697 rutF -0,76 1,69897 ugd 1,04 4,605548
msyB -0,86 3,280669 pqqL 2,15 16 rutG -1,12 5,694649 ung -0,76 3,625252
mtn -0,64 3,385103 preA -1,39 2,970616 ryeA 2,3 13,5376 upp -0,84 3,643974
murJ -0,86 3,910095 prfH -1,06 1,39794 rzpD 2,03 5,732828 uspC 1,85 12,83863
mzrA 0,64 2,61261 prkB 1,31 9,939302 rzpR -0,58 1,69897 uspD 2,18 16
nagA 0,77 3,920819 proB -0,93 5,522879 sbmA -1,27 9,189767 uvrA -1,49 9,677781
nagB 0,62 2,850781 proC 0,84 3,718967 sbmC 0,77 2,204815 uvrY 1,49 8,978811
nagC 1,1 5,832683 prpC -0,83 1,522879 sbp -1,11 5,759451 ves -1,1 3,473661
napH -0,97 1,39794 pspC -1,8 13,08513 scpC -0,72 1,522879 waaB -0,65 2,088842
narP 0,85 2,761954 pspD -2,11 8,058986 sdhE 0,85 2,982967 wcaB -0,84 1,69897
nepI -0,75 2,571865 pstC -0,98 5,269218 secA -0,58 1,522879 wcaC -1,3 3,151195
nfuA -0,59 2,747147 pstS -2,56 16 secM -0,69 3,150581 wcaJ -0,63 1,30103
nhaA -1,21 5,437707 psuT -0,61 2 selU -1,02 3,0846 wcaL -0,87 2
nikA -1,15 2,519993 purL -0,65 2,476254 sfmA 1,75 6,12436 yaaX -1,76 12,78516
nikB -1,3 2 purR -0,68 3,09691 sgbE -1,03 3,043351 yacC -1,93 16
nikC -1,19 1,522879 purT -0,94 2 sgcQ -0,72 3,007446 yacG 0,66 2,014125
nlpI -1,05 2,481486 purU 1,86 16 sieB 0,62 1,522879 yadC 1,63 11,61261
yadK 1,17 2,59346 ycjY 1,67 10,60206 yfiM -0,74 2,136677 yjbT -1,14 4,024109
yadL 1,33 3,224754 ydbD 0,68 2,087778 yfiR 1,46 7,747147 yjdF -0,9 2,336299
yadS -1,55 9,057 ydbH 0,61 2,294136 yfjI 1,62 8,115771 yjdI 1,24 3,357535
yaeQ -1,33 10,63078 ydbJ -0,96 4,104025 yfjJ 1,63 9,283997 yjdJ 1,28 6,812479
yaeR 0,61 1,69897 ydbL 1,57 4,627088 yfjX -0,98 2 yjdN -0,91 5,112946
yafN 0,99 3,394695 ydcD 1,17 5,25649 ygaQ 1,67 7,812479 yjdP -1,88 13,78781
yafO 1,51 5,390406 ydcK 1,25 7,924453 ygaV -0,78 1,69897 yjeJ 1,03 2,705534
yafP 0,98 2,393619 ydcL 0,78 3,374688 ygdG -0,8 2,002614 yjeO -0,69 1,69897
yafV -1,03 5,218245 ydcY 1,23 3,924453 ygfF -1,37 3,716699 yjfC -0,65 1,522879
yafW -1,14 2,068034 yddA 1,55 6,227678 ygfT -1,44 4,051098 yjgL 1,72 11,63827
yafY -1,16 2,16877 yddB 1,8 11,02091 yggN -0,83 3,048177 yjgN 0,73 2,5157
yafZ -1,74 9,369572 ydfG 0,75 3,070581 yggR -1,06 1,522879 yjgR 0,8 3,224754
yagH 0,62 2 ydhB 0,58 2 yggS -0,75 3,369572 yjiC 3,06 16
yagL 0,73 2,237321 ydhC -1,08 7,201349 yghF -2,2 4,238824 yjiG -0,88 1,522879
yagU 2,1 13,11464 ydhF 0,62 2,725842 yghG -4,34 2,501689 yjiS -2,96 1,30103
yahM -2,25 1,30103 ydhU -0,64 1,30103 yghQ -1,44 5,195179 yjiX -1,05 2,528708
yaiW -0,91 4,209715 ydiO -0,94 2,019542 yghX 1,04 4,331614 yjjG 0,65 2,403403
yajL 0,77 3,21254 ydiP 1,71 9,036212 ygiL 1,5 4,048177 yjjQ 1,04 1,69897
ybaT -0,69 2,170053 ydiR -0,72 2,151195 ygiQ -1,09 6,723538 yjjW -0,95 1,522879
ybaZ -1,45 10,00966 ydiS -1,29 3,563837 ygiV 1,15 4,334419 yjtD 0,63 2,142668
ybbA -1,28 3,153663 ydjL 0,7 1,39794 ygiZ 1,77 5,756962 ykfC -0,63 1,69897
ybcF -1,02 1,39794 ydjX 0,78 1,522879 yhaJ -0,75 2,744727 ykfF -0,83 1,39794
ybcL 1,35 10,94692 yeaO 0,85 4,057496 yhaL -0,71 1,30103 ykfG -1,81 2,866461
ybcM 1,53 8,41005 yeaW -1,07 2,423659 yhbQ -1,46 5,772113 ykfH -1,2 1,30103
ybcO -2,11 1,30103 yeaX -0,66 2 yhcN -2,52 10,58838 ykfI -0,93 2,121478
ybcV 1,45 3,950782 yebB 0,94 2,052076 yhdE -0,65 2,200659 ykgA 1,63 9,080399
ybcW 1,3 2,841638 yebG 0,9 4,511449 yhdT -2,01 7,540608 ylbF -1,2 2,406714
ybdJ 1 4,046724 yebK 0,59 2,216096 yhdY -0,88 1,69897 ylbH -0,74 1,522879
ybdR -1,67 11,24795 yebQ -2,18 15,95468 yhfG 1,12 4,079355 ymcE 1,7 1,39794
ybeX 0,71 1,522879 yebV -0,83 1,39794 yhfT -0,6 1,30103 ymdB 0,83 2,122053
ybfD 0,83 1,69897 yecD -1,69 12,64397 yhfU -1,08 3,823909 ymdE -1,64 1,30103
ybfQ 0,82 2 yecE -1,06 7,131356 yhfW -1,09 2,41005 ymdF -2,6 9,202732
ybgC -0,98 4,496209 yecN 0,99 4,533132 yhfX -1,45 1,69897 ymfL -0,8 2,327902
ybgS -0,75 1,69897 yedD -0,88 4,91364 yhgH -0,7 2,782516 ymfN 0,67 1,69897
ybhM 1,17 4,570248 yeeA 0,75 2,920819 yhhX 1,57 14,65365 ynaK 1,95 5,179142
ybhN 0,65 1,69897 yeeR -1,24 8,015473 yhhY 0,84 2,744727 ynbE 2,48 3,847712
ybiJ -1,6 12,98297 yeeT -1,66 4,850781 yhiJ 1 5,754487 yncD 0,73 2,818156
ybjG 0,81 2,283997 yegH 0,98 4,677781 yhiL 1,15 6,876148 yncG -0,95 4,725842
ybjL 1,05 5,563837 yegX -0,95 2,703335 yhjJ -1,67 14,06248 yneE 1,04 5,400117
ybjM -1,09 2,417937 yehM -1,06 5,073658 yhjX 0,92 3,118045 ynfB -0,76 4,20204
ybjO -0,72 2,138466 yehQ -0,64 2,107349 yiaF -0,81 2,754487 ynfQ -0,98 3,327902
ycaN 1,35 5,228413 yeiE 2,08 16 yiaY -1,81 7,463442 yniB 0,89 3,958607
ycaP 1,24 6,89279 yeiH 0,78 3,063989 yibA 1,27 8,198596 ynjA -0,7 2,215383
yccT 1,35 7,222573 yeiL 1,6 4,504456 yibF -1,43 10,04431 yoaB 1,34 10,59346
ycdY 0,84 4,728158 yejA 0,77 3,377786 yibV -1,34 2,450997 yoaF -1,43 11,70997
yceH 1,01 4,073143 yfaQ -0,75 2,193142 yicL 1,44 10,42022 yobF 1,72 4,066007
yceK -1 3,367543 yfaS -1,03 5,759451 yidB -0,68 2,175874 yodB 0,8 2
yceM 1,08 4,294136 yfaT -1,19 2 yidJ -1,49 5,123205 yodC -2,01 1,69897
ycfK -1,6 2,530178 yfaU -0,73 1,39794 yidX 0,68 2,06098 yoeG 1,24 3,017729
ychE 1,14 6,255707 yfaZ -1,06 4,590067 yieL -1,29 3,358526 yoeH 2,15 2,716699
ychF -0,92 3,518557 yfbM 2,23 8,501689 yieP 1,11 6,266001 yohJ 0,97 4,071604
ychJ 1,73 9,598599 yfbU 0,69 3,176526 yigF 1,43 4,617983 ypfG -1,66 15,95468
yciC 0,92 4,634512 yfcJ -0,78 2,552842 yihM 0,9 2 yphA 0,78 3,55752
yciQ 0,87 2,759451 yfcL 0,6 2 yihP -0,99 2,540608 yphG -0,69 1,522879
yciT 1,29 8,194499 yfcP -1,57 2,396856 yihQ -0,82 2 ypjF -1,36 2,094204
yciV 0,62 2,38405 yfcU -0,64 2,03574 yiiG 0,88 1,69897 ypjK -2,26 3,480172
yciW -1,6 8,782516 yfdF 2,54 16 yiiR 0,74 1,69897 yqaA -0,85 3,718967
yciX 0,58 1,39794 yfdT 1,01 2 yiiX -1,17 3,850781 yqcA 0,72 3,404504
yciY -1,1 2,954677 yfeK 0,8 2,723538 yjbE -2,25 9,224754 yqcE -1,32 3,667562
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Section 4: 

 

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
ybjL 1,05 5,563837 yegX -0,95 2,703335 yhjJ -1,67 14,06248 yneE 1,04 5,400117
ybjM -1,09 2,417937 yehM -1,06 5,073658 yhjX 0,92 3,118045 ynfB -0,76 4,20204
ybjO -0,72 2,138466 yehQ -0,64 2,107349 yiaF -0,81 2,754487 ynfQ -0,98 3,327902
ycaN 1,35 5,228413 yeiE 2,08 16 yiaY -1,81 7,463442 yniB 0,89 3,958607
ycaP 1,24 6,89279 yeiH 0,78 3,063989 yibA 1,27 8,198596 ynjA -0,7 2,215383
yccT 1,35 7,222573 yeiL 1,6 4,504456 yibF -1,43 10,04431 yoaB 1,34 10,59346
ycdY 0,84 4,728158 yejA 0,77 3,377786 yibV -1,34 2,450997 yoaF -1,43 11,70997
yceH 1,01 4,073143 yfaQ -0,75 2,193142 yicL 1,44 10,42022 yobF 1,72 4,066007
yceK -1 3,367543 yfaS -1,03 5,759451 yidB -0,68 2,175874 yodB 0,8 2
yceM 1,08 4,294136 yfaT -1,19 2 yidJ -1,49 5,123205 yodC -2,01 1,69897
ycfK -1,6 2,530178 yfaU -0,73 1,39794 yidX 0,68 2,06098 yoeG 1,24 3,017729
ychE 1,14 6,255707 yfaZ -1,06 4,590067 yieL -1,29 3,358526 yoeH 2,15 2,716699
ychF -0,92 3,518557 yfbM 2,23 8,501689 yieP 1,11 6,266001 yohJ 0,97 4,071604
ychJ 1,73 9,598599 yfbU 0,69 3,176526 yigF 1,43 4,617983 ypfG -1,66 15,95468
yciC 0,92 4,634512 yfcJ -0,78 2,552842 yihM 0,9 2 yphA 0,78 3,55752
yciQ 0,87 2,759451 yfcL 0,6 2 yihP -0,99 2,540608 yphG -0,69 1,522879
yciT 1,29 8,194499 yfcP -1,57 2,396856 yihQ -0,82 2 ypjF -1,36 2,094204
yciV 0,62 2,38405 yfcU -0,64 2,03574 yiiG 0,88 1,69897 ypjK -2,26 3,480172
yciW -1,6 8,782516 yfdF 2,54 16 yiiR 0,74 1,69897 yqaA -0,85 3,718967
yciX 0,58 1,39794 yfdT 1,01 2 yiiX -1,17 3,850781 yqcA 0,72 3,404504
yciY -1,1 2,954677 yfeK 0,8 2,723538 yjbE -2,25 9,224754 yqcE -1,32 3,667562
ycjN -1,36 3,321482 yfeS 1,05 4,213249 yjbF -2,01 1,69897 yqeH 0,84 2,533132
ycjS -0,62 1,39794 yffB 1,54 11,2644 yjbG -1,25 1,39794 yqgA 0,66 2,474955
ycjT -0,73 1,39794 yfhH -0,71 2,275724 yjbH -1,33 8,818156 yqgC -1,75 7,010105
ycjW 1,62 7,150581 yfhL -2,03 13,33348 yjbI 0,79 2 yqgD -1,02 1,30103
ycjX -0,84 3,616185 yfhM 0,79 2,543634 yjbR 1,55 11,50585 yqhI -2,42 1,39794

Gene Log(FC) P_value
yqiD 1,69 7,60206
yqiG 0,61 2
yqiK -0,94 3,152427
yqjD 0,76 3,119758
yqjE 0,7 2,542118
yqjK 0,68 2,966576
yraH 0,7 2,189096
yraQ -1,31 3,512862
yrhB 0,74 2,88941
ysaB 0,59 1,30103
ytcA -2,61 1,69897
ytfA 0,94 1,30103
ytfB 0,63 2,501689
ytfF -0,58 1,69897
zapB 1,28 3,468521
znuB 0,67 2,025488
znuC 1,65 11,93554
zraP -1,22 2,279841
zupT 0,98 2,869666

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
aaeA 0,67 1,522879 chiQ -0,75 2,200659 fdhF -1,35 8,638272 holC -0,65 1,69897
ada -1 3,723538 citC -0,95 3,056011 fdnI -1,01 3,782516 hslJ -0,78 3,559091
adhP -0,72 2,525784 citG 1,62 1,30103 frlD -0,74 2,001741 hycE 1,07 1,522879
adiY -1,32 3,950782 clsB -0,91 2 frmB 0,71 1,522879 hyfB 1,18 2
ahpF -0,64 1,69897 cpoB -1,04 4,141463 frr -0,68 1,69897 hyfH 1,66 2
ahr -0,68 2,609065 cpsB 1,88 2,095826 ftsB 0,63 1,39794 hypD -0,65 1,522879
alaC 0,68 1,69897 cpxP -1,44 5,381952 ghxP 0,87 1,39794 iap 1,2 3,171985
arfA 1,52 1,39794 cysA 0,84 2,896196 glgB -0,69 2,353596 idi -0,8 2,832683
argC -1,08 2,686133 cysH 0,78 1,69897 gloA -0,61 1,522879 idnR 1,07 2,504456
arnA 0,88 2,534617 cyuA -0,86 1,522879 glpE 1,44 3,712198 ihfB -0,61 2,03105
arnC 1,58 2,966576 ddpB -0,98 1,522879 glpT -1 3,752027 infC -0,84 2
arnD 0,97 1,69897 dedA 0,58 1,522879 glrK -0,68 2,549751 intG 1,72 1,30103
aroM 0,68 2,232102 dgcI 1,15 1,69897 glyS -0,67 2,200659 iscR 0,69 2,534617
arsB -0,99 1,39794 dicB -2,17 1,69897 gpmA -1,34 3,987163 katG -1 2,812479
artI -0,77 3,291579 dinF 0,71 1,39794 gshB -0,7 2,9914 lafU -1,94 3,950782
betA 0,61 1,30103 dnaK -0,76 1,69897 gspA 1,17 2,005243 lapB 0,96 4,119186
bglJ 1,41 5,313364 dsbA 0,61 1,522879 gspD 0,96 1,39794 leuQ -4,92 1,30103
bioA 1,43 1,69897 dtd -0,6 1,522879 gspO 0,63 1,39794 lfhA -0,74 2
bluF 1,16 6,530178 elaA -0,84 1,39794 hcxA -1,02 4,136677 livJ 1,43 1,69897
cadC -0,93 2,772113 elfG -0,86 1,30103 hemH -0,81 2,314258 lpd -0,6 1,69897
ccmG 1 1,39794 eno -1,09 2,978811 hisD 0,68 1,522879 lpoB -0,61 2
chaA 0,66 1,522879 envY 1,02 1,522879 hisP 1,17 1,39794 lptG -0,59 2
cheY -1,2 1,30103 evgA 1,27 6,071604 hofM -0,66 1,39794 macB -0,65 2
cheZ -1,36 1,522879 fbaA -0,66 1,522879 hokE -3,06 1,30103 malE -1,18 1,522879

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
marR 0,84 1,69897 ptrB -0,75 3,230623 waaY 0,6 1,522879 ygbA -0,86 2
menB -0,79 1,69897 racR 0,65 1,69897 wcaA 2,09 2 ygbI -0,92 3,464706
mhpT -1,03 2,61261 rcbA -3,26 2,142065 yaaY -1,11 2,429457 ygdI -1,06 2,67162
mlaD -0,73 1,69897 rcsA 0,73 2,100727 yaeR -0,96 2,269218 ygeY -1,3 2
mngB -0,66 1,522879 recN 1,35 2,756962 yajC -0,71 2,600326 yhaB -0,99 1,30103
moaA 0,73 2,728158 relA 0,65 2,253366 ybbP 1 2,199971 yhbY 0,61 1,69897
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Sequencing raw data  

All sequencing data connected to this study has been deposited in the 
European Nucleotide Archive (ENA). Whole genome sequencing data can 
be accessed via the following link: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/ 
PRJEB43656. RNA sequencing data can be accessed under link 
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB43645. 
 
 

Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value Gene Log(FC) P_value
marR 0,84 1,69897 ptrB -0,75 3,230623 waaY 0,6 1,522879 ygbA -0,86 2
menB -0,79 1,69897 racR 0,65 1,69897 wcaA 2,09 2 ygbI -0,92 3,464706
mhpT -1,03 2,61261 rcbA -3,26 2,142065 yaaY -1,11 2,429457 ygdI -1,06 2,67162
mlaD -0,73 1,69897 rcsA 0,73 2,100727 yaeR -0,96 2,269218 ygeY -1,3 2
mngB -0,66 1,522879 recN 1,35 2,756962 yajC -0,71 2,600326 yhaB -0,99 1,30103
moaA 0,73 2,728158 relA 0,65 2,253366 ybbP 1 2,199971 yhbY 0,61 1,69897
murP 0,73 1,69897 rfbC 0,81 3,395774 ybdZ -0,76 1,522879 yhcD 1,29 3,742321
nagA -0,91 4,068034 ribA -0,76 2,417937 ybiA -1,21 2 yheU -1,21 2
narQ 0,7 2,917215 rpmE -0,64 1,30103 ybiW -0,6 1,69897 yhhX -0,88 3,632644
nfeR -0,64 1,39794 rpoE -0,61 1,69897 ybjI 0,79 2 yhjG -0,96 2,974694
nfrA -0,64 1,69897 rrlA -1,44 3,323306 ybjL -0,77 3,428291 yhjV 0,84 1,69897
nfuA 0,65 1,69897 rrlC -1,39 3,09691 yceQ 0,8 3,175874 yibG 0,93 1,39794
nikA 1,82 2,154282 rrlD -1,27 2,492144 ycfP -0,63 2,232102 yifN -0,88 3,995679
nirC -1,19 1,69897 rrlE -1,18 2,393619 ychQ 1,14 2 yigE -1,28 2,392545
nlpC -0,65 2,361511 rrlG -1,17 1,69897 yciC -0,65 2,336299 yiiR -0,82 2,59176
nudI 1,64 2,20412 rrlH -1,24 2,628932 ycjG -0,83 3,200659 yijD -0,88 4,565431
nuoG 0,59 1,39794 rrsA -1,35 2,90309 ycjR -1,07 1,69897 yjbB -0,62 1,522879
nusA 0,72 1,39794 rrsH -1,31 3,247952 ydcR 0,71 2,131356 yjdF -0,88 2,530178
ompA -1,11 3,404504 rseA -0,97 2,721246 ydcZ 0,88 2,085128 yjdN -0,95 4,69897
opgE 0,67 1,522879 rspA 1,06 1,522879 ydgC 1,1 3,194499 yjeN 2,64 2,896196
otsA -0,69 2 rstB 0,85 2,399027 ydhW 0,95 1,522879 yjfL -2,31 1,522879
paaE -1,02 1,39794 rtcR -0,81 1,30103 ydjL 1,52 1,522879 yjhF 1,52 2,048177
paoC -0,76 1,522879 rutG -0,86 1,522879 ydjY -1,31 1,30103 yjjB -0,86 1,69897
pdeD -0,66 2,143271 ruvC 0,71 1,69897 yecE 0,73 1,69897 ymfQ 2,16 1,30103
pdeF 0,78 1,30103 sdiA -0,69 2,057 yecR 2,21 1,522879 ynbB -1,98 1,522879
pdxK -0,84 3,316953 selD -0,63 1,30103 yedR -0,94 2,484126 yncL -5,09 1,30103
pepA -0,63 2,14813 speB -0,79 2,19044 yegL 1,33 1,69897 ynfF 0,63 1,522879
pfkA -0,96 3,035269 ssuB -0,9 2 yehE -1,15 4,356547 ynjI 1,47 2,752027
pgaC -1,17 2 ssuD 1,27 1,39794 yehF 2 1,69897 yoaF -0,59 1,30103
phnE -1,25 1,69897 sthA 0,8 2,118045 yehL 1,51 1,30103 yoeH 2,42 1,522879
phnF -2,45 2,625252 tdcE 1,32 1,39794 yehP 1,54 1,69897 ypfH -0,68 2,55752
phnL -0,87 2,194499 thiM 1,71 2,266001 yeiE -0,96 3,111821 ypjC 2,69 1,30103
polA -0,81 3,379864 thiP 1,48 2,196543 yeiW 1,34 2,356547 yqeA -0,66 2
pppA 1,74 2,005243 thrB -0,92 2,522879 yfbS -0,63 1,39794 yqjC -1,09 3,548214
ppsA -0,58 1,69897 tldD -0,72 2,381952 yfcS 2,21 1,69897 yqjD -1,05 5,598599
pqiA -0,73 2 topAI 1,32 4,294136 yfcZ -0,88 3,853872 yqjF -1,24 2,841638
pqiB -0,83 2,703335 trkG 0,61 2,271646 yfeK 1,13 4,030584 yqjG -0,97 5,114639
prlC -0,81 3,056011 truD 0,85 1,69897 yfeZ 1,6 2,549751 yrhA 0,83 2
prmC 0,76 2 ttdB -1,28 1,30103 yfgH 2,1 2,246417 ytiA 2,21 1,39794
proV 2,35 3,474955 ung -0,68 2,216811 yfhM -0,66 1,522879 zraS -1,08 2
proW 1,2 2,079355 ushA -0,86 2,806875 yfjI 1,24 2,222573
psiF -0,91 2,609065 uvrB -0,94 3,071604 yfjU -0,9 3,90309
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Abstract  

Gene expression toxicity is an important biological phenomenon and a 
major bottleneck in biotechnology. Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) is the most 
popular choice for recombinant protein production and various derivatives 
have been evolved or engineered to facilitate improved yield and tolerance 
to toxic genes. However, previous efforts to evolve BL21, such as the Walker 
strains C41 and C43, resulted only in decreased expression strength of the 
T7 system. This reveals little about the mechanisms at play and constitutes 
only marginal progress towards a generally higher producing cell factory. 
Here we restrict the solution space for BL21 to evolve tolerance and isolate 
a mutant strain Evo21(DE3) with a truncation in the essential RNAse E. This 
suggests that RNA stability plays a central role in gene expression toxicity. 
The evolved rne truncation is similar to a mutation previously engineered into 
the commercially available BL21Star(DE3), which challenges the existing 
assumption that this strain is unsuitable for expression of toxic proteins. We 
isolated another dominant mutation in a presumed substrate binding site of 
RNAse E that improves protein production further when the rne variant is 
provided on an auxiliary plasmid. This makes it easy to improve other BL21 
variants and points to RNAses as prime targets for cell factory optimization. 
 
 
Keywords: Recombinant protein production, BL21, T7 RNA polymerase, 
gene expression toxicity, protein burden, experimental evolution, RNA 
stability 
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3.1. Introduction 

Recombinant production of proteins enables biochemical and structural 
studies and the pET vectors hosted in Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) are 
the most popular approach in research laboratories1. Fast growth, high cell 
density, inexpensive culturing, availability of more than 100 pET expression 
vectors2 combined with the detailed knowledge of E. coli’s genetics, 
physiology, and metabolism make it the preferred laboratory workhorse3. 
This is evident from the more than 200.000 research publications that have 
cited the use of the pET vectors, and that currently more than 128.000 (86% 
of the recombinant) structures in the Protein Data Bank and approximately 
half of the proteins produced worldwide for research and commercial use are 
produced in E. coli2,4. This remarkable success is despite that bacteria often 
show impaired growth and fitness-loss when being used for protein 
production5 -  a problem that is highly gene-specific and we still lack clear 
guiding principles for gene and cell factory optimization6. 
 
Membrane proteins (MPs) are important drug targets and serve essential 
roles in basic cellular mechanisms. In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, 20 - 
30% of all genes encode membrane proteins7. MPs are involved in 
mechanisms such as transport of nutrients and signal molecules, response to 
environmental changes, membrane stability, maintenance of the redox 
potential, defence, and creation of energy. With natural abundances often 
too low to isolate sufficient material for in vitro studies, structural and 
biochemical investigations are limited by our ability to produce and purify 
MPs recombinantly in a functional state.  
 
MPs are also notoriously known for causing burden in expression systems. 
They need to be properly inserted into the membrane and cannot be 
produced in inclusion bodies. This often leads to an overload of 
the membrane translocation machinery and has previously been reported 
to severely hamper protein homeostasis in the cytoplasm leading to 
accumulation of aggregates of proteases, chaperones, and overexpressed 
MPs5,8,9. Additionally, competition for the limited space of the membrane 
causes decreased levels of key respiratory chain complexes and upregulation 
of the Arc two-component system indicating serious alterations in central 
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metabolism5.  
 
Experimental evolution has shown great capacity to provide fundamental 
insights into non-intuitive molecular mechanisms that escape discovery by 
hypothesis-driven research10. One solution to the gene expression burden is 
trivial: any mutation that will decrease expression of the recombinant gene 
will provide a selective advantage. Previous attempts to evolve BL21(DE3) 
for better protein production have repeatedly demonstrated this. DE3 strains 
carry the T7 RNA polymerase (RNAP) gene under the control of the lacUV5 
promoter, a stronger version of the native lacZ promotor inducible with 
IPTG. This allows the expression of any gene of interest under the control of 
a T7 promotor. Different strains have been isolated in which the toxicity of 
membrane protein production is reduced leading to improved production 
yields: the „Walker strains“ C41 and C4311, evolved in the late 1990’s to 
tolerate over-production of membrane proteins, the more recently 
characterized derivative “mutant56”12 evolved for higher production of the 
toxic membrane protein YidC, and the strains C44(DE3) and C45(DE3)13 
evolved similarly. In all these cases, gene expression induced by IPTG 
inhibited colony formation on agar plates before mutations occurred and 
tolerance was achieved mainly due to reduced T7 RNAP activity, either via 
promotor modifications, point mutations, or truncations in the T7 RNAP 
gene. 
 
Here, we aimed at learning more about the gene expression burden, hoping 
to isolate new types of mutations in the genome of BL21(DE3) by restricting 
the evolutionary solution space for tolerance on three different levels: we 
deleted the genomic homology region known to frequently recombine with 
the λDE3 lysogen in BL21(DE3), we coupled expression of the toxic gene to 
expression of both green fluorescent protein (GFP) and an antibiotic 
resistance gene, and we allowed bacterial colonies to form prior to induction 
of toxic gene expression and isolated mutants over a week-long incubation 
period.   
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3.2. Results 

Restricting the evolutionary space of BL21(DE3) for 
production of toxic proteins 
In DE3 strains, the strong lacUV5 promoter drives expression of T7 RNAP 
and it was previously shown that homologous recombination between 
lacUV5 and the weaker wildtype lac promoter is a dominating event that 
within hours of introducing a toxic gene leads to tolerance in BL21(DE3)14. 
To prevent this, we first genetically restricted BL21(DE3), creating a 
∆lacI∆lacZ variant by deleting exactly the part of the native lac locus that 
shared homology with the λDE3 locus (Fig. 3.1). In addition, this should 
prevent expression of lacY, encoding the lactose permease, allowing a more 
uniform, concentration-dependent entry of IPTG into all cells in bacterial 
populations15.  
 
Next, similar to a previous study12, we chose the E. coli membrane protein 
insertase YidC coupled to GFP to serve as a model protein to investigate 
stress caused by membrane protein overproduction as it formerly was shown 
to have a strong negative fitness effect on E. coli16,17. The GFP-fusion comes 
in handy for phenotypic restriction because it allows visual screening for 
mutants that still produce the fusion protein. We further restricted the 
evolutionary solution space by introducing a hairpin structure in the 
expression plasmid that couples YidC-GFP to the expression of a ß-
lactamase gene18, providing resistance to ampicillin (Fig. 3.1). This way, 
formation of non-producing populations should be minimized in the 
presence of the antibiotic.  
 
Finally, in contrast to previous studies11,13,19, we aimed at introducing the 
protein production stress after bacterial colonies had established on plates. 
This spatiotemporally different approach should allow the formation of a 
large number of bacteria in a state of dormancy and in a structured 
environment, which previously was shown to constitute a unique 
evolutionary environment20. Furthermore, we speculated that mutants 
would be easy to identify as fluorescent secondary colonies or “papillae” 
outgrowing from the initially established colonies. To this end, two-layered 
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agar plates were poured allowing slow IPTG and ampicillin diffusion from 
the bottom to the top layer to grant sufficient time for colony formation 
before YidC-GFP production was induced (Fig. 3.1).  
 
During incubation for one week at 37 degrees Celsius, we observed several 
fluorescent papillae (Fig. 3.1) that were restreaked to confirm the fluorescent 
and ampicillin-resistant phenotype. Based on the fluorescence phenotype, 
the most promising mutants were isolated and cured from the YidC-GFP 
plasmid using a mild and simple CRISPR-based approach to plasmid 
curing21. These strains were subsequently retransformed with the original 
YidC-GFP plasmid to ensure that mutations leading to tolerance were 
localized on the genome and not on the expression plasmid. A single clone 
(Evo21(DE3)) was chosen for further characterization.  
 

                    
 

Figure 3.1. Evolution strategy to isolate mutations conferring tolerance 
towards toxic proteins in E. coli BL21(DE3). a, Illustration showing the 
experimental set-up used to restrict the evolutionary space for BL21(DE3) to 
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overcome protein production toxicity on three levels: (upper panel) genetic 
restriction was accomplished by deleting a part of the BL21(DE3) genome 
that frequently recombines and lowers the T7 polymerase expression, 
(middle panel) protein production was coupled to both fluorescence and 
antibiotic resistance to prevent formation of non-producing mutants, and 
(lower panel) a spatiotemporally structured environment of ageing bacterial 
colonies was designed in order to identify strong phenotypic mutants.                
b, Schematic of the workflow to produce layered agar plates that allow 
diffusion of the antibiotic ampicillin and the inducer IPTG to allow sufficient 
time for colony formation on the surface of the top agar layer before toxic 
protein production is induced.  

Characterization of Evo21(DE3)’s protein production 
capabilities 
To benchmark Evo21(DE3), we compared its ability to produce the YidC-
GFP fusion protein to the non-evolved BL21(DE3) wildtype strain as well as 
the derivative Mt56(DE3) previously described to be optimized for YidC-
GFP overproduction12. The plasmid pLysS was utilized to limit basal T7 
polymerase expression22 in BL21(DE3) and Evo21(DE3). Co-expression of 
pLysS in Mt56(DE3) is not relevant due to the greatly reduced polymerase 
activity in this strain. In liquid culture, based on GFP fluorescence, 
Evo21(DE3) expressed significantly (p ≤ 0.0001) higher amounts of YidC-
GFP than BL21(DE3) and Mt56(DE3). Eight hours post-induction, yields 
were 3.6-fold higher in cultures of Evo21(DE3) than in cultures of 
BL21(DE3) and 2,1-fold higher than in Mt56(DE3) (Fig. 3.2a). Parallel 
monitoring of the optical density of the cultures showed no major growth 
impairment for the strains (Supplementary Fig. S3.1).  
 
To assess whether the phenotype of Evo21(DE3) was gene-specific, we next 
investigated expression of a set of 24 different GFP-fusion proteins selected 
from an expression vector library of the E. coli inner membrane proteome23. 
These membrane proteins were selected to cover a wide range of functions, 
toxicity (previously reported as change in OD600 upon IPTG addition23), and 
number of predicted transmembrane domains (Supplementary Table 3.1). 
Comparing the fold-change of protein production in Evo21(DE3) and 
BL21(DE3), titers were improved for 19 of the 24 proteins with a significant 
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fold change of more than 1.5-fold for 14 of them (Fig. 3.2b).The highest 
improvement was 6.1-fold (p ≤ 0.001), observed for the for protein YihG. 
 
As a first test that the underlying mechanism allowing Evo21(DE3) to 
produce more toxic protein was not related to a general decrease in activity 
of the T7 expression system - as previously observed for the BL21(DE3) 
derivatives C41/43(DE3), C44/45(DE3), and Mt56(DE3) - we Sanger 
sequenced the T7 RNAP gene, which confirmed an absence of mutations. 
Next, we compared the expression of two non-toxic soluble proteins, GFP 
and a camelid-derived nanobody, and both were produced at higher levels 
in Evo21(DE3) than in BL21(DE3) or Mt56(DE3) - both in the presence and 
absence of pLysS (Fig. 3.2c, d). Similarly, Evo21(DE3) outperformed other 
strains in production of seven out of eight different plant-derived cytochrome 
P450 enzymes – a class of enzymes of significant biotechnological interest24 
(Supplementary Fig. S3.2). This indicates that the causative mutation in 
Evo21(DE3) is different from those previously isolated BL21(DE3) 
derivatives as it does not cause a general decrease in T7 RNAP activity.  
 
Even though the screening for improved protein productivity was performed 
with the highly efficient T7 system, the ideal mutant strain would be capable 
of producing more protein independently from the promoter system. To 
explore if this was the case for Evo21(DE3), we replaced the T7 promotor 
with the L-rhamnose inducible rhaBAD promotor in the yidC-GFP expression 
vector, transformed it into Evo21(DE3), and expressed the construct by 
inducing with different rhamnose concentrations in liquid culture. With 
concentrations of 5 and 20 mM L-rhamnose, Evo21(DE3) produced 
significantly (p ≤ 0.0001) more protein than BL21(DE3) and Mt56(DE3) 
(Fig. 3.2e).  
 
In summary, this initial characterization shows that the evolved strain can 
produce higher titers of a range of different proteins using a T7-system-
independent mechanism. 
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Figure 3.2. Characterization of mutant Evo21(DE3) for toxic and non-toxic 
protein production. a, Production of a toxic YidC-GFP fusion protein in 
Evo21(DE3) compared to the non-evolved BL21(DE3) wildtype strain, the 
BL21(DE3)∆lacI/Z ancestor strain, and a previously evolved BL21(DE3) 
derivative Mt56(DE3). On the illustrated expression vector (pYidC) YidC-
GFP production is translationally coupled to ampicillin resistance.                   
b, Fluorescence fold change between Evo21(DE3) and BL21(DE3) 
producing a library of 24 proteins of the E. coli inner membrane proteome 
C-terminally fused to GFP. c, gfp expression levels in Evo21(DE3) and 
control strains with and without co-expression of the helper plasmid pLysS. 
d, Western blot showing the expression of a camelid-derived single chain 
antibody (nanobody) in Evo21(DE3) and control strains. Samples were 
normalized to cell density prior to loading. e, Production of YidC under the 
control of a prhaBAD promotor allowing titration of expression L-rhamnose. 
All fluorescence values displayed are normalized to OD at 600 nm.  

Whole genome sequencing and identification of a single 
causative mutation in Evo21(DE3) 
The phenotype of Evo21(DE3) prompted us to sequence the strain using 
Illumina whole genome sequencing. Two point mutations – one in the argE 
and one in the fecB locus (Fig. 3.3a) – and an insertion of a mobile IS1 element 
into the rne gene were identified. Upon reintroduction of the argE or fecB point 
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mutations into BL21(DE3) by oligonucleotide-based recombineering, the 
YidC-GFP over-expression phenotype was not obtained (data not shown), 
whereas, when reintroducing the truncation of the rne locus into BL21(DE3) 
and into the Evo21(DE3) parental BL21(DE3) ∆lacI∆lacZ strain, the YidC-
GFP over-expression tolerance phenotype was nearly identical to 
Evo21(DE3) (Fig. 3.3b). This makes it highly likely that the rne IS1 insertion 
is the main causative mutation in Evo21(DE3). 
 
The identified IS1 insertion causes a truncation of the encoded 1061-residue 
E. coli endoribonuclease RNase E after amino acid 702 and therefore a 
polypeptide lacking the last 359 residues of its C-terminus in Evo21(DE3) 
(Fig. 3.3c). RNase E is an essential membrane-associated enzyme involved in 
maturation of both ribosomal RNA and tRNA, as well as total mRNA decay, 
and mediates the assembly of a multi-enzyme complex referred to as the 
“RNA degradosome” (Fig. 3.3c). It has previously been shown that only the 
N-terminal half (1-529) of RNAse E, accommodating the active catalytic 
domain, is essential for cell growth, and the C-terminal noncatalytic region 
is mostly disordered and known to function as a scaffold mediating the 
association of the enzymes PNPase, Rhlb and enolase25–27. 
 
Interestingly, a similar truncation of the rne locus, rne131, resulting in an 
RNase E polypeptide lacking its noncatalytic region (amino acid residues 1-
584, Fig. 3.3c) was isolated in a screen for suppressors of a temperature-
sensitive allele of the mukB gene25. A later study showed that in strains such 
as BL21(DE3), introducing the rne131 truncation caused a bulk stabilization 
of mRNA degradation including mRNA produced by T7 RNAP28. The 
rne131 truncation was engineered into the commercially available 
BL21Star(DE3) with the rationale that stabilizing bulk mRNA would result 
in increased protein production. However, following the same rationale, the 
commercial strain also comes with a note suggesting that it might be 
unsuitable for over-expression of toxic genes.  
 
We compared the expression of six different genes that we previously found 
expressed better in Evo21(DE3) than in BL21(DE3) with expression in 
BL21Star(DE3) and found expression levels to be highly similar between 
BL21Star and Evo21 (Fig. 3.4a). This provides an independent confirmation 
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that the phenotype of Evo21(DE3) is caused by the truncation of rne. 
 

                                               
 

Figure 3.3. Identification of an RNase E mutation in Evo21(DE3) causative 
for tolerance towards toxic protein production. a, Illustration of mutations 
in the Evo21(DE3) genome compared to the ancestor BL21(DE3). Whole-
genome sequencing of mutant strain Evo21(DE3) revealed two point 
mutations (grey) and a truncation of the rne gene caused by the transposition 
of a mobile element IS1 into the locus. Deletion of the genomically shared 
homology sequence in the BL21(DE3) ancestor strain with the λDE3 area 
(335,401 – 337,123) is annotated. b, Production levels of the toxic YidC-
GFP fusion protein in Evo21(DE3) compared to BL21(DE3), as well as 
BL21(DE3) and the non-evolved ancestor strain BL21(DE3)∆lacI∆lacZ after 
reintroducing the rne truncation by recombineering. c, Illustration of the E. 
coli RNA degradosome. N- and C-terminal domain of the membrane-bound 
essential endonuclease RNase E (blue) and the localisation of associated 
enzymes PNPase, Rhlb and enolase along the C-terminal non-catalytic 
scaffolding region are displayed. Mutations of the rne gene in Evo21(DE3), 
BL21Star(DE3) and rne* gene harboured on pLysS-Max are indicated.  
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A spontaneously occurring dominant mutation in rne 
increases protein production when supplied on an 
auxiliary plasmid 
The way Evo21(DE3) was isolated from papillae outgrowing colonies on 
week-old agar plates, and because dominant rne mutants previously have 
been observed29, made us speculate that different rne variants could be 
studied by simple co-expression from a plasmid in the presence of wildtype 
rne on the genome. To test this idea, and to compare different variants of the 
rne gene at different expression levels, we cloned rne variants in front of the 
rhaBAD promoter on the pLysS plasmid backbone. We found it challenging 
to construct these plasmids as an unusual high number were isolated with 
spontaneously occurring mutations in rne. Not surprisingly, this demonstrates 
that manipulation with rne affects cellular fitness. Nevertheless, we ultimately 
succeeded in cloning full-length rne, the Evo21 and BL21Star truncated 
versions, and a version with a further truncation in the membrane binding 
domain of RNAse E. However, none of these constructs showed any positive 
effect on YidC-GFP expression (Supplementary Fig. S3.3). 
 
Serendipitously, we isolated a spontaneously occurred rne mutant, called rne*, 
and included it in our analysis. We found that rne* provided on the pLysS 
plasmid (hereafter called pLysS-Max) could increase YidC-GFP production 
even further than Evo21(DE3) (Fig. 3.4b). The rne* mutation converts the 
essential30 aspartate residue in position 346 to an asparagine in the so-called 
DNase I subdomain of RNAse E involved in chelating an essential Mg+2 ion. 
The aspartate residue is believed to act as general base to activate the 
attacking water essential for the catalytic activity of the enzyme31. The 
replacement of Asp-346 with the polar amino acid Asn was previously shown 
to decrease RNA cleavage by about 25-fold31. The effect of expressing rne* 
was not gene specific as the effect was preserved for three out of four other 
tested genes (Fig. 3.4b). This provides an alternative demonstration that 
manipulating with rne severely affects recombinant protein production and 
provides a simple tool, in the form of an auxiliary pLysS-Max plasmid that 
can be transformed into other strains, to improve protein production titers. 
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Utilizing RNase E autoregulation to build a biosensor of 
RNAse activity in the cell 
The positive effect of rne truncations such as rne131 on protein production 
was previously assumed to be due to stabilization of the recombinant 
mRNA28. However, the observation that the rne truncation in Evo21(DE3) 
leads to tolerance of toxic gene expression suggests a broader role involving 
balancing of RNA levels more globally. 
 
Autoregulation allows RNase E to adjust continuously its synthesis to that of 
its substrates by controlling the degradation rate of its own mRNA32,33. This 
has been exploited to build a biosensor for RNAse activity by fusing the 
promoter and 5´end of rne with a genetic reporter like lacZ33. To explore 
RNAse activity in our evolved strains for recombinant protein production, 
we constructed a similar RNAse biosensor (pRNE-GFP) using GFP as a 
reporter (Fig. 3.4c).  
 
We transformed the pRNE-GFP reporter into BL21, BL21(DE3), 
BL21Star(DE3), Evo21(DE3), and Mt56(DE3) and monitored fluorescence 
in a microplate reader under conditions similar to the typical protein 
production scenario. Under these conditions, fluorescence was 14-fold 
reduced in Evo21(DE3) and 7-fold reduced in BL21Star(DE3) compared to 
the ancestral BL21(DE3), confirming the hypothesis that RNAse activity was 
decreased in these strains (Fig. 3.4d). Interestingly, based on the fluorescent 
reporter, RNAse activity was also reduced app. 2-fold in BL21 compared to 
BL21(DE3) suggesting an effect of the λDE3 locus itself on RNAse activity in 
the cell.  
 
Next, we wanted to explore if expression of YidC-GFP affected RNAse 
activity in the different strains. To this end, because YidC-GFP cannot be 
expressed from the T7 promoter in BL21 (no T7 polymerase) or BL21(DE3) 
(no growth), we expressed it from the rhaBAD promoter construct (Fig. 3.2e) 
using different concentrations of rhamnose. This showed that YidC-GFP 
levels could be titrated with rhamnose and confirmed higher expression in 
BL21Star(DE3) and Evo21(DE3) than in the other strains at high rhamnose 
concentrations (Fig. 3.4e, upper half).  
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To monitor fluorescence from the RNAse GFP reporter, we then deleted 
GFP from the YidC construct and attempted to co-transform it with pRNE-
GFP into different strain backgrounds (Fig. 3.4e, lower half). However, we 
were unable to recover and grow transformants in BL21(DE3) and 
BL21Star(DE3), suggesting a lethal imbalance in RNA levels caused by the 
presence of these two plasmids. We were able to recover and grow double 
transformants in BL21, Evo21(DE3), and Mt56(DE3), and to monitor 
fluorescence as an indication of RNAse activity. Fluorescence increased to 
high levels upon increasing the concentration of rhamnose in BL21 and 
Mt56(DE3), whereas fluorescent levels were at least 2.5-fold lower (at 1 mM 
rhamnose) in Evo21(DE3) and hardly increased upon further rhamnose 
addition. This suggests that RNAse activity is increased when yidC expression 
is increased, but that the activity is lower in Evo21(DE3) than in the other 
strains (Fig. 3.4e).  
 
Finally, we explored the effect of the pLysS-Max auxiliary plasmid 
(harbouring the mutant rne*) on RNAse activity by co-transforming it along 
with pRNE-GFP into BL21(DE3). As controls, we included a strain co-
transformed with pLysS, and pRNE-GFP and BL21(DE3) transformed only 
with pRNE-GFP. Because we previously observed RNAse activity due to the 
presence of the λDE3 locus, we repressed leaky expression of T7 RNAP from 
the lacUV5 promoter by adding glucose to the medium, and titrated rne* 
levels with rhamnose. In the absence of glucose and presence of pLysS, we 
observed an increase in RNAse activity which was repressed by expression 
of rne* (Fig. 3.4f). This shows that the pLysS-Max plasmid can be used to 
regulate RNAse activity in the cell.  
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Figure 3.4. Effect of rne mutations on protein production and RNase 
activity levels in E. coli. a, Heterologous production of a variety of non-toxic 
and toxic GFP-fusion proteins in Evo21(DE3) and BL21Star(DE3), both 
harbouring different truncations of the rne gene, compared to BL21(DE3).  
b, Expression of the same genes in Evo21(DE3) is compared to expression in 
BL21(DE3) when co-expressing either the auxiliary plasmid pLysS or pLysS-
Max. c, Schematic illustration of the plasmid pRNE-GFP designed to report 
on RNAse activity. Promotors controlling rne expression are indicated (P1 – 
4) 34,35. Expression level of the rne gene can be monitored in vivo via GFP 
fluorescence signal. d, Exploration of the pRNE-GFP reporter plasmid in 
BL21(DE3) derivatives. Different levels of RNase activity can be monitored 
in the strains. e, Titration of yidC expression in Evo21(DE3), BL21Star(DE3) 
and BL21(DE3) via increasing levels of L-rhamnose and its effect on the rne 
regulon expression reporting RNase activation in the cell during toxic 
membrane protein production. Upper half: Fluorescence corresponds to 
YidC-GFP production levels. Lower half: Cells are harbouring both the rne 
reporter plasmid (pRNE-GFP) and pPrhaBAD-YidC controlling yidC 
expression (no GFP fusion). Fluorescence levels correspond to GFP 
produced under the control of the rne regulon. f, Effect of the pLyS-Max 
auxiliary plasmid on RNAse activity. Plasmids pLysS and pLysS-Max are 
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co-expressed along with pRNE-GFP in BL21(DE3) cells. To repress leaky 
expression of the rhamnose promotor controlling rne* expression on pLysS-
Max 0.4% glucose was added where indicated. 

3.3. Discussion 

Gene toxicity is not restricted to membrane proteins and the protein burden 
problem has received attention since the 1950s’36,37. No uniform theory 
explains the protein burden, but commonly it is observed that ribosomal 
RNA is degraded similarly to what is observed with nutrient starvation38. A 
recent study explored the global transcriptomic response to over-expression 
of a set of 45 different genes in E. coli and found highly gene-specific 
activation of different host responses such as fear vs greed, metal homeostasis, 
respiration, protein folding, and amino acid and nucleotide biosynthesis6. 
Thus, gene over-expression shows many similarities with other types of 
cellular stress, but the role of RNA degradation in stress responses is not well-
understood39.  
 
By restricting the evolutionary solution space of the protein production 
workhorse BL21(DE3), we have discovered a key role for RNA stability in 
determining the toxicity and productivity of recombinant protein production 
in E. coli. This provides an example that engineering the evolution of a 
microbe can help develop useful traits and discover new mechanisms – even 
with well-characterized systems such as T7-based expression in BL21(DE3). 
In contrast to previously evolved BL21(DE3) derivatives, Evo21(DE3) does 
not contain mutations in T7 RNAP, and it is therefore also able to produce 
higher levels of non-toxic proteins such as GFP.   
 
The causative mutation in rne in the evolved Evo21(DE3) strain is similar to, 
but distinct from, the rne mutation engineered into BL21Star(DE3). This is 
surprising because the main mechanism assumed for BL21Star(DE3) was 
stabilization of the recombinant mRNA and it was therefore thought to be 
suboptimal for toxic proteins. This believe is at least partly based on 
observations that T7 RNAP transcripts are unusually RNAse E-sensitive40. 
However, as shown here, the positive effect of an rne truncation appears not 
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to be specific to T7 RNAP transcripts, and BL21Star(DE3) previously did 
show great capacity to produce a number of different membrane proteins41, 
and the RNAse E inhibitor RraA was identified in a screen for genes whose 
co-expression could suppress membrane protein-induced toxicity42.  
Possibly, the stabilization of mRNA caused by the rne mutations in BL21Star 
and Evo21, or by over-expression of rraA, is not restricted to the recombinant 
mRNA, but also stabilizes other essential mRNAs that are otherwise 
destabilized by resource allocation to producing the recombinant molecule43. 
It is interesting to note that RNase E encompasses a membrane binding 
domain and the gene now twice has been implicated in membrane protein 
production stress. Further studies should examine this possible connection.  
 
The rne* mutation D346N is located in the N-terminal endoribonucleolytic 
domain of RNase E, in the highly conserved region of the RNase E/RNase 
G family called high similarity region 2 (HSR2)44,45. The region contains an 
arginine rich domain that may contact the RNA45 and removal of the 
negative charge in position 346 has a negative influence on the catalytic 
activity of the enzyme30,31. Similarly, a mutation in RNase G (G341S), only 
five residues away from D346 in an almost completely conserved region44 
was previously shown to be defective in degradation of a specific mRNA but 
proficient in processing of 16S rRNA46. 
 
Using a GFP-based biosensor, we monitored RNase activity in different 
BL21 variants in the presence or absence of pLysS and the YidC 
overexpression vector. This supported the hypothesis that the truncated 
versions of rne in Evo21(DE3) and BL21Star(DE3), and the co-expression of 
the rne* mutant, caused an overall decrease in RNase activity, and found an 
increase in RNase activity in response to both the presence of the T7 RNA 
polymerase in itself and when increasing the expression of a foreign gene like 
yidC. This supports a central role for RNase activity in determining 
recombinant protein production efficiency. The pRNE-GFP RNase 
biosensor may come in handy as a tool for diagnosing RNase activity stress 
in other settings and could facilitate a broader understanding or the role of 
RNA stability in cell factory engineering. 
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3.4. Methods 

Bacterial strains and plasmids  
E. coli production strain BL21(DE3)47 was used to generate 
BL21(DE3)∆lacI∆lacZ (described below) employed here to isolate derivate 
Evo21(DE3). BL21(DE3) and Mt56(DE3)12 were used as control strains for 
experiments benchmarking Evo21(DE3)’s performance. Plasmid pLysS was 
utilized to limit basal T7 polymerase expression as previously described22. All 
proteins produced in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 3.1. 
Membrane proteins were produced as C-terminal GFP-His8 fusion proteins 
from a pET28a+ derived expression vector as described before48. For the 
creation of expression vector pET28-yidC-gfp-hp-bla (pYidC), used for the 
evolution experiment which led to isolation of Evo21(DE3), a 25 bp hairpin 
loop sequence (5’-TGACATAGGAGGTCCTCCTATGTCA-3’) for strong 
translational coupling was inserted downstream of the His-tagged gfp 
sequence followed by an in frame ß-lactamase gene (bla) conferring resistance 
to the antibiotic ampicillin as described in Rennig et al.18. All expression 
vectors encode a lacI gene under the control of its native lacI promotor to 
reduce T7 RNAP production prior to IPTG induction in lDE3 strains. 
Plasmid pLysS was chosen to function as backbone for co-expression of 
different rne variants to avoid the burden of having three plasmids present 
simultaneously bla in the system. All genes expressed on the pLysS backbone 
were cloned seamlessly in between lysS terminator and T7F3.8 promotor 
controlling T7lysS expression flanked by additional terminator sequences: T7 
terminator (upstream) and rrnc terminator (downstream). RNAse E reporter 
plasmid pRNE-GFP was constructed similar to the previously described 
vector pEZIO133. The complete rne 5' UTR (555 bp) comprising promotors 
P1 to P434,35 and the first 181 codons of the E. coli rne gene were joined in-
frame to the second codon of a gfp gene. Cells were grown aerobically at 
either 37°C or 30°C and 200 rpm in lysogeny broth (LB) (Difco) 
supplemented with 50 μg/ml kanamycin, 25 µg/ml chloramphenicol or 
100 μg/ml ampicillin depending on the resistance marker of the plasmid 
used.  
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Genome engineering  

Parental strain BL21(DE3)∆lacI∆lacZ was created using lRED 
recombineering. BL21(DE3) was transformed with plasmid pSIM1949, 
harbouring genes for lRED recombination proteins exo, bet and gam under 
the control of a heat inducible promoter. Recombineering was performed 
using a tetA integration cassette flanked by 50-bp long homology sequences 
to the lDE3 homology area in E. coli BL21(DE3). The tetA integration 
cassette was subsequently removed via counter selection on NiCl2 
establishing a total deletion of 1,722 bp in genome position 335,401 – 
337,123 verified via sanger sequencing. All mutations identified in 
Evo21(DE3) via next-generation sequencing were re-engineered using 
MAGE50 and oligos 1 to 9 (Supplementary Table 3.2).  

Isolation of Evo21(DE3)  
To evolve a new BL21(DE3) derivate with enhanced tolerance towards toxic 
protein expression, BL21(DE3)∆lacI∆lacZ was transformed with the 
expression vector pYidC (described above) expressing yidC-gfp translationally 
coupled to expression of a ß-lactamase encoding gene facilitating ampicillin 
resistance, alongside with plasmid pLysS. Successful transformants were 
inoculated into LB medium supplemented with 50 μg/ml kanamycin and 
25 µg/mL chloramphenicol and grown over night at 37°C and 200 rpm in 
5 mL falcon tubes. Production of membrane protein YidC C-terminally 
fused to GFP allows identification of BL21(DE3)∆lacI∆lacZ-derived mutants 
efficiently producing YidC in the cytoplasmic membrane upon illumination 
with UV light. Translational coupling to ampicillin resistance provides an 
additional layer of selection. Only cells producing the membrane protein 
fusion protein can grow on growth medium supplied with the antibiotic. This 
limits the evolutionary space of arising mutations to ones without negative 
impact on production levels. 
 
To allow colony formation prior to membrane protein production 100 µL 
undiluted overnight culture had been plated on layered agar plates. 25 mL 
LB-agar containing both 50 μg/ml kanamycin and 25 µg/mL 
chloramphenicol was poured on top of a hardened 5 mL LB-agar layer 
additionally supplemented with 150 µg/mL ampicillin and 1 mM IPTG. 
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Slow diffusion of IPTG and ampicillin into the upper layer gives cells plated 
on top sufficient time to form colonies before toxic membrane protein 
production is induced. Plates were incubated at 37°C for several days and 
monitored daily for mutant papillae outgrowing the population. Multiple 
fluorescent colonies could be isolated during the first week showing higher 
levels of fluorescence than BL21(DE3) in an initial plate reader experiment 
screening for GFP fluorescence. One isolate, subsequently named 
Evo21(DE3), consistently showed high GFP levels and was chosen for further 
studies. To cure Evo21(DE3) from the yidC-gfp expression vector used during 
the evolution experiment the CRISPR-Cas9 based pFREE plasmid curing 
system was employed21. For all experiments performed thereafter 
Evo21(DE3) was always freshly transformed with different vectors.  

Plate reader experiments  
For growth assays strains were cultured overnight in 5 mL LB liquid growth 
medium. Dilutions of 1:50 were grown aerobically for 24 hours in 96-well 
plates at 37°C and 200 rpm using Gas Permeable Adhesive Seal (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) to avoid evaporation. 1 mM IPTG 
was added at OD600 = 0.3. Growth (absorbance at 600 nm) and fluorescence 
(GFP: excitation at 485 nm, emission at 528 nm) was measured in 20 min 
intervals while continuous shaking using a Synergy H1 plate reader (BioTek 
Instruments, Winooski, VT, USA). All measurements were performed in 
triplicate. 

Western blots  
Whole cell lysate analysis via SDS-PAGE and immuno-blotting was 
performed as described in literature51. 1 ODU of cells was lysed using 
CelLytic B 2x Cell lysis reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) and 
run on standard SDS-PAGE using 12% polyacrylamide gels with 5x 
reducing sample buffer (8 M Urea, 10% SDS). SDS-PAGEs were blotted on 
nitrocellulose membranes and His-tagged nanobody was detected using a-
His mouse antibody (1:1000, Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany) diluted 
in 2% skim milk, followed by incubation with a secondary HRP-conjugated 
rabbit a-mouse IgG (1:10000, Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, MO, USA) 
diluted in TBS-T. Proteins were visualized using the Amersham ECL Prime 
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Western Blotting System (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL, USA) according to 
the manufacturer’s instructions and an Amersham gel imaging system.  

Next-generation sequencing  
DNA purification was performed using DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit 50 
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) starting with 1 mL overnight culture according 
to manufacturer’s instructions. Isolated DNA was eluted twice using 200 µL 
10 mM Tris (pH = 8.5). The genomic libraries were generated using the 
TruSeq DNA HT Library Prep Kit (Illumina, San Diego, CA, USA). Whole 
genome sequencing was performed using Illumina sequencing adapters 
D701 (ATTACTCG) and D501 (TATAGCCT). Data analysis was 
performed using the breseq software developed by D. Deatherage and J. 
Barrick52. 

Statistical analysis  
All experiments were performed in triplicate. Error bars and significance 
values were calculated using the program PRISM. Error bars indicated 
represent the average squared deviation from the mean (SD). To evaluate 
differences in expression levels of recombinant protein between Evo21(DE3) 
and other expression hosts used, a one-way ANOVA with a Dunnett’s 
multiple comparison test was employed. P values < 0.05 were accepted 
statistically significant. The different significance levels indicated as stars in 
figures correspond to p value < 0.05 (*), p < 0.01 (**),  p < 0.001 (***), and p 
< 0.0001 (****). 
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3.7. Supplementary materials 

       
Supplementary Figure S3.1. Growth phenotype and GFP fluorescence 
profile of BL21(DE3) and derivatives BL21(DE3)∆lacI/Z, Evo21(DE3) and 
Mt56(DE3) when grown for 20 h harbouring no expression vector compared 
to when carrying plasmids pLysS and pYidC. Induction of YidC-GFP 
production at OD600 = 0.3 via addition of IPTG is indicated (arrow). 

 
 
 

                        
 

Supplementary Figure S3.2. Expression of a small library of seven plant 
derived P450 enzymes in Evo21(DE3) compared to BL21(DE3) and 
Mt56(DE3). Proteins are expressed from a pET/T7-derived vector and 
production was induced via addition of IPTG.  
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Supplementary Figure S3.3. Co-expression of rne variants on auxiliary 
plasmid pLysS along with yidC-gfp expression vector pYidC in BL21(DE3). 
RNase E production is under the control of a rhamnose promotor. YidC-
GFP expression is induced via IPTG. MTS: membrane targeting sequence 
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Supplementary Table 3.1. Proteins used in this study  
Non-toxic 

    

Protein  Organism  Expression 
vector  

Corresponding 
publication  

Additional information 

frGFP Escherichia 
coli, 
Aequorea 
victoria 

pET/T7 Bradley et al., 
2000 

Folding reporter GFP; malE-gfp fusion 

nanobody Cameloids  pET/T7 Rennig et al., 
2017 

Single-chain cameloid antibody 
fragment  

Toxic 
    

Protein  Organism  Expression 
vector  

Corresponding 
publication  

Additional information 

YijD Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 120, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 4, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0381944444444444 

LspA Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 165, Function: Biogenesis, 
TMHMM(#TM): 4, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0666666666666667 

YgiH Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 206, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 5, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0208333333333333 

CysZ Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 254, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 4, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0625 

HtpX Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 294, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 4, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0604166666666667 

YihG Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 311, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 2, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,03125 

WzzE Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 349, Function: Lipid, 
TMHMM(#TM): 2, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,06875 

YdhP Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 390, Function: Transport/efflux, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0208333333333333 

HybB Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 393, Function: Metabolism, 
TMHMM(#TM): 10, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,05 

PqiA Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 418, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 8, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0319444444444444 

Kch Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 418, Function: Channel, 
TMHMM(#TM): 6, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0277777777777778 

UraA Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 430, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,00486111111111111 

BrnQ Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 440, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0159722222222222 
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PheP Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 459, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0208333333333333 

NarK Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 464, Function: Transport/efflux, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0381944444444444 

HydH Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 466, Function: Signaling, 
TMHMM(#TM): 2, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0423611111111111 

WzxC Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 493, Function: Lipid, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,00972222222222222 

CydA Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 524, Function: Metabolism, 
TMHMM(#TM): 9, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0465277777777778 

YqiK Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 554, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 1, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0673611111111111 

FdoI Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 212, Function: Metabolism, 
TMHMM(#TM): 4, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0673611111111111 

ProW Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 355, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 6, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0222222222222222 

ShiA Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 439, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0291666666666667 

YliF Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 443, Function: Unknown, 
TMHMM(#TM): 2, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,0590277777777778 

FucP Escherichia 
coli 

pET/T7 Daley et al., 
2005 

Length: 439, Function: Transport/influx, 
TMHMM(#TM): 12, TMHMM(S3score): 
0,00763888888888889 

SbCYP79A1 Sorghum 
bicolor  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450  

EpCYP71BE4 Euphorbia 
peplus  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450  

CfCYP716C1 Coleus 
forskohlii  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450 

CfCYP71BE2 Coleus 
forskohlii  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450 

TwCYP82Q1 Tripterygium 
willfordii  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450 

Hm 
CYP405A6 

Heliconius 
Melpomene  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450 

Tv 
CYP71D319 

Thapisa 
villosa  

pET/T7 Vazquez-Alba-
cete et al., 2016 

Membrane Bound Plant Cytochrome 
P450  
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Supplementary Table 3.2. MAGE oligos used in this study 
Oligo Genomic location  Info Sequence  
1 argE tetA integration  

(fw primer) 
gtttggcaacggtgccggatgcggcgcgagcgcct
tatccggcctacgttagaaatcatccttagcgaaa 

2 argE tetA integration  
(rv primer) 

ataaatactgcatgaatattgatactatcatgacca
gaggtgtgtcaacattgcttattaatcatccggctc 

3 argE tetA removal 
(MAGE oligo) 

attgaatttgttgcgagttcctggaacaggctgcact
tccacattgaagctcaaatctttaaaccagtccgcc
agcagagtaattaaatctgcattgctt 

4 fecB tetA integration  
(fw primer) 

gctgcaacgggaagcccccacagcagcaccgggt
gttttatcgcggtcatagaaatcatccttagcgaaa
gctaagga 

5 fecB tetA integration  
(rv primer) 

ttctgatgtgttaacgcccggcttgccgggcttttag
ctggaatgtgattttgcttattaatcatccggctcgt 

6 fecB tetA removal 
(MAGE oligo) 

ctctctttatgttgttccaggcgtgcctgcatctctcg
ctttttacccaccatttcgccgatgatagccgcaggt
tgcaaattttcagcgtaggtttcgt 

7 rne  tetA integration  
(fw primer) 

accggacgtacacgttcttcctgttcggtttcctgaa
cagattgctcttcttgcttattaatcatccggctcgtat
aatgt 

8 rne tetA integration  
(rv primer) 

gtaatgatgataaacgtcaggcgcaacaagaagc
gaaggcgctgaatgtttagagaaatcatccttagcg
aaagctaagg 

9 rne  tetA removal 
(MAGE oligo) 

gtaatgatgataaacgtcaggcgcaacaagaagc
gaaggcgctgaatgttgaagagcaaggtaatgact
ccaacttattgatagtgttttatgttcagataatgccc
gatgactttgtcatgcagctccaccgattttgatctgt
tcaggaaaccgaacaggaagaacgtgtacgtccg
gttcagccgcgtcgtaaacag 
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Abstract   

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is the world’s most abundant polyester 
plastic, and its ongoing accumulation in nature is causing a global 
environmental problem. Currently, the main recycling processes utilize 
thermomechanical or chemical means, resulting in the deterioration of the 
mechanical properties of PET. Consequently, polluting de novo synthesis 
remains preferred, creating the need for more efficient and bio-sustainable 
ways to hydrolyze the polymer. Recently, a PETase enzyme from the 
bacterium Ideonella sakaiensis was shown to facilitate PET biodegradation, 
albeit at slow rate. Engineering of more efficient PETases is required for 
industrial relevance, but progress is currently hampered by the dependency 
on intracellular expression in Escherichia coli. To create a more efficient 
screening platform in E. coli, we explore different surface display anchors for 
fast and easy assaying of PETase activity. We show that PETases can be 
functionally displayed on the bacterial cell surface, enabling screening of 
enzyme activity on PET microparticles – both while anchored to the cell and 
following solubilization of the enzymes.   
 
Keywords: PETase, Ideonella sakaiensis, surface display, extracellular protein 
production, E. coli  
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4.1. Introduction 

Poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) is one of the most commonly produced 
plastics (with an annual manufacturing of over 30 million tons), appreciated 
for its low cost, robustness, and high durability. This highly inert polyester 
consists of repeating units of the aromatic building block terephthalate (TPA) 
linked to ethylene glycol (EG)1. The inherent non-degradable properties that 
make PET an excellent material, unfortunately have the huge environmental 
drawback of substantial accumulation in landfills and in the ecosystem2. 
Increased build-up of plastic waste together with the fact that PET is 
produced from fossil feedstock call for efficient recycling and remediation 
strategies. These are currently dominated by thermo-mechanical and 
chemical means, with drawbacks like downcycling and the use of hazardous 
chemicals3. An environmentally friendly and less destructive recycling 
method is biodegradation, and recently, the interest in enzymatic PET 
degradation has increased tremendously4. 
 
The crystallinity and the limited accessibility to the ester linkages make PET 
less susceptible to enzymatic hydrolysis, but a number of ester cleaving 
enzymes have been reported active on the polyester1. The most promising 
candidates are classified as cutinases (EC 3.1.1.74), but the turnover rates are 
only low to moderate, reflecting that PET is an unnatural substrate for these 
enzymes5. A breakthrough in the field was the discovery of Ideonella sakaiensis 
in 2016, a bacterium able to utilize PET as its sole carbon source by 
converting it into TPA and EG, which was further metabolized. The initial 
catabolic pathway by I. sakaiensis involves two novel enzymes. The initial 
hydrolysis step of PET is facilitated by an extracellular enzyme homologous 
to cutinases but with an extraordinary capability to degrade PET, hence 
classified as a PETase (EC 3.1.1.101). The hydrolysis products, of which 
Mono-(2-hydroxyethyl)terephthalic acid (MHET) compromise a major part, 
is transported into the periplasmic space, and degraded to TPA and EG by 
the second novel enzyme, classified as a MHETase (EC 3.1.1.102)6. 
 
However, even with the PETase’s promising catalytic properties, problems 
with expression, purification and stability make it inadequate for industrial 
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purposes7,8. Several engineering efforts, resulting in a few catalytically 
improved and more thermostable variants7,9–12. Examples of improved 
variants of the I. sakaiensis PETase are the IsPETaseAustin9, and IsPETaseSon7. 
The improvements in activity towards PET were achieved using two 
different strategies. In IsPETaseAustin, the focus was to narrow the active site 
and to make it more cutinase-like by introducing the double mutations 
S238F and W159H whereas the triple mutations S121E, D186H and R280A 
in IsPETaseSon were centred around stabilizing loop regions, thereby 
improving the overall temperature stability. Irrespectively of the strategy, 
both variants were shown to clearly outcompete the wildtype PETase 
(IsPETaseWT).  
 
Protein engineering efforts have all been done in E. coli, despite the 
complications imposed by the need for the release of intracellularly produced 
enzyme variants. Interestingly, only 2-3 mutations have been incorporated 
in the IsPETaseAustin, and IsPETaseSon variants. One could speculate if use of 
a more amenable system, circumventing the limitations imposed by 
intracellular localization, would enable a more efficient protein engineering 
workflow for improving the IsPETase. As there is still no report of the 
PETase being successfully upscaled in an industrially relevant microbe, E. coli 
has remained the organism of choice, able to produce small amounts of the 
enzyme, albeit most of it ends up in inclusion bodies8.  
 
For large scale production and screening of metagenomic samples for novel 
enzymes active on PET, there is a need for a robust and simple expression 
procedure. Bacterial surface display of enzymatically active proteins is a 
promising strategy to engineer whole-cell catalysts, but also to overcome the 
bottleneck of inefficient enzyme secretion and cytoplasmatic toxicity, 
enabling simplification of production procedures as well as downstream 
processes. Since the first attempts in the late 80s, surface display is steadily 
gaining popularity and has been explored in most industrially relevant 
microbial platforms. Nonetheless, E. coli remains the most frequently used 
organism for surface display with a great variety of membrane anchors 
available13. Herein, we present a method for surface display expression of 
PETase variants using E. coli protein production strain BL21(DE3). This 
expression strategy allows for quick screening of the produced variants, 
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where the lysis step and the formation of inclusion bodies are avoided. The 
procedure provides a convenient screening platform that could be applied to 
PETase variants in an industrially relevant organism suitable for integration 
into high throughput screening systems. 

4.2. Results and discussion  

Selection of membrane anchors for IsPETase surface 
display in E. coli   
To overcome the bottleneck of inefficient heterologous expression and 
secretion of IsPETase variants in substantial amounts for screening and 
characterization, we adapted a surface display system previously described14 
to enable activity screening of IsPETase variants without the need for 
secretion into the growth medium. The system developed by Wendel et al. 
consists of both N- and C-terminal transmembrane anchors fused to the 
protein of interest. Sandwiched in between the membrane anchor and the 
protein of interest is a single domain camelid-derived antibody fragment 
(nanobody; NB) with high affinity for GFP15, binding the fluorophore in a 
stable complex, thus allowing visualization of the surface display module 
when exposed on the cell surface.  
 
Two different membrane anchors were explored: (i) the C-terminal 
translocation unit of the Neisseria gonorrhoeae autotransporter IgA protease (C-
IgAP) and (ii) a LppOmpA fusion protein consisting of the Lpp signal peptide 
followed by five transmembrane segments (residues 66 to 180) of E. coli outer 
membrane protein A (Fig. 4.1). All three versions of the IsPETase 
(IsPETaseWT, IsPETaseAustin, and IsPETaseSon) were fused to the GFP-
nanobody (part of the anchoring module) either C-terminally with a PelB 
signal peptide directly fused to the N-terminus of the enzyme, or N-
terminally allowing a free C-terminus, resulting in a total module size of 85 
or 55 kDa, respectively. The two modules insert in antagonal orientation into 
the bacterial cell membrane. This way, IsPETase variants are oriented in 
opposite directions and can be translocated across the membrane without 
direct fusion to the signal peptide in the N-terminal LppOmpA module. In 
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both cases, protein production is under the control of the rhamnose-
inducible rhaPBAD promoter and successful display on the cell surface can be 
assessed upon GFP binding. This allows an easy and fast estimation of the 
relative surface display capacity. Furthermore, the introduction of TEV 
cleavage sites at both the N- and C-termini (C-IgAP module) or solely the N-
terminus (LppOmpA module) along with a C-terminal histidine-tag prior to 
the TEV site allow the controlled release of the IsPETase variants into 
solution at any desired time point, as well as their subsequent purification. 
 

 
 

Figure 4.1. Schematic illustration of surface display modules for IsPETase 
expression. C-IgAP (purple) and LppOmpA (orange) anchor module and 
orientation of IsPETases within the modules are shown. TEV cleavage sites 
and His-tags (6x histidine) are indicated. N-terminal signal sequences (lppss 
and pelB) precede both constructs. A schematic illustrating both modules in 
the bacterial outer membrane is displayed (right side), indicating the 
location of nanobody:GFP (gray:green) binding. The pelB signal sequence 
is cleaved during translocation and therefore not displayed in the schematic. 

 
The efficiency of the different transmembrane anchors for displaying the 
IsPETase was evaluated on whole cells. In short, this was done by isolating 
the cells post induction (expression at 30 °C) and quantifying the signal 
derived from the GFP bound to the surface-exposed nanobody. This has 
previously been shown to be an excellent proxy for measuring total surface 
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displayed protein14. The LppOmpA anchor successfully displayed the 
IsPETase-containing surface display modules confirmed via fluorescence 
measurement in a microtiter plate reader as well as via in-gel fluorescence of 
OD-normalized whole-cell samples after incubation with GFP (Fig. 4.2a). At 
non-denaturing conditions, concise bands corresponding to a complex of the 
surface display module bound to GFP via the nanobody element (theoretical 
sizes 112 [C-IgAP] and 82 kDa [LppOmpA]) could be detected for the 
LppOmpA module, whereas no fluorescence appeared to originate from 
either the C-IgAP module or the unbound GFP (27 kDa). The additional 
bands on the native gel most likely stem from partially denatured and 
incompletely or incorrectly folded LppOmpA modules containing the 
nanobody-GFP complex. Induced cultures were highly fluorescent 
compared to uninduced ones, with cultures expressing the LppOmpA 
anchor module emitting significantly higher fluorescence than the C-IgAP 
cultures. This suggests that the N-terminal fusion construct is the most 
efficient for signal peptide free IsPETase expression. Fusion of the pelB signal 
peptide directly onto the enzymes’ N-terminus (C-IgAP module) was 
previously observed to be possible, but inefficient for IsPETase secretion8 in 
line with our observations. A further advantage of the LppOmpA anchor 
module is the free C-terminus on the PETase, which readily allows fusion of 
tags or reporter proteins for downstream processing. 
 
To investigate whether IsPETase enzymes displayed on the bacterial cell 
surface were correctly folded in an active conformation, we screened the six 
candidate constructs for activity on pNP-acetate, a standard chromogenic 
model substrate for esterases16. For the surface display modules that were N-
terminally fused onto the LppOmpA fusion protein, in good correlation with 
the GFP binding assay, higher amounts of released pNP could be detected as 
a larger shift in absorbance, (Fig. 4.2b). Identical results could be confirmed 
using the comparable compound pNP-butyrate as substrate (Supplementary 
Fig. S4.1). Despite the high background activity of the BL21(DE3) strain on 
the pNP-acetate, a significant activity increase for the membrane-bound 
IsPETase variants post induction could be detected when compared to non-
induced cultures. Therefore, the LppOmpA anchor module was chosen for 
all further experiments. 
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Figure 4.2. Functional surface display of IsPETase variants using the 
LppOmpA anchor module. a, Whole-cell and in-gel fluorescence for 
IsPETase variants (wt: wild type; A: Austin, S: Son) surface-displayed using 
either C-IgAP or LppOmpA module with and without L-rhamnose 
induction. The nanobody:GFP binding workflow is indicated. Unbound 
GFP was run on the outer left lane. Samples have been normalized to ODU. 
b, Absorbance change at 405 nm measured on pNP-acetate for IsPETase 
variants expressed via the two modules. Active PETase degrades pNP-
acetate to pNP, and acetic acid as illustrated. NC: Negative control 
BL21(DE3) cells not harboring the expression vector. Statistical evaluation: 
Multiple comparison analysis (two-way ANOVA); ns: no significant 
statistical difference, ****: p-value <0.0001.  

Surface-bound IsPETaseWT is active on PET 
microparticles   
To eliminate the background activity detected for non-producing E. coli cells 
on pNP-acetate, as well as, to investigate whether the surface-bound 
IsPETase protein was folded correctly and in an active state, we next assessed 
the activity of the IsPETaseWT towards PET particles. IsPETaseWT exhibits 
several fold lower activity towards PET than improved enzyme variants. This 
makes the wildtype enzyme an ideal candidate to test both baseline sensitivity 
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of the assay and suitability of a surface display strategy for detection of non-
optimized PETases. To do so, cell-bound IsPETaseWT produced in 
BL21(DE3) harbouring expression vector pKS:LppOmpA-NB-IsPETaseWT  
(20 h post induction, expression at 30 °C) was prepared and surface display 
verified by activity towards pNP-acetate (Fig. 4.3a) and GFP fluorescence 
(Fig. 4.3b). Suspended, semi-crystalline PET powder, was used as substrate 
and the formation of degradation product was detected via an increase in 
absorbance at 240 nm. 
 
As expected, no shift in absorbance (due to release of PET degradation 
products) could be detected for non-induced cells not expressing the 
IsPETase surface display module (Fig. 4.3c). However, significant IsPETase 
activity on free PET could be detected for the surface-displayed IsPETaseWT 
while still bound to the cell surface. The activity of the surface displayed 
PETase corresponded to the activity of 20 nM purified (free) IsPETaseAustin 
measured under the same conditions17 and used here as a positive control. 
This showed that the IsPETaseWT was correctly folded and displayed in 
sufficient quantities for detection.  
 

 
Figure 4.3. Characterization of surface-bound IsPETaseWT activity.            
a, Activity and b, whole-cell fluorescence of BL21(DE3) cells expressing 
IsPETaseWT within the LppOmpA surface display module compared to 
BL21(DE3) grown without expression vector. c, Degradation of PET 
microparticles (15 g/L) measured via absorbance increase at 240 nm for wt 
IsPETase bound to the bacterial cell surface. Standard: 0.02 µM purified 
IsPETaseAustin. 
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Surface display allows expression and activity assessment 
of different IsPETase variants      
Having shown that the IsPETaseWT was correctly folded when surface-
displayed, we next wanted to explore the correlation between the surface-
bound IsPETase activity measured in the initial screening on pNP-acetate 
with the functionality of the free enzyme on its (actual) substrate PET. This 
was done by utilizing the TEV cleavage sites present in the anchor module 
to release all three surface-displayed IsPETase variants into the supernatant 
while removing the insoluble fraction by centrifugation. Measurements of the 
pNP-acetate activity in the soluble fraction clearly showed that all three 
PETase variants had been successfully released from the cell surface via TEV 
treatment (Fig. 4.4a). The background activity previously observed for the 
BL21(DE3) control strain was now absent, indicating that it could be caused 
by a native E. coli membrane-associated esterase. Solubilization of the 
IsPETase variants by TEV cleavage resulted in an approximate 10-fold loss 
in absolute activity. This was most likely a combination of inefficient 
solubilization and, more significantly, removal of the high E. coli background 
activity which accounted for 86-87% of the total activity prior to TEV 
cleavage (Fig 4.4a). TEV-mediated enzyme release thus enables detection of 
false positive (non-producing or inactive) batches, as it decreases the amount 
of background activity for the non-expressing E. coli production strain 
significantly. Additionally, the relative abundance of the three IsPETase 
variants either prior or post TEV cleavage was similar, confirming that 
activity on pNP-acetate is not caused by unspecific activity of the E. coli 
background strain but derived from the surface-displayed IsPETase variants. 
 
The three IsPETase variants chosen for surface display (IsPETaseWT, 
IsPETaseAustin and IsPETaseSon) have previously been characterized7,9,11, and 
therefore, provide an optimal test set of enzymes to verify the screening 
strategy explored here. While the IsPETaseAustin variant (S238F and 159H) 
has improved PET degradation activity due to a narrowed binding cleft9, 
Son et al. implemented three point mutations (S121E, D186H and R280A) 
into the wt enzyme increasing its thermal stability (Tm +8.81°C), meanwhile, 
further enhancing the enzymes PET degradation activity (14-fold at 40°C)7 
compared to IsPETaseWT. As the variants have been evolved towards higher 
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specific activity on PET and not pNP-acetate, it was expected that pNP-
acetate is unsuited to resolve clear activity differences (Fig. 4.4a). 
Nonetheless, initial activity screening on pNP-acetate offers a fast and easy 
preliminary screening step to select active enzyme variants and reduce 
sample size for downstream analysis.  
 

              
Figure 4.4. Surface display and activity assessment of different IsPETase 
variants. a, Activity of wt, Austin, and Son IsPETase variants expressed via 
the LppOmpA surface display module prior to and post TEV cleavage, 
hence release from the cell surface. To allow comparison of absorbance, 
values are relative to IsPETaseWT activity prior to TEV cleavage. 
Expression of all samples was performed at 16°C. b, Whole-cell 
fluorescence verification of surface-displayed IsPETase variants (wt, Austin, 
Son) prior to TEV cleavage. c, Activity of IsPETaseWT and IsPETaseSon on 
pNP-acetate after His-tag purification; buffer blank: 50 mM HEPES buffer. 
d, Activity, and detection of the previously described IsPETase variants 
expressed on the surface and subsequently cleaved off (TEV supernatant) 
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and His-tag purified (purified). Activity of the released IsPETase variants on 
PET microparticles (upper half) and detection of the His-tagged enzymes 
via western blot (lower half) using an anti-His antibody. NC: Negative 
control BL21(DE3) cells. 

 
We next purified the solubilized IsPETaseWT and IsPETaseSon using His-tag 
purification columns. The two PETase variants were chosen as they both 
appeared to be surface-displayed at similar levels as determined by GFP 
fluorescence (Fig. 4.4b). As a quality control, activity of the purified samples 
towards pNP-acetate was measured. As shown in Figure 4.4c, background 
activity was significantly removed during purification, supporting the earlier 
notion that this resulted from a native E. coli esterase. Even though enzyme 
amounts post purification were not in sufficient amount to be detected on a 
SDS page, all IsPETase could be detected using His-tag specific (α-His) 
antibodies via western blot (Fig. 4.4c). This was not surprising, as protein 
surface display suffers from the bottleneck caused by the inefficient and 
competition-heavy bacterial membrane translocation machinery, as well as 
the spatial limitation of the cell surface itself18.  
 
Interestingly, enzyme activity on PET increased after purification even 
though absolute enzyme amounts decreased, indicating inhibition by other 
proteins or compounds released during cell lysis present in the unpurified 
supernatant or better accessibility of the smaller enzyme to the corrugated 
surface upon removal of potential steric hindrance of the large construct 
(Fig. 4.4c). This observation is supported by the presence of multiple proteins 
visible on the SDS page of IsPETase samples after TEV cleavage but prior 
to purification (Supplementary Fig. S4.2). Activity on PET for the purified 
IsPETaseWT enzyme was comparable to its activity in the TEV-cleaved but 
non-purified sample. In contrast, the purified IsPETaseSon exhibited a 2.5-
fold increase in activity on PET compared to its non-purified sample, and a 
7-fold higher activity compared to the purified wildtype enzyme. The latter 
corresponds well with the increased enzyme activity reported for 
IsPETaseSon7 and supports the hypothesis of optimized substrate 
binding/enzyme efficiency post purification. Comparing band intensities 
visible on the western blot (Fig. 4.4c), the apparent protein concentration of 
the IsPETaseSon variant was approximately half of IsPETaseWT. This, 
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combined with the observed 7-fold activity increase on PET, adds up roughly 
to the 14-fold higher activity previously reported for the variant. Looking at 
the TEV-supernatant of IsPETaseSon and IsPETaseAustin, a similar 
comparison of protein concentrations in the western blot and activity 
towards PET (Fig. 4.4d) would suggest a lower specific activity of 
IsPETaseAustin at the conditions used.  
 
A future refinement would be to include purified samples of selected 
enzymes, thereby allowing an improved quantification of the total amount 
of surface displayed enzyme. A potential caveat is that enzymes with large 
differences in specific activity (as seen for the IsPETase variants in this study) 
could easily bias this analysis. In contrast, using GFP binding as a proxy for 
quantifying the amount of surface display enzyme functions independently 
of enzyme specific activity. In summary, we show that an LppOmpA fusion 
protein can facilitate functional surface display of IsPETases and therefore 
easily be assayed whilst still bound to the cell surface, as well as after release 
into solution via the simplistic procedure outlined here. Two different surface 
display modules were investigated in this study, of which the spatial 
architecture of the LppOmpA module with the C-terminally positioned 
PETase resulted in the most optimal configuration. Further optimization of 
the culturing/expression conditions, the TEV cleavage, and the production 
host strain can be explored for more efficient expression of the IsPETase 
variants in this set-up. Surface display can be used for rapid screening of 
novel PETase variants enabling a fast and simplistic activity readout on PET. 
Moreover, the availability of the GFP nanobody allows assessment of 
expression independently from enzyme activity, which makes it well suited 
as initial screening tool for new enzyme candidates and allows for easy 
implementation into high-throughput screening workflows in both academic 
and industrial settings.  

4.3. Methods 

Construction of expression vectors 
Genes of three IsPETase variants (IsPETaseWT, IsPETaseAustin, 
IsPETaseSon)7,9,11 were synthesized according to the published codon-
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optimized sequence from Austin et al., 20189 (final sequences can be found in 
the Supplementary materials) and scarlessly cloned into vectors 
pKS:LppOmpA-NB and pKS:NB-C-IgAP14 using uracil-excision (USER) 
based cloning19 and oligos 1-7 (Supplementary Table 4.1) without their 
leader sequence and Met codon present. Sequences encoding TEV cleavage 
sites (ENLYFQ/G) were added in frame to either both sites of the enzyme 
sequence (IgAP module, STOP codon removed) or upstream of the N-
terminus only (LppOmpA module, STOP codon intact) to enable cleavage 
from the surface anchor. We additionally added hexa-histidine tags C-
terminally prior to the terminal TEV cleavage site (C-IgAP module) or 
STOP codon (LppOmpA module) for purification of the different IsPETase 
variants after TEV cleavage. Both the TEV cleavage sites and hexa-histidine 
tags were fused directly to the coding sequence without use of linker 
sequences. 

Expression of surface-displayed IsPETase variants 
All pKSD expression vectors were transformed into BL21(DE3) competent 
E. coli (NEB) via heat shock and according to the manufacturer’s description. 
Expression cultures were cultivated at 37°C in shake flasks without baffles in 
a culture volume of 50 mL lysogenic broth medium supplemented with 50 
µg/mL Kanamycin. Cultures were induced at an optical density of 0.3-0.5 
at 600 nm via the addition of L-rhamnose (5 mM final concentration) and 
subsequently incubated for 20 h at 30°C or 60 h at 16°C (as stated) shaking 
at 250 rpm. 

GFP binding assay to assess surface display efficiency 
The nanobody:GFP binding assay was performed as previously described14. 
Surface display expression was terminated via centrifugation for 4 min at 
2300 g and cells were resuspended in 50 mM Tris buffer (pH 7.5). Purified 
GFP (for detailed purification protocol,  see Wendel et al.14) was added to a 
final concentration of 0.06 mg/mL and binding was allowed for 20 min at 
30°C while shaking at 250-300 rpm. Post GFP binding, cells were washed 
twice and 50 µL of washed cell suspension was mixed with 100 µL 50 mM 
Tris buffer and transferred into a 96-well microtiter plate (Sigma-Aldrich). 
Optical density at 630 nm and GFP fluorescence (excitation: 485 nm, 
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emission: 528 nm) were measured in a SynergyH1 plate reader (BioTek) in 
transparent or opaque microtiter plates (Sigma-Aldrich), respectively.  

TEV cleavage  
For TEV cleavage of the surface-displayed IsPETase variants, cells were 
harvested for 5 min at 4000 g, washed twice in 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5) 
and resuspended in 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5 (100 µL per ODU). 
Commercial TEV protease (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the cell suspension 
resulting in a final concentration of 1 Unit/ODU and the reaction incubated 
overnight at 4°C, rotating at 10 rpm on a Blood Mixer Intelli-Mixer RM-
2S. Post incubation, cells were pelleted at 5000 g for 10 minutes and the 
supernatant was collected for activity analysis on para-nitrophenol (pNP)-
acetate/butyrate and PET, and run with SDS PAGE. Solubilized IsPETase 
variants were purified using His GraviTrap TALON (GE Healthcare Life 
Sciences) columns according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In short, the 
supernatant was applied to a Ni-NTA agarose column. After washing with 
20 mM sodium phosphate buffer containing 500 mM NaCl (buffer A) and 
30 mM imidazole, the bound proteins were eluted with 300 mM imidazole 
in buffer A. Finally, the imidazole was removed using a PD-10 column 
(Amersham biosciences) equilibrated with 50 mM HEPES (pH 8) buffer. The 
IsPETaseAustin purified control was purified as described in Arnling Bååth et 
al.17. 

pNP-acetate/butyrate activity assay  
20 µL whole cells (OD630 = 0.1) displaying IsPETase variants on the cell 
surface, supernatant of washed cells after TEV cleavage, and purified 
IsPETase (0.1 μg/mL) were incubated with 1 mM pNP-acetate or pNP-
butyrate (Sigma-Aldrich) in 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7) for 5 min at 
24°C. The release of pNP was monitored at a wavelength of 405 nm in a 
SynergyH1 plate reader (BioTek). For pNP-acetate assays on whole cells, 
E. coli BL21(DE3) cells not harbouring any of the surface-display expression 
vectors were used as negative control (NC). Since His-tag purified IsPETases 
were stored in 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 8), the same buffer was respectively 
used as negative control for the pNP-acetate assay on purified enzymes. 
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Protein gels and western blot 
For in-gel fluorescence, cells were resuspended after nanobody:GFP binding 
to a concentration of 0.05 ODU/µL and 20 µL were mixed with 10 µL 
2×Laemmli sample buffer and 0.5 µL benzonase nuclease (≥250 units/µL, 
Sigma). 15 µL of the whole sample were loaded onto a 4-20% Criterion™ 
TGX™ gel (Bio-Rad) at non-denaturing conditions and run for 30 min at 
200 V. Fluorescent protein bands were visualized using UV light and a 
GelDoc XR+ imaging system (Bio-rad). Total protein was assessed 
afterwards by staining with Novex SimplyBlue SafeStain. For IsPETase 
detection via western blot samples were mixed with Laemmli sample buffer 
as described above, boiled for 5 min and separated via SDS-PAGE (4-20 % 
Criterion™ TGX™ gel (Bio-Rad) at denaturing conditions). Total protein 
was transferred onto a nitro cellulose membrane using the iBlot™ 1 gel 
transfer system (Invitrogen). Blots were blocked with TBS-1% dried skim 
milk powder and developed with sequential incubations of mouse anti penta 
histidine tag (α-His) antibody (Bio-Rad, MCA5995P) and horse radish 
peroxidase (HRP) conjugated secondary goat anti mouse IgG (Sigma-
Aldrich, M8642-1MG).  

Activity measurement on suspended PET 
Activity measurements of whole cell suspension (OD630 = 0.1) surface-
displaying PETase variants and free PETase enzyme (post TEV cleavage, 
corresponding roughly to a concentration of 0.01-0.1 µM) on a suspended, 
semi-crystalline PET powder (Goodfellow Co, ES306031) were executed by 
adapting a plate reader-based assay previously described 20. In short, 
reactions were performed in sealed low binding 96-well plates (Greiner Bio-
One™ 655900), incubated at 40°C, in 50 mM sodium phosphate pH 8, at 
1100 rpm in an Eppendorf thermomixer for 4 hours. PET concentration was 
15 g/L and enzyme sample volume was 50 µL in a total volume of 250 µL. 
Reactions were quenched by centrifugation, the supernatant withdrawn, and 
formation of soluble products was detected by measuring the absorbance at 
240 nm. 
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4.7. Supplementary materials 

                
Supplementary Fig. S4.1. Comparison of IsPETase activity on pNP-
acetate and -butyrate. Statistical evaluation: Multiple comparison analysis 
(two-way ANOVA), *: p-value <0.05, ****: p-value <0.0001. 

 

                                              
Supplementary Fig. S4.2. SDS page corresponding to western blot in 
Fig. 4c. S: Protein standard (Novex™ Sharp, ThermoFisher), WT: 
IsPETaseWT, A: IsPETaseAustin, S: IsPETaseSon, NCI: TEV buffer control, 
NCII: BL21(DE3) wt control, NCIII: HEPES buffer control. 
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Supplementary Table 4.1: Oligos used to construct vectors pKSD:LppOmpA-
NB and pKSD:NB-C-IgAP via uracil-excision (USER) based cloning19. 
Oligo Name Sequence 
1 PETase-N-TEV_int_fw acctgtactUccagggtcagac 
2 PETase-C-STOP_intOmpA_rev actgcctggacUagtggtggtgatggtggtgc 
3 PETase-C-TEV_intIgAP_rev atggtggUgctcgagggaac 
4 IgAP_bb_NB-N_fw accaccaUcaccaccacgaaaacctgtacttccagggt

atggctcaggtccaactgg 
5 IgAP_bb_pelB-C_rv aagtacaggUtttcaattgcggctgaattgtcgatcgg 
6 LppOmpA_bb_NB-C_fw agtccaggcagUtgaagccaggatagagtcgacctg 
7 LppOmpA_bb_NB-C_rv aagtacaggUtttcaccaggaccgctggc 

 

IsPETase sequences used in this study: 

IsPETaseWT 
Gaaaacctgtacttccagggtcagaccaatccgtatgcgcgcggccccaaccctaccgccgcctcgttgga
agccagcgcgggaccctttaccgttcgtagctttaccgttagccgtccgtccggatatggtgcagggaccgtc
tattacccaaccaatgcaggcggcaccgttggcgcgattgcaatcgtccccgggtacaccgcgcgtcaaag
cagcattaagtggtggggtccgcgcttagctagccatggctttgtggttattaccatcgatacgaacagcact
ctagaccagcccagcagccgtagctcgcaacagatggccgcgcttcgtcaagttgcgagcttgaacggga
ccagcagtagcccgatttacggaaaggtcgatactgcccgcatgggtgtgatgggctggtcaatggggggc
ggcggttcacttattagcgccgcgaacaacccgagtttaaaagcagcggcaccgcaggcgccatgggact
cttcaaccaacttcagcagtgttaccgtgccgacgctgattttcgcgtgcgagaatgatagcattgcaccggt
gaacagcagcgcgctgccgatttatgatagcatgtcccgcaacgcaaaacagtttctggaaattaacggcg
gtagccactcttgtgccaactctgggaacagcaaccaggcactgatcggaaaaaaaggggttgcatggatg
aaacgattcatggataatgacacccgttactcaaccttcgcctgtgagaatcccaacagcacacgcgtgtcg
gattttcgcaccgcgaactgttccctcgagcaccaccatcaccaccacgaaaacctgtacttccagggt 
 
IsPETaseS238F/W159H (Austin et al., 2018) 
gaaaacctgtacttccagggtcagaccaatccgtatgcgcgcggccccaaccctaccgccgcctcgttgga
agccagcgcgggaccctttaccgttcgtagctttaccgttagccgtccgtccggatatggtgcagggaccgtc
tattacccaaccaatgcaggcggcaccgttggcgcgattgcaatcgtccccgggtacaccgcgcgtcaaag
cagcattaagtggtggggtccgcgcttagctagccatggctttgtggttattaccatcgatacgaacagcact
ctagaccagcccagcagccgtagctcgcaacagatggccgcgcttcgtcaagttgcgagcttgaacggga
ccagcagtagcccgatttacggaaaggtcgatactgcccgcatgggtgtgatgggccattcaatggggggc
ggcggttcacttattagcgccgcgaacaacccgagtttaaaagcagcggcaccgcaggcgccatgggact
cttcaaccaacttcagcagtgttaccgtgccgacgctgattttcgcgtgcgagaatgatagcattgcaccggt
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gaacagcagcgcgctgccgatttatgatagcatgtcccgcaacgcaaaacagtttctggaaattaacggcg
gtagccacttttgtgccaactctgggaacagcaaccaggcactgatcggaaaaaaaggggttgcatggatg
aaacgattcatggataatgacacccgttactcaaccttcgcctgtgagaatcccaacagcacacgcgtgtcg
gattttcgcaccgcgaactgttccctcgagcaccaccatcaccaccacgaaaacctgtacttccagggt 
 
IsPETaseS121E/D186H/R280A (Son et al., 2019) 
Gaaaacctgtacttccagggtcagaccaatccgtatgcgcgcggccccaaccctaccgccgcctcgttgga
agccagcgcgggaccctttaccgttcgtagctttaccgttagccgtccgtccggatatggtgcagggaccgtc
tattacccaaccaatgcaggcggcaccgttggcgcgattgcaatcgtccccgggtacaccgcgcgtcaaag
cagcattaagtggtggggtccgcgcttagctagccatggctttgtggttattaccatcgatacgaacagcact
ctagaccagcccgaaagccgtagctcgcaacagatggccgcgcttcgtcaagttgcgagcttgaacggga
ccagcagtagcccgatttacggaaaggtcgatactgcccgcatgggtgtgatgggctggtcaatggggggc
ggcggttcacttattagcgccgcgaacaacccgagtttaaaagcagcggcaccgcaggcgccatggcact
cttcaaccaacttcagcagtgttaccgtgccgacgctgattttcgcgtgcgagaatgatagcattgcaccggt
gaacagcagcgcgctgccgatttatgatagcatgtcccgcaacgcaaaacagtttctggaaattaacggcg
gtagccactcttgtgccaactctgggaacagcaaccaggcactgatcggaaaaaaaggggttgcatggatg
aaacgattcatggataatgacacccgttactcaaccttcgcctgtgagaatcccaacagcacagcggtgtcg
gattttcgcaccgcgaactgttccctcgagcaccaccatcaccaccacgaaaacctgtacttccagggt 
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CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK  

Modern biotechnology is driven by the potential for solving the challenges 
associated with our fossil fuel-based economy through the engineering of 
microbial cell factories and the exploration of novel enzyme solutions. Within 
this field, a range of synthetic biology tools are applied for cell-based 
production of molecules to circumvent the need for petroleum or polluting 
chemical synthesis – aiming to enable the transition into a fully bio-based 
economy. Nevertheless, when it comes to the creation of economically viable 
cell factories, host intolerance is still a major bottleneck. 
 
This thesis applied experimental laboratory evolution to study the molecular 
responses of Escherichia coli – the workhorse of modern biotechnology – to 
industrially relevant stresses and contributed with its findings to the ongoing 
quest of closing the genotype-to-phenotype knowledge gap, which will enable 
the purpose-driven design of superior cell factories in the future.  

The high number of mutations generally identified in adapted laboratory 
evolution experiments and the screening for desired phenotypes remains the 
greatest bottleneck of laboratory evolution studies. The plate-based evolution 
approach customised within this thesis (Paper 1 and 2) has proven to be a 
useful alternative. With an average of only 1.2 mutations detected within the 
large set of mutant colonies investigated in Paper 1, the set-up presents an 
advantageous alternative substantially decreasing the time-consuming step of 
deciphering causative mutations within evolved strains and, as a result, 
increasing the speed of the Design-Built-Test-Learn cycle for microbial cell 
factory design. 

Within the first study presented in this thesis (Paper 1), we further 
demonstrate the importance of global regulatory changes during bacterial 
adaptation to environmental stresses and how mutations in genes regulating 
DNA topology can compensate for the loss of global stress response signals 
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by altering the overall DNA supercoiling state of the cell. Moreover, the 
study also provides further evidence for a histone-like role of the global 
regulator Crp in its apo form, highlighting how proteins, such as transcription 
factors, have changed structure or function over the course of evolution and 
taken on new tasks.  
 
We further demonstrate in Paper 2 that RNA stress must be considered a 
key factor when trying to understand the mechanisms behind bacterial host 
intolerance in the context of heterologous protein production. Employing a 
multi-layered selection strategy in the evolution experiments carried out 
within the study, mutations within the bacterial RNA degradation 
machinery were determined to be crucial for high yield recombinant protein 
production. Besides the isolation of the new E. coli protein production host 
Evo21(DE3), which can produce both toxic and non-toxic proteins at high 
yield, these findings led to the development of a sensor for RNase stress, as 
well as a plasmid tool utilising the knowledge obtained during the evolution 
experiment for enhanced protein production titers. The first tool reports on 
the amount of RNA stress encountered by a cell when expressing a desired 
recombinant protein and can be envisioned to be employed in the future to 
screen toxic protein candidates for the type of stress they cause in order to 
find the best-suited host strain. The second tool is a versatile device for 
protein production optimisation in E. coli strains performing T7 RNAP-
dependent heterologous gene expression. Co-expression of the auxiliary 
plasmid alongside five exemplary toxic proteins in Paper 2 could improve 
production titers by up to 6-fold. Given the fundamental nature of the 
underlying mechanism, the application of the tool can likely be expanded 
onto other bacterial and eukaryotic strains in the future. 
 
The tools developed in Paper 2 are excellent examples of how laboratory 
evolution can assist cell factory design. Nonetheless, nature remains the 
greatest of all creators. Thus, screening for enzyme variants with novel 
functions that naturally evolve outside the laboratory/in nature, e.g. via 
metagenome analysis, will continue to be a popular approach to find new 
biocatalysts. This creates the need for fast and efficient screening procedures 
for such candidate enzymes circumventing bottlenecks in expression 
described in Chapter 1. The last part of the thesis, therefore, focused on the 
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development of such a screening platform for new types of enzyme variants 
able to degrade polyester plastics, such as PET, via bacterial surface display 
(Paper 3). The set-up allows the fast and easy activity readout of enzyme 
candidates on PET and is suited for implementation into high-throughput 
screening workflows as an initial screening step. To cite Nobel Prize winner 
Francis Arnold at this point: 
 

 “With the power of evolution realized for engineering, we now 
have a whole new way to look at the diverse products of natural 
evolution. […] It will turn out that they can do a lot more than 
we ever imagined, especially when we use evolution to unleash 
their latent potentials. What is clear is that evolution is an 
innovation machine, and nature’s products are ready to be let 
loose to take on new functions […] and [be] used for chemistry 
that we could only have dreamed of just a few years ago.”‡ 
 

PETases are just one great example of such natural innovation, impressively 
tackling the recent environmental challenges we are imposing on this planet. 
Nevertheless, it has never been more urgent for us to take responsibility for 
our actions and to get better at protecting nature since we – in our lifetime – 
cannot rely on the inherently slow mechanism of adaptation through natural 
selection within evolution as described by Darwin already 144 years ago. We 
now have the tools and understanding necessary to take evolution to a whole 
new level, by speeding up the underlying processes artificially in the 
laboratory and utilising them to advance towards a greener and more 
sustainable future.  
 
The increasing availability of metabolic models and big data approaches 
combined with advancements in the field of artificial intelligence, robotics, 
and automation, will continue to drive this development and further reduce 
current shortcomings within experimental evolution approaches.  

 
 
‡ Arnold, F. H. Directed Evolution: Bringing New Chemistry to Life.  
Angew. Chemie - Int. Ed. 57, 4143–4148 (2018). 
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Research within the field of synthetic biology has never been at a faster pace. 
Recent efforts, such as the “Build-a-Cell” community harnessing multi-
disciplinary input from scientists around the world aiming to build living cells 
from scratch, or the recent COVID-19 pandemic for which vaccines have 
been developed in record speed around the world, are great examples for the 
progression of science. Despite the great toll the current COVID-19 
pandemic had on humankind, one can hope that it will have strengthened 
the focus of the public’s attention on the importance of research and our 
responsibility to effectively deal with the threats our way of life is opposing 
onto our planet, our health, and our future.  


